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Abstract 

Toward Performance-based Design of Seismically Isolated Structures 

By 

Benshun Shao 

Doctor of Philosophy in Civil and Environmental Engineering 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Stephen A. Mahin, Chair 

Seismic isolation is an efficient structural system to achieve higher performance objectives in 
seismic design. It has been widely studied and used in practice. However, it is not always the case 
that seismically isolated structure is designed and engineered to achieve desired performance. Use 
of seismic isolation must be accompanied by correct engineering design concept and methodology. 
To address this issue, a performance-based design procedure for seismically isolated structure is 
needed for practical application. The dissertation work is aimed to enhance the understanding, to 
solve the remaining challenges and to provide guidance and support toward the development of 
performance-based design for seismically isolated structures.  

As the basis for design, a Two-level fundamental performance objective for seismically 
isolated structure is firstly proposed. It requires the design to satisfy a L1 performance objective 
which is to minimize damage and to achieve continued functionality under design level seismic 
event. At the same time, a L2 performance objective is required which is to achieve required safety 
reliability under rare seismic event.  

The main challenge for development of performance-based design for seismically isolated 
structure is to conduct preliminary design and to address the fundamental Two-level performance 
objective. The key is to select design parameters of upper-structure and isolation system efficiently 
and systematically with correct design concept. By numerically investigating responses of 
different seismically isolated structures considering different loading conditions, the dissertation 
work provides guidance on preliminary design of seismically isolated structure to achieve the Two-
level performance objectives proposed.  

The dissertation work is divided into two parts. The first part focuses on investigating 
preliminary design of seismically isolated structure to achieve L1 performance objective. By 
investigating responses of different seismically isolated structures (Chapter 4 considers seismically 
isolated SDOF model, Chapter 5 considers seismically isolated tall building, Chapter 6 considers 
seismically isolated nuclear power plant) under different design parameters of isolator and upper-
structure, this part of study focuses on understanding how change of design parameters will affect 
responses and provides systematic guidance on preliminary design.  

The second part focuses on investigating preliminary design of seismically isolated 
structure to achieve L2 performance objective which is to achieve safety reliability. By conducting 
numerical analysis on an archetype seismically isolated structure, the study shows current design 
regulation for seismically isolated structure does not achieve required safety level. Addition 
capacity of isolation system is needed. By investigating different types of enhanced isolation 
system, it is found that using seismic isolator with stiffening behavior is the most efficient solution 
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to provide enough capacities for achieving safety reliability. To implement this concept in practice 
for general design case, a probabilistic design procedure has been developed. 

The analyses work conducted in the two parts of the dissertation redefines the concept for 
design of seismically isolated structure, and it provides guidance for conducting preliminary design 
of seismically isolated structure to achieve desired performance. The work provides basis for 
further development of performance-based design of seismically isolated structures.  
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1 General Introduction 

1.1 FROM CODE-BASED TO PERFORMANCE-BASED SEISMIC DESIGN 

The potential damage to the built environmental from large earthquakes may be catastrophic, 
including the collapse of buildings and infrastructure, not to mention secondary effects such as 
fires and tsunamis. Not only do large earthquake pose significant risk to building occupants in 
terms of loss of life, but damage to infrastructure may result in sizable economic losses that could 
affect the community for years. Significant damage and collapse of structures is not unique to this 
century. Figure 1.1, Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 document that society’s vulnerability to strong 
ground shaking is not merely a problem of the past but remains a huge concern today. 

 

Figure 1.1 Damage at heart of Chinatown, 1906 San Francisco Earthquake, Mw 7.8 (Photo 
courtesy of U.S. Census Bureau). 
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Figure 1.2 Debris having crushed a car outside the Christchurch Catholic Cathedral after an 
earthquake rocked Christchurch, New Zealand, Tuesday, February 22, 2011 (Photo courtesy of 

NZPA, David Wethey). 

 

Figure 1.3 Soldiers work to remove the debris of a house destroyed in an earthquake that 
struck off the southern coast of Mexico late on Thursday, in Juchitan, Mexico, September 8, 2017 

(Photo courtesy of Edgard Garrido). 

Given the high-occupancy rates of buildings and the function that infrastructure plays in 
the engine of modern society, the economic fallout from their collapse or severe damage can be 
monumental. Thus, to limit both the loss of life and financial losses stemming from damage from 
large earthquakes, a key issue for architects and engineers in considering structures located in 
highly seismic areas is earthquake-resistant design. The field of earthquake-resistant design over 
the last four decades has benefited from the lessons learned from the failure of structures during 
past earthquake events, which have spurred experimental and analytical research worldwide. The 
study and development of different design procedures, innovative structural systems and 
components, new types of structural materials, and more advanced numerical simulation models 
and tools for practical applications is an on-going endeavor. 
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1.1.1 Code-Based Seismic Design 

To ensure the safety of buildings and structures during earthquake hazards, proper seismic design 
requirements need to be specified and followed. To standardize the design procedure, seismic 
design codes and regulations have been developed and used in practical applications for years and 
is generally known as code-based seismic design. 

1.1.1.1 Concept of Code-Based Seismic Design 

Prescribed design procedures and requirements are documented in modern seismic design codes, 
and, when applicable, structural engineers are required to follow the approved calculation, 
analyses, and design procedures given the seismicity of the region. This seismic design concept is 
generally known as code-based seismic design. Improvement and development of modern seismic 
design codes are conducted periodically by code committee based on the relevant studies 
conducted in academia and industry, as well as structural response determined from past 
earthquakes.  

Local seismic design codes are used in different parts of world for various types of 
structures. In United States, the most widely used seismic design code in practice is Minimum 
Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures, referred to herein as ASCE 7. Although this 
document includes design loads and requirements for other hazards (such as wind load, snow 
loads, etc.) ASCE 7 is considered as seismic design code herein due to its wide use in practice. 
The latest version of this regulation is ASCE 7-16 (ASCE 2017). The purpose of this seismic 
design code is to provide the required structural strength that satisfies minimum safety 
requirements of a structure under a specific earthquake hazard. Thus, the code-based seismic 
design can be considered as a force-based or strength-based procedure. 

This force-based or strength-based design concept has been widely accepted and used for 
many years in practical design applications. For most structural systems, the design strength 
requirement for seismic consideration based on ASCE 7 will be much smaller than the elastic force 
demand directly calculated from earthquake loading. By providing enough ductility and 
deformation capacities for a lateral-load resisting system, a smaller capacity compared to elastic 
force demand can be considered for design. This code-based seismic design philosophy is aimed 
at achieving a “non-collapse” objective for a structure by intentionally introducing yielding and 
damage into the structural system to accommodate a large earthquake force demand.  

As supplements to the general seismic design code, additional requirements for individual 
structural components are required for separate material and component standards such as 
American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) steel component standard and American Concrete 
Institute (ACI) concrete component standard. These additional standards are meant to ensure that 
structural components will provide enough strength, deformation capacity, and detailing and are 
used in conjunction with the seismic design code for practical design applications. To implement 
the seismic design code for practical design applications, prescribed procedures are presented to 
provide detailed calculations and design steps for practicing engineers. Overall, ASCE 7 is aimed 
at providing minimum provisions for the design and construction of structures to resist earthquake 
loadings and to safeguard against major collapse. 
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1.1.1.2 Limitation of Code-Based Seismic Design 

Nowadays, buildings and structures in areas of high seismicity are designed and constructed 
according to minimum code requirements. As discussed above, these codes safeguard against 
major structural failure and collapse, and address life safety issues only. Its primary function is not 
aimed at limiting structural and non-structural damage or maintaining functionality post-event. 
Although the code-based seismic design provides procedures to calculate required minimum 
strength in design, it does not provide requirement or procedures that provide explicit information 
on the performance of a structure under earthquake loadings. This design philosophy is acceptable 
and reasonable if the purpose of seismic design is to prevent the collapse of structures. As shown 
by their performance in past earthquakes, modern buildings and structures designed following 
modern seismic design code procedures have been proven to meet the criteria of life safety, 
especially in the case of steel and reinforced concrete structural systems.  

Overall, the code-based seismic design procedures have been widely used as a reliable 
methodology for decades. However, recent major earthquakes have raised the issue of whether the 
life-safety objective is an adequate threshold. For example, in 2011 Christchurch Earthquake (New 
Zealand), a large percentage of buildings designed to code satisfied the life-safety objectives but 
was “red-tagged” and slated for demolition after the event. Although the structural skeletons of 
many buildings were relatively sound, the repair costs for structural and non-structural components 
and unacceptable downtime in the case of businesses because of the inaccessibility of damaged 
structures resulted into a major component of the overall losses (Kam and Pampanin 2011). 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.4 Damage of structural components after major earthquakes. The buildings did not 
collapse but suffered major structural damages. 

Damage to structural and nonstructural components in response to strong ground shaking 
has been widely observed during past earthquakes. As shown in Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5, 
technically these structures maintained their integrity and did not collapse; therefore, they could 
be considered as successful examples of the code-based seismic design procedure. However, the 
significant structural damage shown in Figure 1.4 and non-structural damage shown in Figure 1.5 
required major reconstruction in order to be re-occupied. After a cost-benefit analysis, such badly 
damaged structures might be demolished post-event because repair costs might be comparable or 
even great than replacement costs. This happened after 2011 Christchurch earthquake where many 
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buildings that met the life-safety objective were demolished because the cost of repairing them 
was greater than replacing them. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.5 Damage to suspended ceilings after 2010 Chile Earthquake at (a) the Santiago 
International Airport and (b) at the San Carlos Hospital (Miranda et al. 2012). 

Based on examples presented above, one of the major limitations of code-based seismic 
design is that it focuses on minimum safety requirement of structures. Damage to structural and 
non-structural components are to be expected after major earthquakes. Depending on the extent of 
the damage, although the loss of life may be small and structural skeletons of most structures 
remain intact, the economic losses and societal impact of such damage could be extensive, as was 
the case in Christchurch in 2011. This gap between public expectations and the actual behavior of 
code-based designed structures led to a new challenge for the design community: to move beyond 
the life-safety objective and design structures that meet certain performance objectives in response 
to earthquake events. These performance objectives might include: limiting damage, reducing 
repairing costs and business downtime, and achieving functionality and resiliency after major 
earthquakes, thus satisfying the expectations of both the public and building owners. This is 
extremely important considering seismic design of critical facilities and structures such as 
hospitals, schools, government building, nuclear facility, tall building. Thus, the concept of 
performance-based seismic design was developed as a design methodology that moved beyond the 
minimum of life-safety objectives of structures in the event of large earthquakes. 

1.1.2 Performance-Based Seismic Design 

1.1.2.1 Concept and Development of Performance-Based Seismic Design 

The concept of performance-based design was first proposed by Peter May, a sociologist (2007), 
who sought to move beyond the restrictive environment of code-based standards to one of design 
and evaluation for the achievement of specific results rather than prescribed means. In this design 
approach, the designer focuses directly on achieving specific performance goals rather than 
following detailed design steps. For seismic design consideration, the performance goals are those 
related to social consequences such as repair costs, business interruption losses, causalities, etc. 
The design is based on achieving specific performance goals, requiring that the design be verified 
against performance objectives.  
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For implementation of performance-based seismic design, there are no detailed calculation 
and design procedures as the case for code-based seismic design. However, guidelines have been 
developed for implementation of this concept in practice. The development of these milestone 
“guidelines” also reflects the evolvement of the concept of performance-based seismic design.  

SEAOC “Blue book” 

The earliest reference document that uses the concept of performance-based design was 
SEAOC “Blue book” (SEAOC 1999), which set three tiers of performance objectives considering 
earthquake intensities labeled as Minor, Moderate and Major. The definitions in the performance 
objectives were non-quantitative and difficult to quantify. And when checked against, led to wide 
variations in interpretation. 

Vision 2000 

Vision 2000 (SEAOC 1995) was another important early guideline that quantitively 
defined frequent, rare, and very rare earthquake event. It also considered different types of facilities 
when establishing performance objectives and considered different categories of performance 
targets. At the same time, it introduced the term “engineering demand parameter” (EDP) to 
consider and set the limits of EDP for a particular performance objective. It did not suggest a 
specific analytical approach to evaluate the reliability of structure but used probabilistically 
represented seismic hazards; demands and capacities were predicted deterministically. The criteria 
of EDP associated with each performance limits were developed by seeking the consensus of 
“experts,” which was also deterministic. 

ASCE 41-13 

As the guideline for evaluating the performance and retrofit objectives for existing 
buildings, ASCE 41-13 (ASCE 2013) has been a key document in the development of 
performance-based seismic design methodology. It included additional performance objectives 
and used the national seismic hazard maps developed by U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). In terms 
of analyses, it defined and permitted nonlinear dynamic and nonlinear static pushover methods in 
addition to conventional elastic methods. Uncertainty and randomness were not considered for 
structural demands and capacities, and performance goals were defined in absolute but subjective 
terms without accounting for uncertainties and randomness. 

These documents discussed above were milestone guidelines in the development of 
performance-based seismic design for practical applications. As discussed above, each document 
has its limitations, they all follow the basic concept of performance-based seismic design. Unlike 
traditional seismic design code, these documents explicitly specify certain performance objectives 
for seismic design and require verification of the preliminary design against the prescribed 
objectives. Based on these early guidelines in conjunction with the development of probabilistic 
and risk evaluation procedures, new guidelines have been developed for implementing 
performance-based seismic design in practice. One of the most widely used guidelines for 
performance-based seismic design is the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s guideline, 
Seismic Performance Assessment of Buildings, known as FEMA P58 (FEMA 2012). 

In summary, performance-based seismic design starts with performance objectives that 
satisfy the required performance targets. No specific step-by-step design or calculation procedures 
are required as long as performance objectives are satisfied. Guidelines have been developed to 
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provide guidance for assessing the performance of preliminary design and verification against 
selected targets. The major advantage of performance-based seismic design over code-based 
design is that the final design product has been proved explicitly to meet the target performance 
objectives. In addition, it allows the performance objectives to be tailored for a specific structure. 
The performance-based seismic design procedure promotes the use of innovation materials and 
structural systems that can achieve the design objectives more efficiently, since no prescribed step-
by-step design procedure is required as long as the performance objectives are satisfied. 

1.1.2.2 Key Steps of Performance-Based Seismic Design 

The performance-based design process sets performance objectives first and then explicitly 
evaluates how the structural systems are likely to perform under a variety of seismic conditions. 
Evaluation of performance capability is an integral part of the design procedure, which requires an 
iterative design-assess process as shown in Figure 1.6. It starts with selecting design criteria 
through one or more performance objectives. The performance objectives are stated generally, 
defining what is acceptable risk of damage and other consequential losses that might occur under 
a certain seismic hazard level or within a specific time window. After the preliminary design has 
been developed, an evaluation process is needed to assess the performance capability. Generally, 
numerical simulations are required following probabilistic performance assessment framework, 
which combines numerical analysis results and information on fragility and consequence 
functions. An iterative process might be needed to revise the preliminary design and a repetition 
of the performance evaluation process will be conducted until the original performance objectives 
are met. 

 

Figure 1.6 Performance-based seismic design general procedure and key steps (FEMA 2007). 

1.1.2.3 Framework for performance assessment 

One of the key challenges for implementation of performance-based seismic design in practical 
applications is to establish a probabilistic framework for assessing the performance of the 
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preliminary design having incorporated different sources of uncertainty in process. Earlier work 
produced the first generation of performance assessment framework, including SEAOC Vision 
2000 report (SEAOC 1995) and FEMA 273 (FEMA 1997). The next generation of performance-
based design and performance assessment framework has now been developed, expanding 
performance measures to include probabilistic estimates of repair costs, casualties, and 
losses/downtime for businesses (Moehle and Deierlein 2004, Porter 2003, FEMA 2006, TBI 
Guidelines Working Group, 2010). This new generation framework can be used to create 
probability distributions of the performance measures at any point during any planning period and 
has been widely used for performance-based seismic design in practice; see Figure 1.7. The 
mathematical representation of this probabilistic framework for performance assessment is shown 
in Equation 1-1. 

𝜆 (𝑑𝑣) = ∭ 𝐺 (𝑑𝑣|𝑑𝑚)|𝑑𝐺(𝑑𝑚|𝑒𝑑𝑝)|𝑑𝐺(𝑒𝑑𝑝|𝑖𝑚)||𝑑𝜆 (𝑖𝑚)    Equation 1-1 

 

 

Figure 1.7 PEER analysis methodology for performance-based seismic design (Porter 2003). 

On the right side of the equation, IM indicates the intensity measure representing ground-
motion amplitudes. Base on different needs, the IM can be peak ground acceleration (PGA), 
ground motion pseudo-acceleration value at a certain frequency point, and other ground-motion 
parameters representing seismic hazard intensity. 𝜆 (𝑖𝑚)  indicates the annual frequency of 
exceedance when IM>im. 𝑑𝜆 (𝑖𝑚) is the mean annual rate of events within (im<IM<=im+dim). 
This relation is governed by probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA). The term 𝐺(𝑒𝑑𝑝|𝑖𝑚) 
indicates the probability of an engineering demand parameter (EDP) larger than edp given ground-
motion intensity im. This relation is governed by numerical simulation of structural response under 
earthquake loading. Given engineering demand parameter value edp, 𝐺(𝑑𝑚|𝑒𝑑𝑝) indicates the 
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conditional probability when damage measure DM is larger than dm. This relation is also known 
as the fragility relation; it represents the probability of exceeding a damage limit state for a given 
structural response subjected to a seismic excitation. The last piece in the framework is the 
quantifiable measures that define the performance evaluation. It indicates the conditional 
probability of a decision variable is larger than dv given the damage state dm. For example, the 
probability of repair time is larger than 3 months when the damage stage is dm. This relation is 
governed by loss and consequence functions. The entire integration can be divided into four main 
parts, beginning with a PSHA, which then involves response simulations given ground-motion 
input loadings. After the structural response is determined, fragility functions are used to assess 
the damage state. Finally, loss and consequence functions are used to quantify the measure of 
performance. 

The advantage of this methodology is that it decomposes the performance assessment into 
separate tasks: seismic hazard analyzes, structural demand analysis, damage modeling, and loss-
beneficial analysis. This framework is now widely used for implementation of performance-based 
seismic design in practical applications. Software packages such as Performance Assessment 
Calculation Tool (PACT) (FEMA 2012) and Seismic Performance Prediction Program (SP3) have 
been created for auto-implementation of the framework in practical design. 

1.1.2.4 Discussion on code-based and performance-based seismic design 

The general procedures of code-based and performance-based seismic design are shown and 
compared in Figure 1.8. For code-based seismic design, a step-by-step calculation and design 
process is available, see Figure 1.8 (a), which is based on general requirement in ASCE 7. 
Practicing engineers are required to follow these steps when conducting a seismic design. For 
regular and symmetric structures, numerical simulations are not required in the design process, at 
significant savings in terms of time and cost. For performance-based seismic design, shown in 
Figure 1.8 (b), the general procedure contains several key components. Numerical analysis of 
preliminary designed structure is required for explicit assessment of performance under different 
levels of seismic events. A probabilistic procedure is generally used to consistently address the 
possible uncertainties in the assessment process. An iterative process might be required to achieve 
performance objectives. In contrast to code-based seismic design, no prescribed step-by-step 
procedure is required, but computational costs are greater. 

To summarize the differences between the code-based seismic design process and 
performance-based seismic design process: the minimum code compliant structure will have 
sufficient strength and deformation capacity required if the code-based design process is used, 
resulting in a building/structure that ostensibly meets life-safety objectives when subjected to a 
major earthquake event. However, since the seismic behavior is not explicitly assessed and 
evaluated, whether the design satisfies the safety requirement to an expected level is not ensured. 
For performance-based seismic design, the designed structure satisfies the proposed performance 
objectives since the preliminary design is explicitly evaluated following a performance assessment 
framework. With the expectations for better performance of structures in design and development 
of modeling and computational capability for numerical simulations, performance-based seismic 
design has gained in popularity and is being used more and more in practical applications, 
especially for the design of critical facilities to address seismic resiliency. Performance-based 
design is preferable if the objective for seismic design is beyond just achieving minimum safety 
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requirements but is aimed at advanced performance objectives to satisfy the expectations of clients 
and public. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.8 General comparison of code-based seismic design and performance-based 
seismic design. (a) Procedure of code-based seismic design (General procedure from ASCE 7). (b) 

Procedure of performance-based seismic design  

Despite the advantages of performance-based seismic design versus code-based seismic 
design discussed above, in the opinion of the author, the performance-based design approach is 
not proposed as an immediate substitute for code-based seismic design approach. Rather, it should 
be considered as an opportunity for enhancing and tailoring the design to match the performance 
objectives and expectations from the public. For example, designing a standard-occupancy 
building to satisfy minimum safety requirements might be acceptable because it meet the general 
interests of the public. Not all structures should consider enhanced performance objectives beyond 
safety when conducting a seismic design. Using minimum design and construction cost and efforts 
to obtain a basic safety requirement might still be the priority choice for the seismic design of most 
regular buildings and structures. For most critical facilities and other important structures, 
enhanced performance objectives should be required under seismic loadings because of significant 
economic loss and impact to the community. In this case, performance-based seismic design 
should be considered. 

In this dissertation work, the focus is to evaluate seismic design concept and procedure of 
seismically isolated structure which will be discussed later. For this special structural system 
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(seismically isolated structures), performance-based seismic design will be considered and used. 
Overall, there is no reason to say code-based seismic design should not be used or should be less 
preferable in practical application. The selection of seismic design procedures should be based on 
individual project needs. 

1.2 ACHIEVE HIGHER PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES 

The performance-based seismic design method was presented above. This procedure has several 
advantages compared to applying the traditional code-based seismic design in terms of enhanced 
structural behavior. To design the structural system to achieve enhanced performance objectives 
efficiently and economically is always a challenge when implementing performance-based seismic 
design. Designing a stiffer structure and providing higher design strength might reduce the 
displacement-related responses, but it will amplify acceleration-related response, which could 
induce severe non-structural damages. With traditional structural systems, there is always a trade-
off between displacement control and acceleration control. To address this problem, innovative 
structural systems and supplemental energy-dissipation devices have been developed. 

1.2.1 Innovative Structural Systems 

One major type of innovative structural system is to add supplemental energy-dissipation devices 
as fuses into traditional systems to control the vibrations under earthquake loadings, e.g., dampers 
or Buckling-Restrained Braces (BRB). For traditional structural systems, the lateral deformation 
induced by earthquake loadings will introduce yielding and damage of structural components; see 
Figure 1.9 (a). When an energy-dissipation device is added, the deformation and inelastic response 
will tend to concentrate at these fuse locations, responses of the original structural component will 
be reduced; see Figure 1.9 (b). In addition, the energy dissipation ability of these devices can 
efficiently control the vibration response. There are significant numbers of applications on using 
supplement energy-dissipation devices to reduce the seismic response of structures; see Figure 
1.10 as examples.  

  
(a) (b) 
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Figure 1.9 Scheme of traditional structural system and structural system with additional 
energy-dissipation components. The red circle indicates the concentration of inelastic 

deformation for: (a) a traditional structural system and (b) a structural system with additional 
energy-dissipation components. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.10 Examples of application of a viscous damper and BRB: (a) 60 fluid viscous 
dampers in diagonal bracing for Buddhist HQ, Taipei, Taiwan. (Photo courtesy of Taylor devices 

Inc.); and (b) a BRB and strong back system used for 740, Heinz Avenue, Berkeley, CA, US. (Photo 
courtesy of Tipping Structural Engineers). 

Although adding supplemental energy-dissipation devices such as dampers and BRBs has 
proven to be effective in reducing structural response under major seismic events, there are 
limitations to using these devices. Firstly, in order for the device to take effect, the relative velocity 
and deformation at the two ends of the energy-dissipation component are required, i.e., the 
supplemental energy-dissipation device takes effect when deformation of the structural component 
has already initiated. Therefore, in the case of frequent or service-level low-intensity shaking, the 
device might not engage at all. In additional, due to architectural requirements and considerations, 
installing large numbers of energy-dissipation devices as visible members might conflict with 
design aesthetics. 

1.2.2 Seismic Isolation 

Seismic isolation, another type of innovative structural system, is commonly considered to reduce 
seismic responses and to achieve higher performance objectives. As the name suggests, it 
“isolates” the structure from earthquake by uncoupling the ground movement and the upper 
structural response. The “isolation” effect is achieved by providing a horizontal soft layer between 
the structure and ground. A schematic of seismic isolation applied at the base of structure, also 
called “base isolation,” is shown in Figure 1.11. The special layer, also known as the isolation 
plane, concentrates most of the horizontal deformation demand while “protecting” the upper part 
of the structure from strong ground motion. This is achieved by using a special device called 
seismic isolator, which has much lower horizontal strength and stiffness compared to other parts 
of the structure. Seismic isolators are designed to have a large horizonal deformation capacity that 
deforms horizontally at large amplitudes. A typical seismic isolator horizontal force-deformation 
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hysteresis relation is shown in Figure 1.12. Although more complicated behavior can be achieved 
using different types of isolators, the simplified bilinear response shown in Figure 1.12 is generally 
considered in design and analysis. This behavior can be achieved for practical application using 
different types of isolators currently available. 

As discussed, seismic isolation takes effect by uncoupling ground movement and upper 
structural responses. The “uncoupling” is achieved by moving the dominant period of the structural 
system away from dominant frequency of ground motion energy by adding seismic isolators, 
which usually have much larger fundamental period comparing to original fixed-based structure. 
At the same time, isolators dissipate energy and provide hysteresis damping under cyclic dynamic 
loading like other energy dissipation devices. However, response reduction effect achieved using 
seismic isolation is not majorly resulted from energy dissipation and hysteresis damping, it is the 
“uncoupling” effect that contributes most to the effectiveness of seismic isolation. Therefore, in 
the author’s opinion, although seismic isolator can dissipate energy, seismic isolation should not 
be described as an energy dissipation device like dampers and BRBs. 

 

Figure 1.11 Scheme of concept for seismic isolation applied at structure base. 

 

Figure 1.12 Typical bilinear horizontal force-deformation hysteresis relation of seismic 
isolator. 

Seismic isolation has been proved to be one of the most efficient strategies on reducing 
structural responses under earthquake loadings. As shown in Figure 1.13, in the study conducted 
by Terzic and Mahin (Terzic and Mahin 2017), the economic loss of different structural systems 
due to repair costs of structural and non-structural damages after different levels earthquake 
shakings were investigated. Structural systems considered included seismically isolated systems 
(BI-systems), structural systems using viscous dampers (VDMF, VDMFe) and BRBs (BRBF), and 
traditional fixed-based systems (SMRF, SMRFe, SCBF). From the comparison shown in Figure 
1.13, seismically isolated structural systems resulted in significantly lower post-event repair costs 
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compared to other structural systems. Although this study considered a specific case investigation, 
the benefits of using seismic isolation over other structural systems is clear. Therefore, when 
performance-based seismic design is used and higher performance objectives are required, seismic 
isolation is one of the most efficient systems to use. 

 

Figure 1.13 Median repair losses as a % of replacement cost for different structural systems at 
three seismic hazard levels (Terzic and Mahin 2017). 

Besides the commonly considered innovative structural systems discussed above, other 
types of innovative structural systems have been developed and investigated that minimize 
structural response under earthquake loadings, including rocking and uplifting foundations, 
energy-dissipation outriggers, shape-memory alloys, etc. Although different innovative structural 
systems could be considered to achieve enhanced performance objectives in seismic design, 
currently seismic isolation is one of the most efficient and economical strategies. This dissertation 
focuses on the investigation of behavior and design for seismically isolated structures. 

1.3 SEISMIC ISOLATION: AN OVERVIEW 

Seismic isolation is one of the most efficient structural systems for achieving higher performance 
objectives in seismic design. In this section, a brief introduction of seismic isolation including its 
classical theory, seismic isolators, and current practice and research development will be 
discussed. 

1.3.1 Classical Linear Theory 
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First, brief overview of classical theory for seismic isolation will be presented to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of seismic isolation in terms of classical structural dynamic and modal analysis 
theory. The classical theory is based on modal analysis, which requires superposition of linear 
systems. Herein, nonlinear hysteresis behavior for the isolation system is simplified as an 
equivalent linear system. Considering this limitation, the classical theory cannot capture 
sophisticated nonlinear hysteresis of a seismic isolator, however, it is sufficient to demonstrate the 
general concept and effectiveness of seismic isolation. The following classical theory of seismic 
isolation is based on Kelly’s work (1997). The fundamental modal analysis theory and notations 
used are consistent with those presented by Chopra (2012). 

The seismically isolated structure model is a simplified two-degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) 
model; see Figure 1.14. The 2-DOF model includes a base mass and an upper mass, which are 
denoted as mb and m, respectively. The upper-structure horizontal stiffness and viscous damping 
coefficient are denoted as ks and cs. For the isolation system, the isolator is represented by an 
equivalent linear model. The total horizontal equivalent linear stiffness and equivalent viscous 
damping coefficient are represented by kb and cb. The absolute horizontal displacement of upper 
mass is denoted as us; the absolute horizontal displacement for the lower mass is denoted as ub. 
The ground horizontal displacement due to earthquake loading is denoted as ug. 
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Figure 1.14 2-DOF simplified system considered for the classic linear theory of seismic 
isolation. Plot and notations are adopted from Kelly (1997). 

Using the notations defined above, the relative horizontal deformation within the upper 
structure vs and the relative horizontal deformation within isolator vb can be calculated as: 

𝑣 = 𝑢 − 𝑢                                                    Equation 1-2 

𝑣 = 𝑢 − 𝑢                                                   Equation 1-3 

Considering the equation of motions for the upper mass and the total mass, two structural 
dynamic equations can be assembled as: 

𝑚(𝑣̈ + 𝑣 ̈ ) + 𝑐 𝑣̇ + 𝑘 𝑣 = −𝑚𝑢̈                                Equation 1-4 

𝑚(𝑣̈ + 𝑣 ̈ ) + 𝑚 𝑣 +̈ 𝑐 𝑣 ̇ + 𝑘 𝑣 = −(𝑚 + 𝑚 )𝑢 ̈                 Equation 1-5 

If written in matrix forms, these two equations could be written as: 

𝑚 + 𝑚 𝑚
𝑚 𝑚

𝑣 ̈
𝑣̈

+
𝑐 0
0 𝑐

𝑣 ̇
𝑣̇

+
𝑘 0
0 𝑘

𝑣
𝑣 = −

𝑚 + 𝑚 𝑚
𝑚 𝑚

1
0

𝑢̈      

Equation 1-6 

For typical application of seismically isolated structures, the following assumptions can be 
made, assuming the order of magnitude relations: 

 𝑚 < 𝑚, but in the same order of magnitude 

 𝑤 = ≥ 𝑤 =  and define 𝜀 = ( )  and assume that 𝜀 is in the order 

of magnitude 10  

where 𝑤  indicates the fundamental circular frequency of the upper structure, and 𝑤  indicates the 
fundamental circular frequency of isolation system. Generally, the frequency of isolation system 
is much smaller compared to the frequency of the upper structure; therefore, the above assumptions 
are reasonable for typical applications. 

If the undamped natural vibration modes of the system are written as follows: 

𝜑 =
𝜑

𝜑
                                                                 Equation 1-7 
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where n represents the number of modes. In this case, n=1, 2 since the model is a 2-DOF model. 
After solving the equations of motion and calculating the natural frequencies and modes of the 
system, and taking into account the magnitude estimates as stated above, the circular frequencies 
for the first and second vibration modes for the 2-DOF seismically isolated structural model, 𝑤∗ 
and 𝑤∗, can be expressed as: 

      𝑤∗ = 𝑤                                                                 Equation 1-8 

𝑤∗ =
( )

                                                              Equation 1-9 

where 𝛾 is defined as the mass ratio . Following these results, the two fundamental vibration 

modes for the 2-DOF seismically isolated structural model can be expressed as: 

𝜑 =
1
𝜀

                                                           Equation 1-10 

𝜑 =
1

−
[ ( ) ]                                                   Equation 1-11 

The two mode shapes are shown in Figure 1.15 following the results derived above. The 
mode shapes are normalized to the horizontal deflection of base mass. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.15 Mode shapes of 2-DOF simplified seismically isolated structural model. Plot and 
notations are adopted from Kelly (1997): (a) first mode and (b) second mode. 

Furthermore, the modal participation factors for the two modes, 𝐿  and 𝐿 , can be 
calculated based on modal analysis theory: 

𝐿 = 1 − 𝛾𝜀                                                        Equation 1-12 

   𝐿 = 𝛾𝜀                                                            Equation 1-13 

First, the fundamental vibration mode of seismically isolated system is almost rigid through 
upper structure with minor in-structure deformation. Almost all the deformation is concentrated in 
the isolation plane. The second mode involves large deformation both within the upper structure 
and the isolation system. The horizontal displacement on top of the structure is in the same order 
compared to the horizontal deformation of the isolation system. 
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Second, the modal participation factor for the mode in structural deformation is on the 
order of 𝜀, and this value is fairly small when 𝑤  and 𝑤  are well separated. The participation 
factor for the first mode is fairly large; however, the majority of response from first mode does not 
involve in-structural deformation. Due to the mode orthogonality, the second mode, which 
involves in-structural deformation, is almost orthogonal to the earthquake input characterized by 
𝑙�̈� , where 𝑙 is the spatial distribution of earthquake loading. 

Based on the discussion above, the upper structural response in the 2-DOF model is fairly 
small and largely reduced when using seismic isolation. From modal analysis based on this 
simplified 2-DOF system, the effectiveness of using seismic isolation to uncouple ground motion 
and in-structural deformation is proven. Seismic isolation system takes effect mainly by deflecting 
energy through the property of modal orthogonality. Further discussions on linear theory of 
seismic isolation could be found in Kelly (1997). 

1.3.2 The Seismic Isolator 

Seismic isolation is achieved by providing an “isolation plane” that uncouples the ground motion 
from structure. To achieve this “uncoupling,” seismic isolator is used, which provides special 
force-deformation hysteresis relation under cyclic loading; a basic example is shown in Figure 
1.12. Since seismic isolators are commonly treated as gravity supporting systems for the supported 
structure, it is also denoted as a “seismic isolator bearing” or simply a “bearing.” In this 
dissertation, the term “seismic isolator” and “bearing” are used interchangeably. 

In practical applications, there are different types of seismic isolators available, which can 
provide the desired force-deformation relation to achieve the “isolation” effect using different 
materials, mechanisms, behavior, and properties. The two major types of seismic isolators used in 
practice today are: rubber-type seismic isolators (Kelly 1997) and friction pendulum-type sliding 
surface isolators (Zayas et al. 1990). 

1.3.2.1 Rubber (Elastomeric)-type isolator 

The rubber-type isolator, also known as elastomeric isolator is the first type of widely used seismic 
isolator in the world and it has been continually used for varied seismic isolation projects 
nowadays. This type of isolator is consisted of horizontal layers of natural or synthetic rubber in 
thin layers bonded between steel plates. The horizontal restoring force is provided by the shear 
restoring force of rubber, the horizontal deformation capacity depends on the shear deformation 
capacity of rubber.  

There are different categories of rubber-type seismic isolators in practice based on different 
classification criteria. One of the major types of rubber isolators is lead rubber bearing (LRB) 
which has a lead cylinder plug firmly fitted in a hole at the center to deform in pure shear 
horizontally. Another type of majorly considered rubber isolator is high damping rubber bearing 
(HDRB) which can provide larger damping value from rubber material. An example of rubber-
type isolator is shown in Figure 1.16. The isolator shown in Figure 1.16 (b) is the LRB under 
horizontal characterization test (Schellenberg et al. 2015). The horizontal force-deformation 
hysteresis curve for the tested isolator is shown in Figure 1.16 (c). Great amount of studies and 
researches have been conducted focusing on experimental and numerical modeling work of 
rubber-type isolator. 
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1.16 Example of lead-rubber bearings: (a) Rubber-type isolator without deformation; (b) 
rubber-type isolator under horizontal deformation; and (c) horizontal force-deformation hysteresis 

of rubber bearing from shear characterization test [plots courtesy of Schellenberg et al. (2015)]. 

1.3.2.2 Friction pendulum-type isolator 

The other type of isolator commonly used in practical application is the sliding surface isolator. 
This type of isolator consists of a flat or pendulum sliding surface and slider. The slider can slide 
horizontally on the sliding surface during earthquake shaking with low friction coefficients. There 
are different types of sliding surface isolators. One of the most widely used type is known as 
friction pendulum-type sliding surface seismic isolator. For the friction pendulum bearing, the 
slider contact surface is coated with Teflon that slides on a stainless-steel dish (sliding surface). 
Given the large radius of the dish (on the order of 100-200 in.), a low horizontal stiffness or a large 
period can be achieved. The horizontal restoring force is provided by a self-centering force due to 
gravity in a pendulum system. and the horizontal deformation capacity depends on the size of 
sliding dishes. 

Different types of friction pendulum bearings have been manufactured and used in practice. 
The commonly used friction pendulum isolator currently in use is the Triple Friction PendulumTM 
Bearing (TFPB) (In the following discussion of the dissertation, the term “Triple Pendulum 
Friction Bearing (TPFB)” is also used referring to the same type of isolator). An example of a 
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TFPB is shown in Figure 1.17 (Schellenberg et al. 2015). A typical force-deformation hysteresis 
for a TFPB is shown in Figure 1.17 (c). Compared to the rubber-type isolator, the friction 
pendulum-type isolator has a multi-linear horizontal force-deformation behavior rather than a 
rounded smooth behavior; however, in general, the horizontal hysteretic shapes under cyclic 
loadings for these two major types of seismic isolators are similar. 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1.17 Example of Triple Friction PendulumTM Bearing (TFPB): (a) TFPB without 
deformation; (b) TFPB with horizontal deformation [photographs of isolators courtesy of 

Schellenberg et al. 2015)]; and (c) hysteresis of TFPB under a characterization test (data courtesy 
of Earthquake Protection Systems). 

1.3.2.3 Seismic Isolators Considered Herein 

Besides the rubber-type isolator and friction-pendulum-type isolator, there are also other available 
isolators being used for practical applications. The focus of this dissertation is not to provide a 
detailed introduction and review of seismic isolation and seismic isolators; therefore, detailed 
discussions on mechanism for different types of isolators will not be included. Although the 
mechanisms for each type of seismic isolators are quite different as discussed above, the 
underlying concept for these seismic isolators is the same: to concentrate horizontal deformation 
demand into the isolation plane and to uncouple the ground movement from upper structural 
system.  

Different types of seismic isolators were considered for varied parts of the study reported 
herein. More detail discussions on specific seismic isolators considered herein for each part of 
work will be provided within the following chapters. When the focus of this study is to investigate 
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the behavior of a seismically isolated structural system, a certain type of seismic isolator has been 
used to represent a general case. However, in other parts of this study, when the focus is on 
investigating the effect of different types of seismic isolators on the behavior of seismically 
isolated structural systems, various types of seismic isolators were considered together. 

1.3.3 Current Practice of Seismic Isolation Methodology 

As discussed, seismic isolation is very effective in reducing structural response during seismic 
events. This technology has been applied in a wide range of applications, including buildings and 
industrial structures and facilities, such as offshore platform, bridges, nuclear power plants, and 
LNG tanks. Some examples of seismically isolated structures are shown in Figure 1.18. Figure 
1.18 (a) shows the San Francisco International Airport (SFO), which has isolators beneath the 
columns. Figure 1.18 (b) shows the Shell offshore oil platform which has four huge isolators sitting 
on top of the gravity-based system. Figure 1.18 (c) is a rendering of the new Apple Headquarters, 
which uses large number of seismic isolators to achieve continued functionality performance 
objectives under a major earthquake. Figure 1.18 (d) shows the Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) tank, 
which is base isolated to achieve an economical tank design. 

Seismic isolation can effectively reduce seismic response and achieve better performance, 
it would seem logical that the use of seismic isolation technology to mitigate the effect of strong 
ground shaking would be widespread. Based on the survey conducted by Walters (2015), there are 
only around 500 seismically isolated structures in U.S.; see Figure 1.19. If one compares this 
number to the total number of buildings and structures in U.S., seismic isolation is only used for a 
very small portion of structures requiring seismic design. The state of California in U.S., is located 
in a highly seismic zone, but there are only few seismically isolated buildings under construction 
and development. The concept and idea for seismic isolation are not new and seismic isolation for 
practical applications has been in use for decades. Why is seismic isolation is not widely used for 
seismic design, especially in U.S.? 

First, building owners and designers are concerned about the cost of the project to 
incorporate seismic isolation. Structural engineers and clients are not yet convinced that increasing 
the construction costs by 5%–10% when considering seismic isolation is cost effective. Secondly, 
there is a lack of understanding of the behavior of a seismically isolated structure system; it is more 
complicated when compared to traditional fixed-based structures. Third, there is lack of efficient 
design guidance of seismically isolated structural system compared to well-developed seismic 
design guidelines for traditional fixed-base structure. Because of these, every seismically isolated 
structure project in U.S. needs to undergo specific peer-review process, which significantly 
increases the cost and timeline of the project. 

Although seismic isolation has been proven to be very efficient for reducing in-structure 
response during earthquakes, the implementation of seismic isolation for practical design in U.S. 
is very limited due to various reasons discussed above. Several issues need to be addressed by 
researches and studies before seismic isolation will see its widespread use. The most promising 
area for widespread application of seismic isolation is in industry where the replacement cost of 
severely damaged structures is prohibitive. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 1.18 Industrial applications of seismic isolation: (a) San Francisco International Airport; 
(b) Shell offshore oil platform; (c) Apple new headquarter; and (d) LNG tank (photographs 

courtesy of Earthquake Protection Systems and Arup). 
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Figure 1.19 Number of seismically isolated structures in the world (data courtesy of Walters 
2015). 

1.3.4 Seismic Isolation Research 

Research on seismic isolation started decades ago. Discussion and review on selected past research 
of specific topics will be conducted within each chapter. This section will present a general 
discussion to provide the “big-picture” overview of current research practice and will focus on two 
major areas of research work: (1) experimentation and modeling of seismic isolators; and (2) 
quantifying the behavior of seismic isolation and applying those findings to the design of entire 
seismically isolated structural systems. 

One of the major research topics in the field of seismic isolation technology is the 
investigation of the behavior for seismic isolator device itself. This part of research involves 
experimental work for different types of existing and newly developed seismic isolators to 
understand the complex hysteretic behavior and to provide guidance on numerical modeling. It 
also involves developing advanced numerical models for seismic isolators to better capture the 
important effects under different types of loading conditions. Because the behavior of the 
seismically isolated structure largely depends on the behavior of seismic isolator, understanding 
the complex behavior of isolator as well as accurately modeling it for numerical simulation are 
essential for analysis and design of seismically isolated structures. 

For rubber-type isolators, the majority of the research was conducted in early 1990s. 
Extensive experimental work on different types of rubber-type isolators were conducted by Kelly 
and Celebi (1984), Aiken et al. (1989), Kelly (1991), Aiken et al. (1992), Kelly (1994a), Clark et 
al. (1995), and Taniwangsa and Kelly (1995). At same time, studies on the mechanics and 
numerical modeling of rubber isolator were also conducted by Simo and Kelly (1984a, 1984b), 
Kelly et al. (1987), Kelley and Koh (1988), Koh and Kelly (1989), Kelly and Koh (1989), 
Constantinou et al. (1992), and Kelly (1994b). 

The friction pendulum-type isolator was first invented and tested in the early 1990s 
(Constantinou et al. 1990, Zayas et al. 1990, Mokha et al. 1990, 1991a, and Tsoelas et al. 1996). 
The first-generation friction pendulum isolator involved only one sliding surface, denoted as 
Single Friction Pendulum Bearing (SFPB). Based on the friction pendulum isolator concept 
established for SFPBs, triple friction pendulum bearings (TFPBs) were invented and tested later 
(Tsai et al. 2004, Fenz and Constantinou 2006, Tsai et al. 2006, Fenz and Constantinou 2008a, 
Morgan and Mahin 2010, and Becker and Mahin 2012) to provide the desired and horizontal 
hysteretic behavior. Varied numerical model developments have been conducted for the behavior 
of friction pendulum type isolators (Constantinou et al. 1990, Mokaha et al. 1991b, Almazan et al. 
1998, Mosqueda et al. 2004, Fenz and Constantinou 2008b, Becker and Mahin 2013, Tathagata et 
al. 2013, and Dao et al. 2013). 

Studies focusing on the experimental and numerical modeling work of other types of 
seismic isolators are not addressed herein. Overall, research on seismic isolator devices continues 
to be an active field of research. More isolation systems have been developed to provide the desired 
hysteretic behavior for improving the performance of seismically isolated structures. At the same 
time, more sophisticated and accurate numerical models have been developed to capture important 
effects observed from tests to better simulate responses of seismically isolated structures under 
different earthquake loading conditions. 
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Besides the investigations conducted on isolator devices, another important research area 
on the topic of seismic isolation is to investigate the behavior and design issues specific to 
seismically isolated structural systems. This part of research work mainly consists of shaking table 
tests as well as numerical analyses of different seismically isolated structures under different types 
of seismic loadings, either based on archetype models or real practical applications. The behavior 
of seismically isolated structures under dynamic loadings is complicated due to the interaction of 
upper structure and the isolation system. A significant amount of research work has been 
conducted on this topic. 

1.3.5 Focus of research work in the dissertation 

The focus of the dissertation work is to provide support on the development of performance-based 
design guidance of seismically isolated structures, which will be discussed in next Chapter. 
Majority parts of the technical work are investigating behavior and design of seismically isolated 
structural system. However, some work on isolator device characterization testing conducted will 
be briefly discussed as supplements. More detailed discussions on the outline and content of this 
dissertation will be provided in Chapter 2. 

1.3.6 Brief summary 

For implementation of performance-based seismic design approach, innovative structural systems 
are needed in order to achieve the enhanced performance objectives efficiently and economically. 
As an efficient way to reduce structural responses during earthquake loadings, seismic isolation is 
one of the ideal systems to be considered.  

Basic concept and classical linear theory of seismic isolation were discussed to provide a 
general introduction and to prove the effectiveness of seismic isolation. As the key component for 
seismically isolated structural systems, commonly used types of seismic isolators are briefly 
discussed. Current practice state for application of seismic isolation is introduced which indicates 
seismic isolation has not been widely considered for practical design, especially in U.S. This 
results from different aspects and research work on seismic isolation is greatly needed to enhance 
the understandings and to support more widespread applications of seismic isolation. Then a brief 
introduction of research work on the topic of seismic isolation is provided.  

This section serves as a general introduction on the topic of seismic isolation and represents 
some important concepts and terminologies which will be used later in this dissertation.  

1.4 SUMMARY OF GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

A logic tree summarizing the key concepts and discussions in this chapter is shown in Figure 1.20. 
The discussion starts by comparing the seismic design concepts currently in practice: code-based 
seismic design and performance-based seismic design. The latter directly focuses on achieving 
enhanced seismic performance objectives meeting expectations of public while code-based 
seismic design provides prescribed steps for determination of minimum strength for achieving 
minimum safety requirement. For those projects that require higher performance objectives, such 
as minimizing damage and repair costs, achieving resiliency and continued functionality, 
performance-based seismic design approach should be considered. If performance-based seismic 
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design is used for practical application, higher performance targets other than achieving minimum 
safety are required. An efficient and economical structural system which does not only provide 
minimum safety requirement but reduce structural responses and damages during earthquake 
loadings is needed. With different types of innovative structural system being developed and 
studied, seismic isolation is one of the most efficient solutions. Great amount of research work has 
been extensively conducted on the topic of seismic isolation for the passing decades, the 
dissertation work focuses on investigating the behavior of seismically isolated structures and 
provides guidance on development of design procedure for this system. More detailed discussions 
on the objective and motivation of the dissertation work will be provided in Chapter 2. 

 

Figure 1.20 Logic of general introduction and concept. 

1.5 SUPPLEMENT DISCUSSIONS OF KEY CONCEPTS 

Before proceeding to the discussion of next chapter, the author likes to discuss and address on 
some additional concepts which will help understand the “big-picture” of the dissertation work.  

1.5.1 Seismic Isolation and Performance-Based Seismic Design 

In this chapter, two concepts are extensively used and discussed: Performance-based seismic 
design and Seismic isolation. One refers to a seismic design procedure, the other refers to an 
innovative structural system which is used to reduce structural responses. It is important to 
understand the relation of these two concepts.  

Firstly, seismic isolation is proved to be an efficient system to reduce structural responses 
and damages under earthquake loadings. This innovative structural system is economical to be 
used for achieving higher performance objectives in seismic design. Performance-based seismic 
design is a design procedure aiming to achieve higher seismic performance objectives. Therefore, 
from one aspect, seismic isolation can be used as an efficient and cost-effective option for 
performance-based seismic design consideration. Since it can meet the requirement of 
performance-based seismic design economically, which is one of the major challenges for this 
design procedure. 

On the other hand, when seismic isolation is used for practical applications, achieving 
minimum safety requirement should not be the only objective. Since seismic isolation is aimed to 
reduce responses and damages of structure. In addition, seismic isolation is commonly used for 
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important and essential structures. For these applications, safety should not be the only objective 
for seismic design. Therefore, when seismic isolation is used, the design should follow 
performance-based design concept. 

Overall, seismic isolation is an effective option when conducting performance-based 
seismic design; When seismic isolation is used for seismic design, performance-based design 
approach should be considered. 

1.5.2 Performance-Based Seismic Design and Critical Facilities 

As discussed above, performance-based seismic design has significant advantages over code-
based seismic design in terms of structural performance and response. That said, a cost-benefit 
analysis should be done as this strategy may not be appropriate for all structures. For regular-
occupant buildings, life safety may still be appropriate, and code-based seismic design will provide 
the minimum strength required. Performance-based seismic design should be used when the owner 
and public expectations for the performance of structure during earthquakes is much higher than 
simply ensuring that the structure doesn’t collapse. In practice, designing for enhanced 
performance beyond collapse is usually the case for the seismic design of “critical facilities.” 

The term “critical facilities” is often used to describe all man-made structures that, because 
of their function, size, service area, or uniqueness, have the potential to cause serious bodily harm, 
extensive property damage, or disruption of vital socioeconomic activities if they are destroyed, 
damaged, or if their functionality is impaired (FEMA 2007). These facilities commonly include 
all public and private facilities that a community considers essential for the delivery of vital 
services and for the protection of the community, such as hospitals/medical care facilities, and 
emergency services such as police and fire stations. Also, they include the important industrial 
facilities whose failure will lead to a disaster, e.g., as nuclear power plants and dams. High-
occupancy structure such as tall buildings are also seen as a critical facility since the failure or un-
functionality will affect a sizeable population and business downtime. Some examples are shown 
in Figure 1.21 that are commonly considered as critical facilities  

Overall, in practice, the term “critical facility” is extensively used to represent structures 
and facilities that require higher performance objectives during earthquake events and whose 
earthquake-resistance should be address by the performance-based seismic design procedure. 
Naturally, other structures and buildings that are not commonly considered critical can benefit 
from implementation of performance-based seismic design procedures. 

The majority of applications for seismic isolation in practice has been related to critical 
facilities, especially in U.S. In addition, most of the research and studies on seismic isolation were 
also inspired from applications for critical facilities, e.g., considered for design of hospitals, 
nuclear power plants, government buildings, cooperation headquarters, etc. Suffice it to say that 
seismic isolation should not be limited to only critical facilities, and its corollary that the seismic 
design for critical facilities shouldn’t be limited to seismic isolation. The use of seismic isolation 
should always depend on the expected seismic behavior of the structure. 
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 1.21 Example of critical facilities: (a) tall buildings in downtown San Francisco, 
California; (b) Stanford Medical Center in Redwood City, California; and (c) Flamanville nuclear 

power plant in Normandy, France. 

1.5.3 Title and Topic of the Dissertation 

The title of this dissertation states as “Toward performance-based design of seismically isolated 
structures”. From above discussion, the “structures” are mainly referred to critical facilities and 
structures for which higher performance objectives other than minimum safety requirement are 
desired under earthquake events. However, the title does not use the terminology “seismically 
isolated critical facilities” but “seismically isolated structures” in order to be more general, since 
as discussed above, seismic isolation is not only considered for seismic design of critical facilities.  

“Performance-based design” is used rather than “design” in the title because when seismic 
isolation is considered in seismic design, performance-based seismic design concept should be 
automatically used. Because reducing damages and achieving higher performance objectives are 
the fundamental purposes of using seismic isolation. Note the topic is focusing on design of 
seismically isolated structure, not using seismic isolation to achieve performance-based seismic 
design. The dissertation is not trying to investigate how to use seismic isolation as an efficient 
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solution for design targeting at higher performance objectives, but how to design seismically 
isolated structures with correct concept. 

 The title also uses the word “Toward”. Because the dissertation work is not aiming to 
directly establish a performance-based design framework for seismically isolated structures, but 
to conduct important research and investigations to support the development of “performance-
based design of seismically isolated structures”. “Toward” is used to indicate that the studies in 
the dissertation work should be seen as a basis to the general topic of performance-based design 
of seismically isolated structures. More detail discussions on the focus and motivation of the 
dissertation work will be provided in Chapter 2. 
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2 Performance-Based Design of Seismically 
Isolated Structures and Objective of the 
Dissertation Work 

2.1 REVIEW AND INTRODUCTION 

In order to achieve enhanced performance targets, a performance-based seismic design approach 
has been developed and used in practice. The higher-level performance objectives are achieved by 
reducing structural response and associated damage during earthquake loading. Among different 
types of innovative structural systems, seismic isolation is one of the most effective and economic 
options to be considered. 

For implementation of seismic isolation in practical design, an efficient design guidance is 
needed. As discussed earlier, seismic isolation is used to reduce structural response and minimize 
structural damage. For those cases where structural response is beyond the minimum life-safety 
requirements, performance-based seismic design procedures should be considered. This 
dissertation focuses on applying performance-based seismic design procedures to seismically 
isolated structures. 

The general performance-based seismic design procedure has been developed and used in 
practice for years. The unique behavior of seismically isolated structures requires modifying and 
tailoring these procedures to seismically isolated structures. For example, compared to traditional 
fixed-based structures, the design of seismically isolated structures requires designing both upper 
structure and the isolation system as their response is coupled during earthquake loading. 
Extensive study is needed for the development of performance-based design guidelines 
specifically for seismically isolated structures. 

Current seismic design regulations for seismically isolated structures (based on Chapter 17 
of ASCE 7) does not fully address the performance thresholds required for seismically isolated 
structures and still focuses on providing minimum strength to satisfy minimum safety 
requirements. The lack of efficient design guidance is one of the main factors preventing 
widespread adoption of seismic isolation technology in U.S. The focus of the dissertation is to 
provide support and guidance on the development of a performance-based design guideline for 
application to seismically isolated structures. 

In the discussions of this chapter, attentions are paid onto important tasks and challenges 
of this topic and areas which need further investigations. Based on the discussion of current 
challenges, the objective and motivation of the dissertation work will be discussed to explain how 
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it will help to fill up the gaps and to provide support on the development of performance-based 
design of seismically isolated structures.  

2.2 GENERAL TASKS AND CHALLENGES ON APPLICATION OF 
PERFORMANCE-BASED DESIGN TO SEISMICALLY ISOLATED 
STRUCTURES 

As noted above, the application of performance-based design (PBD) to seismically isolated 
structure is complicated. Before digging into this topic in more detail, it is important to understand 
what are the general tasks and remaining challenges that need to be addressed and investigated to 
lay the groundwork for provide guidance on the development of PBD for seismically isolated 
structure. In this section, a general discussion on the major tasks and main challenges facing 
performance-based design of seismically isolated structures will be provided. 

2.2.1 General Tasks for Performance-Based Design of Seismically Isolated 
Structures 

When the performance-based seismic design methodology is used in practical applications, several 
major steps are required; see Figure 1.6 : 

 Determining performance objectives and targets for seismic design  

 Conducting preliminary design of structures  

 Verifying the design against the performance objectives following seismic performance 
assessment framework  

 If performance objectives are not met, revise preliminary design and re-evaluate 
performance until the objectives are satisfied. 

These steps are no different for the case of seismically isolated structures and can be re-
organized into two major steps or “tasks”: 

Task 1: Set performance objectives for the design based on the requirements of project 
and conduct a preliminary design or revised design of seismically isolated structures. The 
preliminary design of a seismically isolated structure includes providing isolator key 
design parameters and conducting a preliminary design of the upper structure. 

Task 2: After the preliminary or re-designed isolator and upper-structure have been 
completed, a numerical model that represents the designed system needs to be developed 
to verify against the performance targets. The performance assessment includes 
calculating possible risk of certain limit states and conducting loss-beneficial analysis 
under seismic loadings. 

2.2.2 General Challenges for Performance-Based Design of Seismically Isolated 
Structures 

For implementation of performance-based seismic design for seismically isolated structures, the 
PBD procedure and the two tasks discussed above need to be tailored for this special structural 
system as the behavior and design philosophy of seismically isolated structures are not the same 
compared to traditional fixed-base structures. Challenges exist for accomplishing these two 
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general tasks for PBD of seismically isolated structures. Research and study are needed to address 
these challenges and provide further guidance. 

Task 2 mainly involves determining whether system performance meets the stablished 
performance targets. For practical applications, this task is commonly accomplished using 
numerical simulations combined with a probabilistic framework: (1) the dynamic response of the 
structure system is calculated under different levels of earthquake events. The response is 
quantified by key engineering demand parameters (EDPs). (2) then to evaluate performance and 
associated consequences based on the results of key engineering response parameters (EDPs). For 
the implementation of this task, different performance assessment frameworks have been 
developed and used in practical design, such as FEMA P58 Framework (FEMA 2009), REDi 
Rating systems (Almufti and Willford 2013), and probabilistic seismic evaluation for nuclear 
power plants (Hashemi and Elkhoraibi 2009). These references provide guidance on evaluating 
risk of limit state and calculating possible damages and economic loss due to earthquake hazards 
of a given design. Most of these regulations are applicable to general structures. Therefore, they 
can also be used for the case of seismically isolated structures, such as study conducted by Terzic 
and Mahin (2017), who used FEMA P58 framework to evaluated the performance of various 
seismically isolated structures. Besides these documented guidelines, computer-based tools that 
automatically conduct the performance assessment procedure have also been developed, such as 
Performance Assessment Calculation Tool (PACT) (FEMA 2012) and Seismic Performance 
Prediction Program (SP3). 

Research on improving and refining these frameworks for practical design applications is 
ongoing. Although these frameworks are not specifically designed for seismically isolated 
structures, they can be easily extended for this purpose. Thus, the focus of this dissertation is on 
the challenges faced with completing Task 1. 

Task 1 involves the selection of performance objectives as well as conducting the 
preliminary design of the seismically isolated structure. Unlike Task 2, Task 1 needs to be 
specifically tailored to the system considered, which is, especially the case for seismically isolated 
structures.  

Performance targets depend on specific project need, which are not necessarily dependent 
on the structural system used. Generally, the purpose of using seismic isolation is that the 
performance of the structure is required to be beyond the life-safety minimum of the code-based 
procedure. Therefore, the determination of the specific goals of system performance in the case of 
seismically isolated structures is dependent on the role the structure plays in the overall concept of 
seismic resilience within the community. Once the performance target is determined, the 
preliminary design of seismically isolated structural systems needs to be considered. The design 
of seismically isolated structures includes the design of the isolation system and the upper 
structural system. The preliminary design of these two coupled systems is another challenge for 
Task 1. 

The challenges and issues that need to be investigated in completing Task 1 are as follows: 

 Determination of fundamental performance objectives for design of seismically isolated 
structures. What should be the appropriate performance targets? 

 Understanding the requirement for each component of seismically isolated structural 
system (upper-structure and isolation system) to achieve performance objectives 
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 The sensitivity of response for the seismically isolated structure to the design of the upper-
structure and the isolation system, e.g., which design parameters of seismically isolated 
structures control the response of upper-structure, and which design parameters control 
the safety of isolation system, etc. 

 Design and assign parameters for upper structural system and isolation system efficiently 
and systematically to satisfy all performance objectives 

The questions raised in Task 1 largely result from a lack of research and misunderstanding 
of the fundamental concepts of behavior and design for seismically isolated structures. It is still 
possible to design a seismically isolated system that will meet the performance expectations; 
however, the design will not be the most efficient and systematic. Addressing these issues is 
essential for the implementation of performance-based design of seismically isolated structures in 
practice. The major challenges that need to be investigated in Task 1 is twofold: (1) the 
establishment of fundamental performance objectives for seismically isolated structures; and (2) 
the preliminary design considerations of seismically isolated structures. These two issues will be 
discussed in more detail below. 

2.3 FUNDAMENTAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES FOR SEISMICALLY 
ISOLATED STRUCTURES 

The first challenge is to establish the fundamental performance objectives for seismically isolated 
structures. Performance objectives are defined by performance measures, which are the means of 
quantifying the consequences associated with responses of a structure to earthquake shaking 
(FEMA 2006). Appropriate performance objectives depend on individual project requirements and 
public expectations, which are largely related to the functionality of structure not necessarily the 
structural system. For example, the appropriate performance objectives for a hospital might be 
continued functionality after a major earthquake, the performance objectives for this hospital will 
be identical, regardless if a traditional fixed-base structural system or seismically isolated 
structural system is used. The development of a general design framework for seismically isolated 
structures requires determining the fundamental or minimum performance objectives that every 
seismically isolated structure should satisfy, regardless of specific performance objectives for 
different projects. For example, in the case of fixed-based structures, the fundamental performance 
objective is to achieve structural safety without collapse under rare earthquake events. For 
seismically isolated structures, similar fundamental performance objectives should be established. 

As discussed, seismic isolation is used to reduce responses and to minimize damage to the 
upper-structure. Therefore, reducing structural response and damage should be considered as a 
fundamental requirement for the design of seismically isolated structures. Additionally, life safety 
under a rare earthquake event should also be considered as one of the fundamental performance 
objectives for seismically isolated structures as this is the basic requirement for any seismic design. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to have two levels of fundamental performance objectives in 
considering the design of seismically isolated structures: 

 Level 1 Objective: Continued Functionality (assuming minimal structural and non-
structural damages) under design or major level seismic events 

 Level 2 Objective: Safety reliability (assuming structural stability with a small 
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probability of failure and collapse) under rare seismic events 

The Level 1 (L1) objective refers to any performance targets that emphasizes reducing 
structural response and damage of the design of seismically isolated structures under a major 
earthquake. “Continued Functionality” is a general term used herein to describe the L1 objective. 
The exact wording and requirement for the L1 objective depends on the specific project and should 
be satisfied under the design-level or major-level earthquake. If a risk level is used to define the 
L1 objective, an appropriate risk target should be considered. 

The Level 2 (L2) objective refers to any performance targets related to safety of seismically 
isolated structures under rare earthquake events. As this is the minimum requirement for the 
seismic design for every type of structures, the L2 objective should also be considered as one of 
the fundamental requirements for seismically isolated structures. For different types of structures 
and facilities, the definition of safety and failure might not be the same. Failure might not only be 
related to structural stability. The specific requirement of “safety” should be defined based on the 
specific project. Additionally, the L2 objective should be considered under rare earthquake events. 
If a risk level is used to define an L2 objective, an appropriate risk target should be considered 
based on an individual project need. 

In summary, the L1 performance objective is required for seismically isolated structures 
since the goal of using seismic isolation is to reduce response and damage; the L2 objective is 
required because it is a fundamental requirement of seismic design. The performance objectives 
of both Levels should serve as fundamental and minimum requirements for the general design of 
seismically isolated structures. More advanced and specific performance targets could be 
considered in the case of real designs. The following sections will discuss more in detail that how 
these Levels may be applied to seismically isolated structures. 

2.3.1 LEVEL1 (L1) Objective: Continued Functionality 

The word “Continued Functionality” is used to represent the general L1 performance objective for 
the design of seismically isolated structures herein. This performance objective is expected under 
the design- or major-level earthquake. The specific requirement for the L1 objective depends on 
needs for individual design project. Several examples for L1 objective are shown in Table 2.1 
below. 

Table 2.1 Examples of L1 objective for design of seismically isolated structures. 

Seismically 
Isolated 

Structures 
Example L1 performance objectives 

Hospital Structural and nonstructural component damages are limited. Can remain 
functional and operational within days after major earthquake 

Tall Building Building can be re-occupied shortly after major earthquake. Business downtime 
and repair time are minimized 

Nuclear Power 
Plant 

No or limited damage to equipment, facility is safe to operate under an 
operational-based earthquake 

As shown in Table 2.1, for different seismically isolated structures, the definition and 
requirement for a L1 performance objective are different; there is no consistent requirement that 
can be used in every design case. For seismic design consideration of nuclear power plants, the 
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safety requirement is governed by the limit state of equipment response. Although the performance 
objective for this case is related to safety of the nuclear power plant, to achieve this performance 
objective is governed by reducing the structural response for upper part of the plant; therefore, its 
performance objective is still being categorized as L1. Overall, the L1 objective is achieved by 
reducing response and limiting the damage of upper structural system for seismically isolated 
structures. 

For most cases, the L1 performance objective is considered under a design-level seismic 
event with certain probability of exceedance. However, in practice, this performance objective 
might not be associated with a certain level seismic event but a certain risk value, i.e., annual 
probability of exceedance, especially considering seismic design in nuclear industry. 

2.3.2 LEVEL 2 (L2) Objective: Safety Reliability 

The L2 fundamental performance objective is to achieve safety reliability for seismically isolated 
structures, under rare seismic events. This performance objective requires an acceptable small 
probability of system failure. The definition of failure depends on different structures and projects 
considered. In general, it refers to the global collapse and instability of the structural system. For 
fixed-based structures, L2 objective is normally achieved by providing the minimum strength 
required, similar to what is required for code-based seismic designs. For seismically isolated 
structures, since the failure of isolation system might lead to global collapse of entire seismically 
isolated structures, the upper-structure must be designed to have enough strength to resist collapse 
and the isolation system should have acceptable small probability of losing stability. Both parts 
need to achieve a targeted safety reliability in order to satisfy L2 performance objective. Failure 
of upper-structure is defined as the peak story drift ratio exceeds the deformation capacity. Failure 
of isolation system occurs when horizontal displacement and shear capacities are exceeded. 

For the design of seismically isolated structures, the L2 performance objective should be 
set as the fundamental performance target together with L1 objective discussed above. Same as 
the L1 performance objective, the L2 performance objective should also be considered under a 
certain level of seismic event based on the specific design requirement. Generally, it should be 
achieved under very rare seismic events represented by a probability of exceedance level, or it can 
be associated with an acceptable small degree of risk, i.e., the annual probability of exceedance) 
level.  

The proposed performance targets will be referred to as the “two-level performance 
objective and considered as fundamental requirements for the design of seismically isolated 
structure. For individual design project, detailed requirements might be different. 

2.3.3 Quantification of the Two-level performance objectives 

For practical design considerations, performance objectives should be set at the preliminary design 
stage. As the targets for design, performance objectives need to be quantified in order to be 
compared and verified. For example, is the L1 performance objective which tates: “Minor repair 
costs under a design basis earthquake event” acceptable? Conceptually, this is correct. However, 
what is the definition of “minor”? Quantification of performance objectives is needed in order to 
verify design against analysis using performance assessment procedure. Such as “The probability 
of repair cost lower than 5% replacement cost under a 500-year seismic event is less than 30%”. 
In this case, the L1 performance objective can be explicitly checked against preliminary design. 
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Generally, the quantification of performance objective for each performance measure 
consists of two components: Target performance or behavior and the conditioned seismic event or 
target risk value: 

   Performance objective=Target Performance + Conditioned seismic event or target risk value 

2.3.3.1 Target Performance 

As discussed above, the first piece of information needed to quantify performance objectives is 
determination of the target performance. In other words, it is the consequence of the structural 
responses under earthquake loads. Due to uncertainties involved in seismic loadings, structural 
responses and other sources, the resulting performance is not a deterministic value. Strictly 
speaking, the target performance should be expressed as limit probability for desired behavior or 
undesired behavior. These desired and undesired behavior can be stated directly or represented by 
decision-making criteria. A complete representation of target performance can be expressed in the 
format shown below: 

𝑃(𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) ≥ 𝑋% 

𝑃(𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) ≤ 𝑋% 

𝑃(𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 > 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) ≤ 𝑋% 

Following are some specific examples of target performance defined in practical design:  

 Probability of structural collapsing is less than 10%. 

In this case, the undesired behavior is structural collapse. The target 
performance is described as a limit probability for this undesired behavior. 

 Probability of business downtime of the building longer than a month is less than 20% 

In this case, the undesired behavior is described as: business downtime of the 
building is longer than a month. The target performance is also represented as 
a limit probability for this undesired behavior. 

 Probability of equipment being non-functional is less than 1%  

In this case, the undesired behavior is non-functional of equipment. The target 
performance is also represented as a limit probability for this undesired 
behavior.  

Above are examples of target performances for several practical design applications. They 
define a desired behavior of the structural system in different ways. However, in practice, 
sometimes the limit probability of undesired behavior mentioned in the definition for target 
performance might be neglected for simplicity. In this case, the median performance measure is 
commonly referred to without explicitly stating the limit probability is 50%. For example, the 
target performance might be represented as: achieving less than 2% loss, achieving immediate 
occupancy, achieving non-collapse behavior, etc. These representations do not have the limit 
probability associated as discussed above, which generally mean there is 50% chance of occurring. 

Overall, the first part of information needed for quantification of performance objectives 
is target performance, which is commonly expressed as a limit probability of undesired behavior. 
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Simplification can be made when median performance is referred to without explicitly stating the 
probability limit.  

2.3.3.2 Seismic Event Condition 

The other component for quantification of performance objectives is to determine the seismic 
intensity where target performance is conditioned on. Because the seismic response of a structure 
largely depends on intensity of earthquake loading, a statement of the performance objective(s) is 
only meaningful when a seismic event condition is assigned. Depending on different types of 
interpolations for seismic event conditions, three categories of information are commonly used in 
practical applications.  

 Intensity-based representation: a specific earthquake shaking intensity defined by a level 
of probability of exceedance or a general recognized shaking level, e.g., a 2% 50 years 
earthquake event, a design-based earthquake (DBE) event. 

 Scenario based representation: a specific earthquake scenario considering a specific 
magnitude occurring at a specific location relative to the site, e.g., a magnitude 8 
earthquake occurring on the San Andreas fault. 

 Time-based representation: a specific period of time that considers all possible 
earthquakes that could occur and the probability of occurrence associated with each 
earthquake, e.g., over 30 years in the designed life span of the building or annually. This 
type of representation does not refer to a specific seismic intensity. Seismic conditions 
are imbedded in the definition of the time window. This type of representation is also 
used for defining risk, for which the time window is one year. 

2.3.3.3 Examples of quantification for performance objectives 

Quantifying performance objectives is key to implementing performance-based seismic design in 
practical application. There are two components needed to represent the performance objectives 
as stated above. 

Consider the seismic resiliency design of Fremont 181 Tower (located in downtown San 
Francesco), which was targeted to have a resilience-based performance objective. It was designed 
to achieve immediate re-occupancy and limited disruption to functionality (a target performance 
goal) after a 475-year earthquake (the seismic event condition). Meanwhile, safety (a target 
performance) is ensured at a 1.5 maximum considered earthquake levels (a seismic event 
condition) (Almufti et al. 2016). For the seismic design of the Basaksehir Hospital, Turkey, the 
design was targeted to require a 2% replacement cost (a target performance goal) in the event of a 
10%-probability-in-50-years earthquake occurring (a seismic event condition). The entire hospital 
should have probability of structural instability smaller than 2.5% (a target performance goal) 
considering a 2% 50 years seismic event (a seismic event condition). These are examples of 
quantification of performance objectives for design in practice.  

Overall, for the implementation of performance-based design of seismically isolated 
structures, setting up performance objectives is essential. Two-level performance objectives are 
proposed to be used as general fundamental requirements for the design of seismically isolated 
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structures, and quantification of these performance objectives is key to ensure that the design is 
capable of meeting the targets. 

2.3.4 Summary on performance objectives for seismically isolated structures 

A Two-Level (L1 and L2) generic fundamental performance targets for seismically isolated 
structure is proposed. L1 objective is denoted as achieving continued functionality under design 
or major level seismic event. It represents a general category of requirements for which the 
performance target and desired behavior are achieved by reducing structural responses and 
damages under earthquake loading. The L2 performance objective is aiming to achieve safety 
reliability for the seismically isolated system under very rare event, which is achieved by ensuring 
the safety of both upper structural system and the isolation system. The proposed performance 
objectives would be considered and used throughout the dissertation 

For practical application, the proposed objectives need to be represented quantitively based 
on requirement of specific design and be verified using performance assessment framework. In 
order to quantify these performance objectives, two pieces of information are needed. One refers 
to the target performance and behavior of the structure, the other is the seismic event condition 
where the target performance is expected. There are different ways to represent these two pieces 
of information.  

2.4 PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONSIDERATION FOR SEISMICALLY ISOLATED 
STRUCTURES 

As discussed earlier, the challenges facing the development of performance-based design of 
seismically isolated structures is twofold: Setting performance objectives and conducting the 
preliminary design. Regarding performance objectives, a two-level fundamental target was 
proposed above. 

The remaining challenge is how to efficiently conduct the preliminary design for 
seismically isolated structures. For practical applications, once the performance objectives are 
agreed upon, the preliminary design will be conducted to determine isolator design parameters and 
to perform upper structural design. For the case of seismically isolated structures, the key challenge 
is to determine the design parameters so that seismic isolation can be used efficiently to achieve 
the two-level performance objectives. In this section, topic of preliminary design for seismically 
isolated structures will be discussed. First, the existing preliminary design procedure will be 
reviewed. Within the limitations of the existing framework, the desired concept and strategy are 
considered. Challenges for implementation of the desired preliminary design procedure will be 
addressed.  

2.4.1 Existing Preliminary Design Procedure for Seismically Isolated Structure  

As discussed in Chapter One, seismic isolation has been used for practical applications for decades 
and design guidelines have been developed. The most widely adopted preliminary design guideline 
in U.S. for seismically isolated structure is based on seismic design code ASCE 7 (ASCE 2017). 
Chapter 17 in ASCE 7 with title “Design requirement for seismically isolated structure” is the 
major guideline used by most practicing engineers for the design of seismically isolated structures. 
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The design of seismically isolated structures includes the design of the structure above isolation 
system, commonly denoted as the upper-structure, and the design of the isolation system itself. 
Some key concepts and important relations of this existing preliminary design guideline will be 
addressed. 

2.4.1.1 Upper-structure design 

The general concept of ASCE 7 is to provide minimum required strength for safety under seismic 
loading; therefore, this seismic design philosophy can be seen as force-based or strength-based 
approach. For seismically isolated structures, since the horizontal force demand of upper-structure 
is propagated from the isolation system, the design of upper-structure is based on the base shear 
demand derived from the isolator shear force instead of determining it directly from earthquake 
loading, 

The horizontal shear demand of the isolation system (Vb) under risk targeted-Maximum 
Considered Earthquake (MCER) is first adjusted to obtain the elastic design shear force (VS). This 
elastic shear force demand will be reduced using force reduction factor RI to obtain the design base 
shear or minimum strength required for the upper-structure. RI is generally taken as 3/8 of the 
corresponding force reduction factor (R) for a fixed-based structure if same structural system is 
used as the upper-structure. The RI value is normally within the range of 1–2 for design of 
seismically isolated structures. 

When design base shear is determined, the story design shear will be calculated based on 
relations derived from modal analysis theory. The following steps for preliminary design of the 
upper-structure of an isolated building is similar to the design for fixed-base structure. For the 
preliminary design of upper-structure, the key is to calculate minimum required strength. However, 
in order to reduce the nonlinear deformation of upper-structure when seismic isolation is used, 
large enough upper-structure strength should be provided so that it can remain almost elastic 
during a major level seismic event. This is achieved by using a small force reduction factor RI. 
Note, although a much smaller force reduction factor RI compared to fixed-base case is used to 
calculate required design strength from elastic force demand, since the elastic force demand for 
isolated structure is much smaller compared to that of fixed-based structure, the overall required 
strength for upper-structure is not necessarily larger than what is required for fixed-base case under 
same seismic condition. 

2.4.1.2 Isolator Design 

The preliminary design of isolation system following existing guideline in ASCE 7 contains 
determination of maximum horizontal displacement of isolator (Dm) and the corresponding total 
maximum horizontal displacement of isolator (Dtm). These values can be determined using 
different procedures, i.e., the equivalent linear procedure or the dynamic procedure). Conceptually, 
Dm is calculated based on average horizontal displacement demand under MCER level seismic 
event. In practical design, the capacity of the isolator is normally taken as equal to the MCER 
demand determined (Dtm) following the procedure prescribed. This is the key design parameter 
used to size the isolator. Besides the horizontal displacement capacity, the isolator should also 
develop the corresponding horizontal shear capacity. In most cases, individual isolators behave in 
parallel, the horizontal deformations are similar for all isolators within the same isolation plane if 
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the torsional response is not significant. The capacity determined will be used to size each isolator 
unit in the design. 

2.4.1.3 Discussion on Existing Preliminary Design Procedure (ASCE 7 Chapter 17)  

The design requirement specified in ASCE 7 Chapter 17 discussed above has been widely used as 
the preliminary design guideline for seismically isolated structure. The major design parameters 
determined are the upper-structure design shear and the maximum isolator displacement demand 
under MCER event, which is used to define isolator capacity. Other design parameters of isolator 
(e.g., isolator strength, isolator period) are assumed to be already selected based on other criteria 
and manufacturing information. The seismically isolated structure designed following this 
procedure will almost remain elastic under a design-level seismic event since the design base shear 
is determined based on MCER demand with a force reduction factor around 1–2. For various 
practical reasons, the isolator capacity selected will be slightly larger or the same as demand 
specified under MCER event. 

As discussed in previous section, for the design of seismically isolated structures, a two-
level fundamental performance objective is required. ASCE 7 Chapter 17 does not address any 
issues related to the two-level performance objectives. For example, for the L1 performance 
objective, it does not explicitly consider whether the design will sufficiently reduce response or 
minimize damage of the upper-structure. For the L2 performance objective, it does not address 
whether the minimum capacity provided for isolator will satisfy a certain safety reliability. 
Because of these limitations, the resultant design from current preliminary design procedure might 
achieve some of desired performance objectives, but there is a large possibility that the preliminary 
design will not achieve any of the two-level performance objectives. 

Following the existing procedure, the upper-structure is designed to achieve the minimum 
base shear. For fixed-based structures, the concept of seismic design based on minimum required 
strength was to avoid collapse. However, for seismic isolation, more enhanced performance targets 
are required. Satisfaction of base shear will not necessarily satisfy the desired performance, 
especially for the L1 performance objective. Since providing enough strength does not guarantee 
damage will be controlled. For example. damage associated with the upper-structure containing 
non-structural components is sensitive to acceleration response. Therefore, providing enough base 
shear should not be considered as a primary objective for the preliminary design of seismically 
isolated structures. 

This preliminary design procedure in Chapter 17 of ASCE 7 could be used as a minimum 
requirement for design of seismically isolated structure, however, in addition to this, special 
considerations need to be addressed in order to satisfy performance objectives that seismically 
isolated structure should have, as the two-level performance objectives proposed. These additional 
considerations should be based on the correct design concept and better understanding of behavior 
of seismically isolated structures. The uniqueness of behavior for seismically isolated structure 
should be taken advantage of and be properly understood and used for a desired preliminary design 
procedure.  

2.4.2 Desired Preliminary Design Considerations 

Although preliminary design is considered as a trial design in performance-based design 
framework and further tuning up of design parameters might be needed, it is desired that correct 
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concept and procedure will be used so that the design parameters could be selected efficiently in 
the beginning stage. For a desired preliminary design procedure for seismically isolated structure, 
concept and methodology of the existing preliminary design procedure need to be improved in 
order to efficiently achieve the two-level performance objectives. There are several important 
elements need to be carefully considered and re-defined, which will be discussed in the following. 

2.4.2.1 Engineering Demand Parameters (EDPs) Considered for Design 

The purpose of a preliminary design is to aid in selecting design parameters that achieve the two-
level performance objectives. The performance and behavior of structural systems under 
earthquake loadings are controlled by dynamic response, which are also known as engineer 
demand parameters (EDPs). The main task of the preliminary design is to select design parameters 
to control certain EDPs so that desired performance objectives can be achieved. With the goal of 
achieving the two-level performance objectives proposed, it is important to determine which EDPs 
should be considered and reduced for the preliminary design. 

In meeting the L1 performance objective, continued functionality should be maintained 
under a design-level earthquake; therefore, structural and nonstructural damage should be 
minimized. Among commonly considered dynamic response parameters, the upper structural drift 
response, peak floor acceleration response and the floor acceleration response spectrum are the 
most important EDPs to be considered and checked in the preliminary design process. The story 
drift ratio is mostly related to structural damage and some non-structural damage (e.g., partition 
walls), while acceleration-related response is mostly related to non-structural damages. 

In meeting the L2 performance objective, achieving safety reliability and avoiding collapse 
is required. The collapse and failure of the upper-structure as well as the instability of isolator 
needs to be limited to an acceptable level of probability or risk. For the upper-structure, safety and 
collapsing are commonly related to peak story drift ratio response. Different lateral resisting 
systems have different ductility capacity and different ultimate drift ratio limits for collapse. For 
the isolation system, the failure is related to horizontal displacement and shear responses. 
Therefore, to meet the L2 performance objective, focus should be on reducing and controlling 
these EDPs mentioned above. 

The desired preliminary design concept should be focused on selecting design parameters 
to efficiently control and reduce the EDPs under earthquake loadings to an acceptably small value 
to achieve the desired performance objectives. Different performance objectives are sensitive to 
different EDPs. Based on the discussions above, The EDPs which should be considered in 
preliminary design of seismically isolated structure for achieving the two-Level performance 
objectives are summarized in Table 2.2. 

 

 

Table 2.2 Engineer response parameters (EDPs) to be considered for preliminary design. 

Performance Objective 
 EDPs to be considered and controlled 

Upper structure Isolation system 

Level 1 Peak story drift ratio 
Peak floor acceleration NA 
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Floor acceleration spectrum 

Level 2 Peak story drift ratio Peak horizontal displacement and 
shear force 

2.4.2.2 Design parameters considered 

The purpose of preliminary design is to efficiently reduce and control the above-mentioned EDPs 
so that the performance objectives could be achieved. This is done by selecting and tuning up 
design parameters in the preliminary design stage. For seismically isolated structure, the 
preliminary design should consider the design parameters for both upper structure and isolation 
system.  

For upper structure, the major design parameters which are important to determine in 
preliminary design stage is design base shear as well as design story shear. Since sizing of 
structural members are directly based on these global force demands.  

For isolation system, the design parameters which are important to determine includes 
isolator strength, isolator period (horizontal stiffness), isolator displacement and shear capacities. 
Another important design information needed to be determined is force-deformation hysteretic 
relation under extreme horizontal displacement. 

There are other parameters and design requirements which might be considered for the 
preliminary design of seismically isolated structures. The parameters mentioned above for upper-
structure and isolation system are the fundamental design parameters which will control the 
essential EDPs discussed above. The desired preliminary design procedure should focus on 
determination of these key design parameters systematically and efficiently. 

Overall, the task for desired preliminary design procedure for seismically isolated 
structures is to figure out how to select these design parameters to reduce the interested EDPs to 
an acceptable small value. Comparing to existing design procedure, the desired preliminary design 
procedure aims to explicitly reduce and check the resulted EDPs so that performance objectives 
can be achieved. While the existing design procedure aims to calculate minimum strength and 
capacity required without checking whether the interested EDPs are reduced to an acceptable small 
value. 

2.4.3 Challenges for desired preliminary design considerations  

A desired preliminary design should focus on selection of essential design parameters to 
effectively and systematically control and reduce related EDPs for achieving target objectives. The 
major challenge for this desired preliminary design procedure is how to efficiently select design 
parameters mentioned above to reduce the key response parameters. Considering responses of 
structure under earthquake loading, certain design parameters will affect specific engineer 
response parameters (EDPs). To address this challenge and provide guidance on selection of 
design parameters, it is essential to understand how EDPs will be affected by these key design 
parameters. For different levels of performance objectives, special considerations are needed.  

2.4.3.1 Consideration for L1 performance objective 

For consideration of L1 performance objective in preliminary design, the challenge is how to select 
isolator parameters as well as upper-structure design parameter to efficiently reduce the upper-
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structure acceleration responses as well as story drift responses, which are important EDPs related 
to upper structural damages as discussed above. To address this challenge, investigations are 
needed to understand which design parameters have large effect on these EDPs. Then how the 
selection of these design parameters will affect upper structural responses of seismically isolated 
structures under design level seismic event.  

2.4.3.2 Consideration for L2 performance objective 

For consideration of L2 performance objective in preliminary design, the challenge is how to select 
design parameters to ensure the entire system has an acceptable small probability or risk of failure 
under rare seismic event. As discussed above, this requires that upper-structure should have a small 
probability or risk of collapsing and isolation system should also have a small probability or risk 
of losing stability. Intuitively, for upper-structure, the force reduction factor used in design is 
commonly 1-2, which provides more than enough strength to ensure the safety. Therefore, the 
isolator safety might control the design. The challenge is how to select design parameters of 
isolator, e.g. the capacity of isolator, so that it will have a small risk of failure. In addition, it is 
important to investigate how to provide the capacity in practical design efficiently. More details 
on this topic will be discussed later in the dissertation. The investigation needed to address this 
challenge is to understand how the selection of isolator capacity will affect the safety reliability 
and how to determine the capacity needed to achieve the safety requirement based on L2 
performance objective. 

Overall, a desired preliminary design procedure for seismically isolated structure is needed 
and the main challenge is to understand how the selection of design parameters will affect the 
responses of seismically isolated structures. Investigations on how the interested EDPs related to 
desired performance objectives will be affected by the design parameters are needed, which is the 
focus of the dissertation work. Since different considerations are required to address challenges 
regarding each of the Two-level performance objectives, the dissertation work and investigations 
are divided in two parts. For the first part of the work, studies focus on understanding how 
responses related to L1 performance objective will be affected by the key design parameters. For 
the second part of the work, the studies focus on investigating how to select isolator design 
parameters to achieve L2 performance objective.  

2.5 OBJECTIVE AND OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION WORK 

2.5.1 Objective and Motivation 

A work flow chart summarizing the key logic of discussions above is provided in Figure 2.1 below. 
Based on discussions in Chapter 1, development of performance-based design procedure for 
seismically isolated structures is in great need for practical application of seismic isolation. For 
implementation of performance-based design of seismically isolated structures, the procedures can 
be merged into two general tasks. Task 1 involves the establishment of performance objectives for 
design as well as conducting preliminary and modified design for seismically isolated structures. 
Task 2 involves conducting performance assessment of design using probabilistic framework.  

Task 2 has been well addressed by various established performance assessment 
frameworks; however, there are still challenging issues to be investigated for implementation of 
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Task 1, which are mostly due to lack of understanding of fundamental design concepts for 
seismically isolated structures. To address the first component in Task 1, a two-level performance 
objects (L1 and L2) has been proposed considering the desired performance of seismically isolated 
structure and fundamental seismic design objectives. The L1 objective requires continued 
functionality and minimal structural damage under a design-level earthquake. The L2 objective 
requires the seismically isolated structures to satisfy safety reliability under rare earthquake events. 
This two-level objective should be used as fundamental requirement for the general design of 
seismically isolated structures. 

When performance objectives have been proposed, the remaining challenge for Task 1 is 
to conduct the preliminary design of the seismically isolated structure. The preliminary design 
should be aimed to select design parameters for both the upper-structure and isolation systems to 
achieve the proposed performance targets. 

 

Figure 2.1 Work flow and logic of the discussion in Chapter 2 as well as the 
dissertation work focus. 

Therefore, toward the implementation of performance-based design procedure for 
seismically isolated structures, it is essential to understand and investigate the desired preliminary 
design concept and procedure so that the desired performance objectives will be explicitly 
addressed. The challenge of the preliminary design is to have a clear understanding of how to 
select key design parameters to efficiently reduce and control the interested engineer demand 
parameters (EDPs) for seismically isolated structures. To solve this problem, additional 
investigation and research are needed to understand the behavior of seismically isolated structures 
under different levels of seismic conditions and to investigate how the important EDPs related to 
the two-level performance objectives are affected by the design parameters. 

As shown in Figure 2.1, the study conducted in dissertation work is aimed at understanding 
how the EDPs for seismically isolated structures are affected by the key design parameters so that 
the preliminary design of seismically isolated structures can be conducted efficiently with desired 
outcome. The thrust of this dissertation is not to establish a step-by-step performance-based design 
procedure to be used for seismically isolated structure, rather it is focused on providing direct 
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guidance on how to design the isolated structure in an efficient way with correct concept that 
satisfies the proposed two-level performance objective. The goal of this dissertation is to serve as 
technical support for successfully applying the concept of seismic isolation and to aid in the 
preliminary design of seismically isolated structures. It aims to fill the gap in the framework of 
performance-based design of seismically isolated structures and should be treated as a guidance 
and support towards the further devolvement on this topic.  

2.5.2 Focus and approach of the dissertation work 

Motivated to achieve the objective discussed above, the dissertation work is split into two major 
parts. 

For the first part, the studies are focusing on understanding how design parameters of 
seismically isolated structures, especially for isolator, will reduce the responses which are 
important for structural and non-structural damages under design-level seismic event. This part of 
work is conducted mainly through investigating responses of different seismically isolated 
structures numerically with sensitivity studies to investigate how the change of properties of 
seismically isolated structures will affect interested EDPs. It will give directly guidance on 
selection of design parameters in preliminary design of seismically isolated structures for 
achieving L1 performance objective. 

For the second part of the dissertation work, the focus is on how to select relative design 
parameters and capacities in preliminary design to achieve safety reliability for L2 performance 
objective. The dissertation work focuses on evaluating how to efficiently provide enough capacity 
for the isolator and upper-structure so that failure will be limited into an acceptable small 
probability. For this part of investigation, an architype isolated structure is used to help 
understanding the concept first. Design capacity required for varied types of isolation systems are 
investigated and compared to achieve a certain safety reliability. Then the most efficient method 
is selected and developed further to establish a procedure for determining required isolation system 
capacity to achieve L2 performance objective in practical design. 

Overall, the two parts of the dissertation work focus on addressing the challenges 
remaining on conducting preliminary design of seismically isolated structure. Different 
seismically isolated structural systems have been considered and investigated. Numerical 
simulations are mainly used with sensitivity studies and probabilistic procedure.  

2.5.1 Outline of the dissertation 

There are four major components in this dissertation. 

2.5.1.1 Part I Introduction and preliminary experimental results 

Chapter 1:  

Chapter 1 provides a general introduction to the main topic of the dissertation work. It first 
introduces different seismic design procedures and the importance for using performance-based 
design when enhanced performance objectives other than achieving minimum safety requirement 
are expected. Seismic isolation is introduced as one of the most efficient innovative structural 
system to achieve enhanced performance objectives. A general introduction on seismic isolation 
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including the classic linear theory, current industrial practice as well as current research states have 
been provided. The purpose of Chapter 1 is to discuss the importance of seismic isolation and how 
it is related to performance-based design concept. It concludes for implementation of seismic 
isolation in practice, a performance-based design procedure for seismically isolated structure is 
important to be developed.  

Chapter 2:  

Chapter 2 discusses in detail within the general topic of performance-based design for seismically 
isolated structures. It introduces the major tasks needed for implementation of performance-based 
design of seismically isolated structures and the challenges remaining to be investigated. Two parts 
of problems need to be addressed. For establishment of fundamental performance objective, a two-
level fundamental performance objective is proposed. For preliminary design of seismically 
isolated structure, challenges remaining on a developing a desired procedure have been carefully 
addressed. By discussing the challenges and problems need to be investigated, the objective and 
motivation of the dissertation work are discussed.  

Chapter 3:  

Before digging into the detailed technical discussions for the main part of the dissertation work 
which is to investigate behavior of different seismically isolated structural models through 
numerical simulations, Chapter 3 briefly describes preliminary experimental work for seismic 
isolator conducted by the author. Some of the conclusions and results of these experimental work 
will also be used extensively in the following discussions in the dissertation. Although, Chapter 3 
focuses on technical discussions, it is imbedded in Part I of the dissertation. Since it is not 
considered as the main investigations conducted for addressing the challenges in performance-
based design of seismically isolated structure. By discussing the isolator characterization tests 
results, Chapter 3 can be seen as a support for the following technical discussions in the 
dissertation.  

2.5.1.2 Part II: Investigate behavior of different seismically isolated structural models 
considering design level seismic event (Focus on L1 Objective) 

Chapter 4:  

Chapter 4 investigates behavior of a simplified single degree of freedom (SDOF) seismically 
isolated structural model. The analysis model is simplified based on a seismically isolated nuclear 
power plant. Large numbers of response history analysis are conducted to investigate behavior of 
the simplified model under design level seismic event. Sensitivity studies are conducted to 
investigate how the change of isolator design parameters will affect the key responses of the 
simplified structural model. The study in Chapter 4 is aimed to investigate in general how the 
isolator design parameters will affect the key EDPs of seismically isolated structures and to set a 
basis for the discussions in the following chapters considering more complicated structural models. 

Chapter 5:  

Chapter 5 contains case evaluation of seismically isolated structure for investigating how the 
design parameters will affect responses related to L1 performance objective. In this chapter, a 
seismically isolated tall building representing a flexible upper-structure is investigated. The 
responses of this seismically isolated tall building are investigated using response-history analysis 
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under seismic loadings. Attentions are paid first on investigating efficiently of using isolation for 
flexible upper-structure. Then sensitivity studies are conducted on how isolator design properties 
and upper structural properties will affect the response which are essential to be considered for 
achieving L1 objective. This part of study serves as a support case study to investigate how design 
parameters will affect interested EDPs for L1 performance objective. 

Chapter 6:  

Chapter 6 contains another case evaluation of seismically isolated structure for investigating how 
the design parameters will affect responses related to L1 performance objective. Comparing to 
Chapter 5, the focus is more on how acceleration response spectrum will be affected by isolator 
design parameters. An archetype seismically isolated nuclear power has been investigated in this 
chapter. Comparing to Chapter 5, this represents a much more rigid upper-structure. Through 
numerical response history analysis, the focus is to understand how different types of isolator as 
well as ground motion characteristics will affect the upper plant response especially floor spectrum 
responses. This case study serves as another support to investigate how design parameters 
especially isolator type and properties will affect interested EDPs, especially acceleration response 
spectrum for L1 objective.  

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 in the dissertation work both focus on providing studies to address 
the challenges for preliminary design of seismically isolated structure achieving L1 performance 
objective, which is to investigate how design parameters especially for isolators will affect the 
dynamic responses of the upper-structure through numerical simulations.  

2.5.1.3 PART III: Investigation of seismically isolated structures for achieving safety 
reliability (Focus on L2 Objective)  

Chapter 7:  

In Chapter 7, an in-depth study is conducted focusing on the preliminary design issue for achieving 
L2 performance objective which is to achieve safety reliability for seismically isolated structure. 
As one major part of preliminary design for seismically isolated structure, this chapter focuses on 
investigating how to select design parameters and capacities of the isolation system to achieve 
safety reliability under rare seismic event. Considering a case-study archetype seismically isolated 
structural model, large numbers of numerical simulations are conducted. Based on the analysis 
results and reliability calculations, the ability to achieve targeted safety reliability following 
current design requirement is investigated. Three enhanced isolation systems are discussed and 
investigated to calculate the required isolation capacities for achieving target safety reliability in 
design using probabilistic procedure. For application on general preliminary design case, a 
probabilistic design procedure is developed. The study conducted in this chapter investigates the 
correct concept and method in preliminary design of seismically isolated structure considering L2 
performance objective.  

2.5.1.4 PART IV: Conclusions and Future study recommendations 

Chapter 8:  

Chapter 8 firstly summarizes the key conclusions of the dissertation work. In this chapter, it also 
summarizes how the findings of the dissertation work will address the challenges for preliminary 
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design of seismically isolated structure, which is the starting point and motivation of the 
dissertation work. In addition, Chapter 8 provides recommendations for future study.  
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3 Preliminary Experimental Work on Seismic 
Isolator 

As discussed in Chapter 1, a key metric in any study of isolation systems is to quantify the response 
of seismic isolator devices. Part of research discussed herein consisted of conducting experimental 
and numerical modeling studies focusing on the behavior of seismic isolators. The accurate 
representation of isolator behavior through numerical modelling is essential for both analysis and 
design of seismically isolated structures.  

As discussed in Chapter 2, the major goal of this dissertation was to investigate the behavior 
of seismically isolated structural systems under different levels of seismic loading. Although this 
dissertation is not focused on isolator devices, some preliminary experimental work on seismic 
isolators has been conducted and will be briefly discussed in this chapter. The work discussed in 
this chapter considers characterization testing of three types isolator specimens and based on the 
test results to improve and calibrate numerical isolator models. 

3.1 PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON SEISMIC ISOLATOR  

The experimental work involved full-size isolator characterization tests. The experiments were 
conducted on the Seismic Response Modification Device (SRMD) testing machine at the 
University of California, San Diego (UCSD). The experimental work consisted of testing three 
types of isolators under a variety of one-directional horizontal shear and axial compression loading 
conditions. The objective of the experimental tests was to investigate how loading conditions affect 
the hysteretic behavior of the isolators, to better understand the behavior of each type of isolator, 
and to provide guidance on refining current numerical models. Based on the experimental test 
results, existing numerical models of isolators in Open System for Earthquake Engineering 
Simulation (OpenSees) (Mckenna et al. 2000) have been improved and calibrated. Some of the 
calibration results will be used for numerical simulations conducted later in the dissertation. The 
unit set used is: mm and KN. 
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3.1.1 Experimental work background 

3.1.1.1 Isolator test specimen 

3.1.1.1.1 Lead Plug Rubber Isolator Bearing (LPRB) (UNISON-ETECH) 

The first type of isolator considered was the Lead Plug Rubber Bearing (LPRB) manufactured by 
Unison eTech (UET). The key geometric and mechanical properties for the test specimen are 
summarized in Table 3.1 below. The bearing specimen consisted of 4 lead cores and 30 rubber 
layers are sandwiched between 29 steel plate; see  Figure 3.1. Quality control tests were initially 
conducted by the manufacture with a design displacement of 210 mm and axial load around 21350 
KN, which is around 2.2 times the design compression load considered in the series of tests. 
Horizontal and axial force-deformation hysteresis from the quality control tests are shown in 
Figure 3.2 as reference. 

Table 3.1 LPRB geometric and mechanical properties (Provided by Unison-eTech). 

Geometric Properties Mechanical Properties 

Diameter 1520 mm Characteristic strength (Qd) 1,002 kN 

Lead core Diameter 200 mm Equivalent stiffness (Keq) 9.0 kN/mm 

Rubber layers total thickness  7x30 mm Equivalent damping ratio (Heq) 0.335 

Bearing total height  533 mm Vertical stiffness (Kv) 12,896 kN/mm 

Thickness of steel plates  7x29 mm Initial stiffness (K1) 545 kN/mm 

End plate thickness  60 mm Second slope stiffness (K2) 4.2 kN/mm 

 

 

Figure 3.1 LPRB specimen provided by Unison eTech for the characterization test (photo 
courtesy of Alireza Sarebanh). 
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                                          (a)                                                                               (b) 

Figure 3.2 LPRB specimen quality control test results provided by Unison eTech. (a) 
Horizontal force-displacement hysteresis; and (b) axial compression force-displacement 

hysteresis (results and information provided by Unison eTech). 

3.1.1.1.2 EradiQuake System Isolator Bearing (EQSB) (ESCO-RTS) 

The EradiQuake System bearings (EQSB) was the second type of isolator considered in the series 
of characterization tests, manufactured by ESCO-RTS. The geometric and mechanical properties 
for the test specimen are summarized in Table 3.2. The horizontal shear behavior is achieved by 
two mechanisms: (1) a slider that slides on the middle sliding surfaces; and (2) three horizontal 
compression (MER) springs acting in each orthogonal horizontal direction. The total horizontal 
restoring force is a combination of sliding surface friction force and MER spring reaction forces. 
A polytron disk located in the center of the bearing supports the middle sliding disk and sliding 
plate, which also provides axial and rotational compliance for the bearing. The middle sliding disk 
is locked by a shear key pin that passes through the central hole of the polytron disk. The MER 
springs are held fast by three guide rods per side located on the middle plate. The springs react 
against the vertical surfaces, which are attached to the upper sliding plate. The EQSB specimen 
used for the experimental work is shown in Figure 3.3. 

The nominal design axial load for the EQSB specimen specified by manufacture is 10,000 
KN and the design displacement is 152 mm. Quality control test data is not provided for EQSB. 

Table 3.2 EQSB geometric and mechanical properties (Provided by ESCO-RTS). 

General Dimension  2400 mm x2400 mm Characteristic strength (Qd) 1,092 kN 

Total Height  6000 mm Equivalent stiffness (Keq) 18.8 kN/mm 

Coefficient of friction 11% Second slope stiffness (K2) 18.8 kN/mm 
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Figure 3.3 EQSB specimen provided by ESCO-RTS for the characterization test (photo 
courtesy of Alireza Sarebanh). 

3.1.1.1.3 Triple Friction Pendulum (TFP) Isolator Bearing (Earthquake Protection System) 

The Triple Friction PendulumTM (TFP) bearing, the third type of isolator considered in the test, is 
manufactured by Earthquake Protection System (EPS). The geometric and mechanical properties 
for the test specimen are summarized in Table 3.3. The TFP bearing contains four pendulum 
systems working in series on four sliding surfaces (upper outer, upper inner, lower outer, land 
lower inner). The sliding concave dishes are composed of stainless steel, and the convex sliders 
are coated by a Teflon liner. Multilinear horizontal shear behavior is achieved since sliding occurs 
at different combinations of sliding surfaces at different horizontal displacement ranges, and 
different sliding surfaces have different pendulum lengths and radius. For this specimen, a 
nonlinear stiffening stages initiates at large horizontal displacement points. The stiffening stage 
provides a “soft stop” mechanism and additional horizontal displacement and shear capacity for 
the bearing. Unlike the traditional TFP bearing, the stiffening for the tested specimen is achieved 
by inner sliding concave deforming and yielding against a specially designed rim of outer sliding 
concave, which results into a more gradual stiffening behavior and more energy dissipation upon 
unloading. The TFP bearing specimen used for the experimental work is shown in Figure 3.4. 

The design displacement of TFP bearing is 584mm. Quality control tests were initially 
conducted by the manufacture with axial load of 11,100 KN, around 15% above the design 
compression load. Horizontal force-deformation relations determined from the quality control tests 
is shown in Figure 3.5. 

Table 3.3 TFP Bearing geometric and mechanical properties (data provided by Earthquake 
Protective Systems, Inc.). 

Radius (Outer concave)  3962 mm Diameter (Outer concave)  1981mm 

Radius (Inner concave)  762 mm Diameter (Inner concave)  965mm 

Total height  711 mm Second slope stiffness (K2) 18.8 kN/mm 

Coefficient of friction (Inner 
surface) 1% Coefficient of friction (Outer 

surface) 9% 
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Figure 3.4 TFP bearing specimen provided by EPS for characterization test (photo courtesy of 
Alireza Sarebanh). 

 

 

Figure 3.5 TFP bearing specimen quality control test results provided by EPS for horizontal 
force-displacement hysteresis. Test results are only provided for displacement around design 

displacement (Results provided by Earthquake Protection System). 

3.1.1.2 Test facility and set up 

3.1.1.2.1 Test facility 

The SRMD testing facility at UCSD is shown in Figure 3.6. It was designed and built for real-time 
6-DOF dynamic characterization of very large full-scale bearing devices and dampers using 
predefined loading protocols. The machine has a longitudinal displacement capacity of 1220 mm 
and a lateral displacement capacity of 610 mm, which can test isolators to large displacements 
while imposing axial loads of up to 53,400 KN (Schellenberg et al. 2016).  
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Figure 3.6 Seismic Response Modification Device (SRMD) testing facility in UC San Diego. 

The testing system consists of a prestressed concrete reaction frame box surrounding a 
moving platen. Four horizontal actuators control the lateral and longitudinal displacements of the 
platen. The platen slides over four hydrostatic low-friction bearings, which are attached to the floor 
of the concrete structure and control the vertical movement of the platen. In addition, the platen is 
connected to four steel outrigger arms supported by four pairs (i.e., upper and lower) of low-
friction sliding bearing actuators that are used to control the vertical and rotational motions of the 
platen.  

3.1.1.2.2 Test set up (From Schellenberg et al. 2016) 

A system of concrete spacer blocks (bolted to the table platen) and a system of steel spacers (bolted 
to the cross beam) were utilized to properly install the isolators into the SRMD machine. The steel 
spacers and upper adapter plate were aligned and bolted to the cross beam. The lower adapter plate 
was grouted and post tensioned to the concrete spacer blocks. An overview of the basic 
experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 Overview of the experimental setup for isolator characterization testing using  
SRMD machine (Shellenberg et al. 2016). 

3.1.1.2.3 Instrumentation and special data reduction procedure 

The horizontal force is obtained by means of four uniaxial load cells mounted on the horizontal 
actuators at the interface with the platen. The vertical force is obtained from pressure cells on the 
four vertical actuators and the eight outrigger actuators. The position of the platen is measured 
using stroke transducers on the four horizontal actuators and the four vertical actuators. The data 
is recorded at each millisecond. Accelerometers were installed on the platen, within the top surface 
plate, to acquire acceleration measurements in x-, y-, and z-directions. During axial testing, an 
additional set of four linear voltage displacement transducers (LVDTs) were used to obtain more 
accurate results for isolator vertical deformation during axial testing. Due to the cross-beam 
flexibility, the vertical displacement of the table platen might not be the same as isolator vertical 
deformation. The set-up of the LVDTs is shown in Figure 3.8. 

In addition, a total of 10 thermocouples were installed in the Unison eTech bearings and 
monitored by a separate data acquisition system to monitor the temperature of the lead. 
Temperature monitoring of the ESCO RTS bearing by thermocouples was not practical. For the 
EPS bearing, the temperature on the outside sliding surfaces was manually measured before and 
after each test. 
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Figure 3.8 LVDTs set-up to measure vertical deformation of the isolator for axial test 
(Shellenberg et al. 2016). 

Due to the limitation of the test facility, the horizontal force readouts obtained is the total 
horizontal force including the isolator shear force interested and the inertial force of the table as 
well as machine friction. Empty table runs as well as machine characterization were conducted to 
obtain the frictional and inertial characters of the system to correct the horizontal forces recorder 
during the test to determine the actual isolator horizontal shear force. 

3.1.1.3 Experiments loading conditions and parameters 

As stated above, three types of isolator bearings were considered, and a large number of 
characterization tests were conducted considering different combinations of loading conditions. A 
sensitivity evaluation was conducted to evaluate the effect of different loading conditions on 
hysteretic behavior of each bearing specimen. 

The loading condition variables considered for the characterization tests as well as the 
standard reference values for each parameter are summarized in Table 3.4. In the following 
sections, characterization test results under different values of these loading parameters will be 
compared and discussed for each type of isolator.  

Table 3.4 Summary of key characterization test loading parameters and the standard 
reference values for each parameter 

 
Axial Force 

[KN/US tons] 
Peak Disp. 
[mm/in] 

Loading 
Freq. (Hz) Temperature Horizonal offset for axial 

compression test [mm/in] 

LPRB 10900/1094 210.8/8.3 0.33 Ambient 0/0 

EQSB 10900/1094 152.4/6.0 0.51 Ambient 0/0 

TFPB 10900/1094 584.2/23.0 0.20 Ambient 0/0 
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3.1.2 Test results and discussions 

The characterization test results for the three-full-size isolators will be discussed in the following 
sections. Discussions will be conducted separately for each type of isolator. Horizontal shear 
behavior as well as axial compression behavior observed during the tests will be investigated. For 
discussions of horizontal shear test results, attention will be paid on investigating the effects of 
changing the loading parameters. Test results under different loading conditions are plotted 
together to conduct sensitivity investigations. 

3.1.2.1 LPRB (UNISON-ETECH) 

3.1.2.1.1 Axial compression test 

The axial compression behavior of the LPRB was evaluated by conducting axial compression tests 
at different horizontal deformation states. The deformation states considered included: the initial 
configuration without horizontal deformation, horizontally deformed at 25% of design 
deformation, and horizontally deformed at 150% of design deformation. The axial compression 
load was slowly increased, after reaching the design axial load, followed by slow cycles.  

The comparison of axial force-deformation relations for the three cases considered is 
shown in Figure 3.9. In general, the axial compression stiffness increased gradually when the 
compression load remained small. When the compression load reached the design-level axial load 
(10,900KN), the axial force-deformation behavior became more stable. It is assumed that the 
hysteresis damping and energy dissipation will occur if a cyclic axial load is applied. 

Comparing those cases when the isolator was axially loaded at different horizontal 
deformation states, the overall axial compression behavior of the isolator was similar. Figure 3.9 
compares the three loading curves; note that they are compared in parallel to each other, indicating 
that the axial compression stiffness of the isolator is not largely affected by the horizontal 
deformation state of the bearing. This is especially true when the axial force was increased to the 
design-level amplitude, at which point the response stabilized; at large horizontal deformations, 
initially the bearing needed to stabilized, resulting in larger compression stiffness.  

Based on the test results, the axial compression force-deformation behavior of the isolator 
specimen is nonlinear. The compression stiffness changed due to different compression force 
amplitudes. A greater stiffness is expected when the axial force amplitude is larger; the 
nonlinearity is more obvious at lower axial force level. Therefore, for most of the existing isolator 
numerical models, representations of compression behavior using a constant stiffness might not be 
accurate enough to characterize vertical behavior. 

Based on the axial characterization test results, a multi linear model with the associated 
damping ratio was created and incorporated into existing isolator model to better represent axial 
compression behavior of the isolator. It was used to improve the existing model of LPRB in 
OpenSees. The updated model will be used later in this dissertation. The data points used to define 
the multi-linear behavior were derived from axial hysteresis from the test results. The calibrated 
parameters for numerical model will be summarized later in this chapter. 
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of force-deformation behavior of LPRB for axial compression test with 
different levels of horizontal offsets. 

3.1.2.1.2 Horizontal cyclic test (Effect of axial load) 

The effect of axial compression loads on horizontal hysteresis behavior of LPRB were investigated 
by comparing the horizontal hysteresis determined from characterization tests with different axial 
compression levels (50%, 100%, and 200% design-level axial compression forces). Results are 
shown in Figure 3.10. Within each plot, all other loading parameters are the same. Different 
loading rates were compared: (a) the standard loading rate (0.33Hz) (b) the slow loading rate 
(0.005Hz). This comparison shows that the horizontal responses are almost identical under 
different axial compression loads. For the LPRB specimen, the compression axial force acting on 
the isolator did not have a significant effect on the horizontal shear behavior of the bearing. 

 
                                         (a)                                                                    (b) 

Figure 3.10 Comparison of horizontal force-deformation behavior of LPRB for different levels 
of axial compressions. (a) Results from characterization tests conducted at normal test rate (0.33 

Hz). (b) Results from characterization test conducted at low test rate (0.005 Hz). 

3.1.2.1.3 Horizontal cyclic test (Effect of loading rate) 
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The effect of loading rates was investigated by comparing the horizontal force-deformation 
hysteresis under varied loading speeds. Horizonal characterization tests were conducted with 
loading rates of 0.005 Hz (quasi-static), 0.33 Hz (17 in/sec, 430 mm/sec) and 1.15 Hz (60 in/sec, 
1524 mm/sec) for the same displacement loading history. A comparison of the horizontal 
hysteresis behavior is shown in Figure 3.11, the response under loading cases with 0.33 Hz and 
1.15 Hz are almost identical. For the quasi-static case, the hysteresis loop was thinner and the 
isolator shear force amplitude from cycle to cycle does not change much. For the other two fast 
loading cases, the isolator horizontal force amplitudes decreased from cycle-to-cycle. This is due 
to the heating of the lead core when loading speed is large. Overall, the horizontal response of 
LPRB was not sensitive to loading speed, especially under dynamic loading rates. 

 

Figure 3.11 Comparison of horizontal force-deformation behavior of LPRB under different 
loading rates  

3.1.2.1.4 Horizontal cyclic test (Effect of temperature) 

The effect of temperature was investigated by conducting characterization tests at both ambient 
and hot temperatures (after a previous characterization run). Due to the time required for the testing 
facility to re-establish enough pressure between runs, the difference between the starting 
temperature of the two considering run cases was quite small (28.4 °C versus 30.7 °C); As shown 
in  Figure 3.12, the horizontal hysteresis of the two runs was almost identical. However, within 
each characterization run considered, the temperature increased significantly around 10 °C. An 
investigation of the isolator shear force time history during the test in Figure 3.13 shows a 
degradation of isolator shear strength over the loading cycles. This indicates the horizontal shear 
strength of LPRB specimen will decrease with increasing temperature. In evaluation the accuracy 
of the numerical model of a LPRB, capturing the strength reduction due to heating of the lead core 
will be an important feature to consider. 
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Figure 3.12 Comparison of horizontal force-deformation behavior of LPRB for different loading 
temperatures (warm: 28.4°C, hot: 30.7°C). 

 

Figure 3.13 Comparison of horizontal shear force time history responses of LPRB for different 
loading temperatures (warm: 28.4°C, hot: 30.7°C). 

3.1.2.1.5 Horizontal cyclic test (Effect of displacement amplitude) 

The isolator behavior under different horizontal displacement amplitudes was investigated by 
comparing the results of experimental runs with different loading amplitudes. As indicated in 
Table 3.4, the design displacement for the LPRB considered was around 210 mm, corresponding 
to 100% shear strain of rubber. The loading displacement amplitudes were then increased into 
200%, 300% and 350% of design displacement for a series of characterization tests, the 
corresponding horizontal hysteresis behavior of isolators are shown in Figure 3.14.  

As indicated in the figure, when horizontal bearing deformation is larger, significant 
stiffening is observed at around 400 mm (200% design displacement) horizontal deformation of 
LPRB. This horizontal shear stiffening behavior under large deformation is important to be 
explicitly captured in numerical model of the LPRB, especially when the simulation considers a 
large seismic event. Note that the first half-cycle horizontal shear force for the LPRB tested is 
generally larger than following cycles. 
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Figure 3.14 Comparison of horizontal shear force-deformation behavior of LPRB under 
different horizontal displacement amplitudes. 

3.1.2.1.6 Horizontal test (Failure Test) 

A test run targeted at the horizontal failure behavior of the LPRB at extremely large shear strain 
was conducted. The characterization test run used an elliptical input motion targeting at 580% 
shear strain. Failure of bearing was observed at approximately 899-mm longitudinal displacement 
amplitude as indicated in Figure 3.15, which corresponds to around 428% of shear strain—a factor 
of 4.3 times the design shear strain. The physical failure mechanism of the bearing specimen is 
shown in Figure 3.16, indicating that the failure of LPRB was due to the bond failure between 
rubber and steel shim. 

 

Figure 3.15 Responses for horizontal failure test of LPRB specimen. Upper left: longitudinal 
shear force-displacement hysteresis. Upper right: horizontal displacement orbit. Lower left: lateral 

shear force-displacement hysteresis. Lower right: horizontal shear orbit 
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                                                (a)                                                                       (b)                                                   

Figure 3.16 Failure mechanism of LPRB specimen: (a) large horizontal shear strain before 
failure; and (b) failure observed between rubber and steel shim (photo courtesy of Alireza 

Sarebana). 

3.1.2.1.7 Summary 

The LPRB specimen characterization test results have been discussed in this section, with special 
attention was paid on effects of different loading conditions on the behavior of LPRB, especially 
for horizontal shear behavior. The results indicate the horizontal shear behavior of LPRB tested is 
quite stable and will not be significantly affected by axial compression force and horizontal loading 
rates. Temperature had a moderate effect on the strength of isolator where increasing temperature 
tended to reduce isolator shear strength. 

At larger shear deformation, the isolator exhibited a gradual stiffening behavior at around 
200% horizontal shear strain. Horizontal shear failure occurred at round 438% shear strain, which 
is more than four times the design deformation of LPRB. 

3.1.2.2 EQSB (ESCO-RTS) 

Similar characterization tests as those conducted on the LPRB were conducted on EQSB. Selected 
results will be discussed below. 

3.1.2.2.1 Horizontal cyclic test (Effect of axial load) 

The horizontal restoring force of EQSB results from the combination of sliding friction force and 
MPC spring resisting force. The friction force depends on the axial compression load acting on 
sliding surfaces. Characterization test results for EQSB considering varied levels of axial loads are 
shown in Figure 3.17. 

With a larger axial load, the horizontal shear force results in larger amplitudes as indicated 
by a “thicker” hysteresis shape. Since friction force is a major factor contributing to the horizontal 
force amplitude, the dependency of the friction force on the axial compression load results in the 
difference in horizontal shear force indicated in the results; however, the horizontal stiffness of the 
isolator does not depend on axial load amplitudes. The MPC spring mainly contributes to the 
horizontal stiffness, which does not directly depend on the axial compression force. 
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Figure 3.17 compares the horizontal force-deformation behavior of EQSB for different 
levels of axial compression loads. When the loading is slow, the effect of axial load is more 
pronounced and the horizontal hysteresis behavior is more stable; see Figure 3.17(b). Unlike the 
horizontal behavior of LPRB, which is not much affected by axial compression loads, the 
horizontal shear force of EQSB will significantly increase if a larger compression axial loads act 
on the bearing. 

By further investigating responses in Figure 3.17, spikes on shear force-deformation 
hysteresis curve are observed, especially when sliding begins, as highlighted by red circles in the 
plots. This might due to the requirement for a breakthrough or static friction force to initialize the 
movement, which is larger than the dynamic friction force after sliding begins. 

 
                                                (a)                                                                       (b)                                                   

Figure 3.17 Comparison of horizontal force-deformation behavior of EQSB for different levels 
of axial compression loads: (a) results from characterization tests conducted at normal test rate 

(0.51 Hz); and (b) results from characterization test conducted at low test rate (0.02 Hz). 

3.1.2.2.2 Horizontal cyclic test (Effect of loading rate) 

Figure 3.18 compared the test results for EQSB loaded at different loading rates, which 
demonstrates that a small loading rate will result in more stable hysteresis behavior. When the 
loading speed is increased, the bearing tends to exhibit a larger horizontal shear force amplitude at 
the starting cycle compared to slow loading rate, then the shear force amplitude will degrade from 
cycle-to-cycle; see Figure 3.19 that compares the bearing horizontal shear force time histories for 
the three loading rates. 

When loading rate is larger, it is clear that the maximum horizontal shear for each cycle 
decreases, which might due to increasing temperature at the sliding surfaces when the sliding speed 
is more rapid. The other special effect observed from horizontal shear behavior of the EQSB is the 
“squeeze effect.” This occurs when the bearing crosses the zero displacement point during cyclic 
loading where shear force amplitude drops, especially when the loading is dynamic (with larger 
loading rate) indicated by the red circles in Figure 3.18. Since the horizontal restoring force for the 
EQSB is provided by the combination of friction force and the MPC spring force, this unique 
behavior of the EQSB might due to low restoring force amplitude of MPC spring when 
displacement of isolator is zero. 
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Figure 3.18 Comparison of horizontal force-deformation behavior of the EQSB under different 
levels of loading rates. Characterization tests shown with different loading rates are conducted at 

10,900 KN axial compression load. 

 

 

Figure 3.19 Comparison of horizontal shear force time history response of the EQSB for 
different loading rates. Characterization tests with different loading rates are conducted at 10,900 

KN axial compression load. 

3.1.2.2.3 Horizontal cyclic test (Effect of temperature) 

The effect of temperature on the behavior of the EQSB is evaluated by comparing two 
characterization runs conducted at different starting temperature conditions. Due to the recharging 
time required for the test facility, the temperature at the start of the two characterization runs are 
not much different, although they are intended to be tested at “cold” and “hot” condition; it is 
assumed that this explains the minor difference observed from horizontal shear behavior shown in 
Figure 3.20; however, if the horizontal shear force response history within each run is evaluated, 
as shown in Figure 3.21, one can observe the decay of shear strength over time. This is mainly due 
to the increase of temperature at the sliding surface of the test specimen, indicating that an increase 
of temperature will reduce the horizontal shear strength of the EQSB. 
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Figure 3.20 Comparison of horizontal force-deformation behavior of the EQSB under different 
temperatures (the actual starting temperatures were similar for both runs). 

 

 

Figure 3.21 Comparison of horizontal shear force time history responses of the EQSB under 
different temperatures.  

3.1.2.2.4 Horizontal test (Ultimate Disp. Test) 

Finally, the behaviour of the EQSB at the ultimate deformation state is investigated by conducting 
ultimate horizontal displacement characterization test. During the actual test, the large lateral 
capacity of the bearing exceeded the adapting hardware’s capacity, which induced slip between 
the bearing and adapter plate. Slip occurred at 73% of the machine’s longitudinal force capacity. 
The ultimate displacement recorded in this test run is 275 mm (approximately 180% design 
displacement); the horizontal hysteresis of isolator is shown in Figure 3.22. Note: a significant 
stiffening behaviour occurs around 150 mm. Figure 3.23 shows the progression and squeeze of the 
MER springs inside the EQSB when horizontal displacement increases. 
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Figure 3.22 Response at the ultimate horizontal displacement test of the EQSB. Upper left: 
longitudinal shear force-displacement hysteresis. Upper right: horizontal displacement orbit. 

Lower left: lateral shear force-displacement hysteresis. Lower right: horizontal shear orbit 

 

 
                          (a)                                                  (b)                                                  (c) 

Figure 3.23 Sequence of MER springs inside the EQSB in response to the ultimate horizontal 
displacement test (a) 0 mm, (b) 192 mm, and (c) 275mm (ultimate). 

3.1.2.2.5 Summary 

The EQSB characterization test results have been discussed in this section. The discussion focuses 
on the effect of different loading conditions on horizontal behavior of the test specimen. The results 
indicate the horizontal shear behavior of the EQSB depends on the axial compression force. Larger 
axial compression loading on the bearing will result into higher horizontal shear amplitudes but 
will not affect the total horizontal stiffness. Temperature has a moderate effect on the strength of 
isolator. When temperature is higher, the horizontal shear strength decreases, which is more 
pronounced under the fast loading condition. 

At larger horizontal shear deformations, the EQSB specimen exhibits a gradual stiffening 
behavior at around 150 mm (100% design deformation). Due to the capacity of test facility and 
occurrence of slip, the ultimate displacement for EQSB specimen tested was 275 mm. 
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3.1.2.3 TFPB (Earthquake Protection System) 

For the TFPB, the effects of similar loading parameters were investigated through characterization 
tests under different loading conditions; selected results are discussed below. 

3.1.2.3.1 Axial compression test 

As was done with LPRB specimen, axial compression load testing was subjected to three different 
horizontal deformation states: (a) the initial configuration without horizontal deformation; (b) at 
50% design deformation of bearing; and at 100% design deformation of bearing. 

The axial compression test results are shown in Figure 3.24, which indicates that the axial 
compression behavior of the TFPB is not dependent on isolator horizontal deformation. The 
compression behavior demonstrates a nonlinear nature, especially at a low axial force level relative 
to the design axial load (10,900 KN). The compression stiffness starts with a low value and 
gradually increases to a stable value within first several millimeters of compression deformation. 
Because of the possible small vertical offset for each component of the slider and sliding concave, 
several millimeters of axial deformation are needed for all the components to “squeeze” and 
contact completely. In addition, the Teflon liner on the surface of slider is flexible, therefore, a 
nonlinear compression behavior is observed. 

Based on the test results, representation of compression behavior using a constant stiffness 
may not be an appropriate approach to accurately capture the vertical behavior of the TFPB. 
Therefore, a multi-linear model with an associated damping ratio was created and incorporated 
into existing the TFPB model in OpenSees to better represent the axial compression behavior of 
the isolator. The improved model will be used later in this dissertation. The data points used to 
define the multi-linear behavior were derived from the axial hysteresis relation determined from 
the test results. The calibrated parameters for the numerical model will be summarized later in the 
chapter. 

 

 

Figure 3.24 Comparison of axial force-deformation behavior of the TFPB for the axial 
compression test with different levels of horizontal offsets. 

To compare the axial compression behavior for the three specimens tested, the axial 
characterization test results are shown in Figure 3.25. All three types of bearings demonstrate an 
increasing compression axial stiffness from the low-level axial force to high level axial force. The 
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compression stiffness is almost constant when the axial compression load reaches the design-level 
loading. All bearings exhibit a similar amplitude of compression stiffness around design-level axial 
compression load; however, the initial deformation needed to obtain the stable axial behavior is 
larger for the EQSB and TFPB. The stable axial compression stiffness of TFPB and LPRB are 
similar even though the material for the two specimens are different. The reason for this is because 
the compression stiffness measured for the TFPB is not pure steel compression stiffness. Due to 
the location of axial deformation measurement equipment, the flexibility of the concave sliding 
surface affects the compression stiffness. For the TFPB, the measured stiffness is a more “realistic” 
stiffness rather than the pure compression stiffness of steel since the bending of the concave sliding 
surface also occurs in practical applications. 

 

Figure 3.25 Comparison of axial force-deformation behavior of different types of bearing 
(LPRB, EQSB, and TFPB) for the axial compression test with no horizontal deformation. 

3.1.2.3.2 Horizontal cyclic test (Effect of axial load) 

The horizontal force-displacement relation for the TFPB tested at different levels of compression 
forces are shown in Figure 3.26. As discussed, the horizontal restoring force for the TFPB comes 
from the pendulum effect and is controlled by the friction forces at each sliding surface. Since the 
absolute amplitude of friction force depends on normal pressure at interaction surface, the 
horizontal shear restoring forces are largely depend on axial compression force; see Figure 3.26. 
Therefore, for investigation of the horizontal behavior of friction-type bearings, such as the TFPB 
considered herein, the horizontal restoring force is often normalized by axial compression, which 
results in representation of horizontal hysteresis as shown in Figure 3.27. 
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                                            (a)                                                                         (b) 

Figure 3.26 Comparison of horizontal force-deformation behavior of the TPFB for different 
levels of axial compressions: (a) results from characterization tests conducted at 0.02 Hz; and (b) 

results from characterization test conducted at 0.1 Hz. 

After being normalized by the compression force as shown in Figure 3.27, the horizontal 
behavior of TFPB under different levels of axial loads is not much different. Since the friction 
coefficient demonstrates a pressure-dependent behavior, normalized shear amplitudes are slightly 
larger for small axial compression, indicating that the friction coefficient is larger under smaller 
compression loads especially when the load is much smaller comparing to design-level axial load 
(1494 KN versus 10900 KN); see Figure 3.27(a). However, when considering a general design-
level axial compression load amplitude for the TFPB, the normalized horizontal shear behavior is 
not sensitive to the change of axial compression load. 

 
                                            (a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 3.27 Comparison of normalized horizontal force-deformation behavior of TFPB for 
different levels of axial compressions: (a) results from characterization tests conducted at 0.02 

Hz; and (b) results from characterization tests conducted at 0.1 Hz. 

The axial compression force time history on the TFPB is shown in Figure 3.28 for the two 
characterization tests considered above in Figure 3.27(b). For the TFPB, the relative vertical 
movement of sliding concave and slider is expected when the bearing is moving horizontally due 
to the pendulum effect, and the actual vertical compression fluctuates. Although the vertical 
movement due to horizontal deformation is also expected for the LPRB and EQSB, for the TFPB 
this fluctuation effect is more pronounced. This leads to more significant coupling behavior of 
horizontal and vertical response. 
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Figure 3.28 Axial compression force time history on the TFPB specimen under two 
characterization tests considered. 

3.1.2.3.3 Horizontal cyclic test (Effect of loading rate) 

The effect of loading rate is investigated by comparing the results of the characterization tests 
conducted at different loading frequencies: 0.02 Hz (1.5 in/sec, 38 mm/sec), 0.1 Hz (9 in/sec, 230 
mm/sec), 0.2 Hz (18 in/sec, 460 mm/sec), and 0.4 Hz (37 in/sec, 930 mm/sec). Two series of results 
under different levels of axial compression loads are shown in Figure 3.29. It can be concluded 
that the behavior under different loading rates are quite similar except for the first half cycle when 
the isolator starts to move, as indicated by the red circles in Figure 3.29. At a higher testing speed, 
the “spike” shown on the hysteresis curve is more pronounced. 

This “spike” on horizontal hysteresis was also observed for the EQSB; see Figure 3.17. 
This is due to the bonding force between sliding surface and slider. When the two surfaces 
suddenly start to move against each other, the original bonding force developed at the static stage 
resists the relative movement to initialize. A break-away force, which is larger than the dynamic 
friction force determined based on nominal friction coefficient is needed to start the sliding scheme 
of the TFPB. This spike will result in abnormal behavior for the first cycle since the shear force 
needs to return to the stabilized hysteresis loop; this overshoot needs to be “pulled back” with an 
almost negative horizontal stiffness at the first cycle of movement. If the beginning of the sliding 
action is gentle and the test is conducted at a slow rate, the bonding effect will not be significant. 
Therefore, the “spike” observed is lower for smaller loading rates; see Figure 3.29. 

As long as the isolator starts moving and stabilizing after the first cycle, this “spike” will 
not appear in further loading cycles. The horizontal shear behavior under different loading speeds 
is almost identical from that point on. This break-through friction effect might be important in 
considered in future refinements of the TFPB numerical model since the first loading cycle that 
contains the “spike” might control the response amplitude. 

 
                                           (a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 3.29 Comparison of normalized horizontal force-deformation behavior of TFPB for 
different loading rates: (a) characterization tests with different loading rates were conducted at 

10,900 KN axial compression load; and (b) characterization tests with different loading rates were 
conducted at 19,928 KN axial compression load. 

3.1.2.3.4 Horizontal cyclic test (Effect of temperature) 
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The effect of temperature was investigated by comparing the results under ambient temperature 
and immediate after the previous run when the sliding concave and sliders were still warm. After 
the shaking valves had been measured after around 40 mins, the temperature at the concave surface 
had dropped to 28.5°C; see Figure 3.30. After the test run, the temperature measured of the sliding 
concave had increased to 42°C. Investigation of the horizonal shear force time history shown in 
Figure 3.31 demonstrates that the shear force amplitude decreased after repeated cycles, indicating 
that the friction coefficient decreases because of the increase of temperature at sliding surface. 

 

Figure 3.30 Comparison of normalized horizontal force-deformation behavior of the TFPB 
under different temperatures (the actual starting temperatures were similar for the two runs).  

 

 

Figure 3.31 Comparison of horizontal shear force time history responses of the TFPB under 
different temperatures.  

3.1.2.3.5 Horizontal cyclic test (Effect of displacement amplitude) 

To investigate the behavior of the TFPB under different horizontal displacement amplitudes, the 
characterization test results targeting at different horizontal loading displacement levels (45% 
design displacement, 100% design displacement, and 165% design displacement) were compared; 
see Figure 3.32.  

When the displacement amplitude is smaller, the isolator tends to follow a similar 
horizontal hysteresis curve when comparing the loading cases with 100% design displacement 
amplitude (red line) and 45% design displacement amplitude (blue line). When isolator 
displacement amplitude is small, it has slightly larger shear restoring force, indicated by a “thicker” 
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hysteresis loop. This might due to the fact that the temperature effect is smaller when the isolator 
travels shorter distance. 

The stiffening behavior of the TFPB specimen is triggered when isolator displacement 
approaches around 120% design displacement (710 mm). As indicated in Figure 3.32, the isolator 
shows an almost constant increased stiffness. This increasing stiffness is achieved by two 
mechanisms and is physically accomplished by intentional yielding and damage of certain 
components of the TFPB; see Figure 3.33. Because of the specially designed retaining rim around 
the major sliding surfaces of top and bottom concave (see the white part in Figure 3.33), the inner 
slider starts to punching into the outer rim area [white area shown in Figure 3.33(b)] when the 
movement of outer slider reaches the edge of main sliding area [stainless steel area shown in Figure 
3.33(b)] on the top and bottom concave. This results in larger stiffness since the rim has a much 
smaller radius. The sliders’ upper and bottom edges, which are specially designed to have yielding 
lips, will gouge into the rim, resulting in plastic deformation and a yielding mechanism. The lip at 
upper and bottom edge of slider begins to deform and close. This yielding mechanism will create 
a gradually increased stiffness behavior rather than a sudden change in stiffness. 

This stiffening behavior of TFPB is expected to provide additional displacement and 
horizontal shear force capacity in terms of safety considerations. Due to the limitation of SRMD 
machine’s vertical stroke, the ultimate displacement achieved for characterization test of the TFPB 
was around 900 mm. Note that although stiffening and yielding happened at the displacement 
amplitude tested, it was not the ultimate horizontal displacement capacity for the TFPB. The 
isolator is capable of providing another yielding mechanism following the stiffening stage to 
provide additional displacement capacity 

 

Figure 3.32 Comparison of normalized horizontal shear force-deformation behavior of the 
TFPB for different displacement loading amplitudes. 
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Figure 3.33 Behavior of TFPB when stiffening stage initiates: (a) large displacement of bearing 
during test run; and (b) yielding mechanism and damage of rim and slider edge after the run. 

3.1.2.3.6 Summary 

The TFPB characterization test results discussed herein focused on the effects of different loading 
conditions on the horizontal behavior of the bearing. The results indicate that the absolute 
horizontal shear amplitude is sensitive to axial compression while the normalized shear behavior 
of the TFPB is not as dependent on axial compression. However, the friction coefficient of the 
sliding surfaces is slightly larger if the axial compression is small. The loading speed did not affect 
the horizontal behavior of the TFPB; however, when loading was implemented at a greater speed, 
a break-through friction force was needed to initialize the movement of bearing for the first half-
cycle response. Temperature had a moderate effect on the strength of isolator; when temperature 
was higher, the friction coefficient decreased, which led to reduction in shear strength from cycle-
to-cycle. 

At larger shear deformations, the TFPB exhibited a stiffening behavior at around 710 mm, 
which was due to the yielding and damage mechanism response in certain parts of the bearing. 

3.1.3 Summary of preliminary experimental work 

In this section, preliminary experimental work conducted on three types of full-size isolator has 
been discussed. Special attention has been paid on investigating the sensitivity of the one-
directional horizontal shear behavior of the specimen to the change in loading conditions. 

From the preliminary experimental results, the horizontal shear behavior of the tested 
specimens was not largely affected by loading speeds. The temperature increased due to horizontal 
cyclic deformation for all types of isolators. The increase of temperature reduced the horizontal 
shear strength of the isolator; therefore, thinner horizontal hysteresis loops were observed after 
several cycles of loading. The axial compression force had negligible effect on the LPRB tested, 
however, it did affect the sliding type of bearings, such as EQSB and TFPB, since the friction force 
is dependent on instantaneous axial compression on the sliding surface. In addition, larger 
compression forces tend to result in smaller friction coefficients. All three specimens show 
significant stiffening behavior under large displacement amplitudes. For sliding types of isolators, 
a large horizontal shear force spike was observed when the movement was initialized due to the 
large static friction needed to initiate the sliding. 
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For axial compression behavior, the experiment results show a significant nonlinear 
behavior for all three test specimens. The compression stiffness increased at larger compression 
load. 

Based on preliminary experimental results discussed above, several issues need to be 
addressed for numerical modeling of isolator behavior. For rubber-type isolator, it is recommended 
that the temperature increase and resulted horizontal strength reduction during cyclic loading be 
captured explicitly or implicitly using simplified relation. For friction-type isolators, the friction 
coefficient dependency on temperature and compression should be captured using friction models 
calibrated based on test results. For axial compression behavior, a nonlinear or multi-linear model 
is desired instead of the constant stiffness model. Overall, the sensitivity investigation of the 
experimental results indicates some important effects needed to be incorporated for advanced 
numerical modeling of isolator behavior, especially considering the dynamic loading condition. 
The preliminary experimental work reported herein considered several simple loading cases. There 
are more effects of isolator behavior that should be investigated by subjecting the isolators to more 
sophisticated loading conditions. 

The purpose of the experimental work was two-fold: (1) to understand which loading 
condition will affect the response of the seismic isolator and how refinement of the numerical 
model can be conducted to capture these important effects and (2) to calibrate the parameters of 
numerical models against test results. In the ideal case, the numerical isolator model can physically 
capture every sophisticated effect of the isolator under different loading conditions. For example, 
the dependency of friction coefficients on loading speed and temperature can be explicitly captured 
in the numerical model. The temperature increase can be explicitly monitored in the numerical 
model. In this perfect case, isolator model itself will directly capture these effects and predict 
accurate responses in the numerical simulation. Most existing numerical models are not capable 
of capturing these effects, and simplified isolator models are commonly used for analysis and 
design. Therefore, the existing simplified model needs to be calibrated against experimental results 
to obtain the best combination of input parameters in order to represent the possible complicated 
behavior of the isolator under target loading conditions. 

Therefore, the preliminary experimental work conducted and discussed in this section have 
been used for improvement of existing isolator models as well as calibrating the key parameters 
of the existing isolator models. These results will be used for numerical simulation conducted in 
the later parts of the dissertation work. Calibration of numerical model parameters based on 
preliminary experimental work results will be discussed next. 

3.2 ISOLATOR MODEL PARAMETERS CALIBRATION BASED ON 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Calibration of isolator numerical model parameters is important for numerical simulation of 
seismically isolated structures since upper-structure response of seismically isolated structures are 
very sensitive to isolator hysteretic behavior. As discussed in the characterization test results, the 
behavior of each isolation is different under different loading conditions. Therefore, it is important 
to calibrate the inputs of the numerical isolator models so that the numerical response can best fit 
the experimental results. For most cases, the existing numerical isolator models are not able to 
explicitly capture every important effect of isolator hysteresis behavior. Therefore, it is desirable 
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to use equivalent model parameters for the simplified isolator model to best represent the average 
expected responses of isolator. The parameters of the existing numerical isolator models in 
OpenSees for the three isolator specimens were calibrated to best fit the selected characterization 
test results. 

3.2.1 Auto-calibration procedure developed using MATLAB optimization engine 

Calibration of the isolator model requires determination of one or multiple input model parameters 
so that the hysteresis determined from numerical model best matches the hysteresis obtained from 
experimental results. This process presents several challenges. First, there are multiple general 
parameters to be determined. Since the change of one parameter might affect the originally tuned-
up parameters, the parameters need to be optimistically selected at the same time. However, it is 
difficult to manually tune up all parameters at one time to best fit the test results. Secondly, without 
explicitly calculating an objective or error function, it is difficult to quantify whether the fit is good 
enough based on vision comparison for the hysteresis behavior. Most importantly, for multiple 
parameters that need to be tuned up, it is difficult to manually perform an iterative try-and-error 
process efficiently. 

In order to tune up and calibrate the model parameters efficiently and accurately, an auto-
calibration procedure has been developed by the author using the MATLAB optimization engine. 
The framework of this procedure is shown in Figure 3.34. The purpose of the calibration is to 
minimize error between hysteresis behavior predicted by numerical model and the experimental 
results. For implementation of the procedure, an objective function that quantifies the error 
between the experimental hysteresis and the numerical model hysteresis is desired. There are 
different ways to represent the error using different types of objective functions. In this procedure, 
the objective function is calculated based on the energy error term, defined as: 

𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
∫ |[𝑭 𝑭 ] 𝑼|

∫ 𝑼 𝑼
                           Equation 3-1 

The calibration procedure was developed to solve the optimization problem and minimize 
the objective function. This optimization problem cannot be easily solved using the common 
optimization algorithm since calculation of this objective function is not purely mathematically 
based on the value of optimized variable. The calculation of this objective function is based on 
two pieces of information: the experimental test results, which are known, and numerical 
simulation results which are obtained through numerical simulation process. There is no 
mathematical expression for the objective function based on input parameters. To solve this 
problem, the MATLAB optimization engine, which can solve 0th order optimization problems, 
was used. 

First, with the initial guess of the model parameter, a simulation was conducted in 
OpenSees to obtain the numerical hysteresis results. Then, based on the calculated objective 
function, the optimization engine decides how to update the model parameters. With the updated 
model parameters, the OpenSees simulation input file is auto-updated, and a new simulation 
conducted, resulting in updated hysteresis results. The objective function is calculated again. This 
iteration process will be conducted automatically until the objective function value is smaller than 
criteria specified. This developed procedure can be used to auto-calibrate any numerical model 
input parameters based on the test results. The package is developed using MATLAB and 
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OpenSees. Note: in extreme cases with too many parameters, the optimization might not converge. 
For broader use of this procedure, more rigorous investigation on the optimization convergence 
criteria needs to be conducted. For the purpose of this study and the scope of the problem trying 
to solved, this procedure delivers reasonable optimized model input parameters for the isolator 
based on the test results. 

 

Figure 3.34 Framework of auto-calibration procedure developed to calibrate isolator numerical 
model parameters based on experimental results. 

The isolator numerical model parameters were calibrated using the developed procedure 
and based on preliminary test results. Figure 3.35 and Figure 3.36 represent sample comparisons 
of calibrated numerical models and the original experiment results. One can see that the calibrated 
numerical model of isolators using the developed auto-calibration procedure predicted the 
experimental results well. 

 

Figure 3.35 Comparison of isolator shear force time history of experimental results and 
numerical model results using calibrated parameters based on the auto-calibration procedure 

developed. Results shown are for the LPRB specimen; the numerical isolator model used is the 
LPRB_X in OpenSees. 
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Figure 3.36 Comparison of isolator horizontal shear hysteresis of experimental results and 
numerical model results using calibrated parameters based on the auto-calibration procedure 

developed. Results shown are for theEQSB specimen; the numerical isolator model used is the 
LJWatson Bearing in OpenSees. 

3.2.2 Summarization of calibration results 

Using the developed calibration procedure, the key input parameters for numerical isolator models 
in OpenSees have been calibrated based on preliminary test results for the isolator specimens 
discussed above. The calibrated parameters will be utilized later in this dissertation. Note that for 
each single experimental run, a unique set of best-fitted parameters for the model are used. For 
each type of isolator considered, only one test run has been selected to calibrate the numerical 
model. The selected characterization test runs were performed under design-level isolator 
displacement and design-level axial force with normal dynamic testing speed. For the calibration 
procedure, existing isolator numerical models in OpenSees were selected to be 
used:  elastomericBearingBoucWen for the LPRB (Schellenberg et al. 2015), 
RJWatsonEqsBearing for the EQSB (Schellenberg et al. 2015), and TripleFrictionPendulum for 
the TFPB (Dao et al. 2013). 

3.2.2.1 Axial responses calibration results 

Based on the axial force-deformation hysteresis relation obtained from the characterization tests, 
a multilinear material model was used to represent the axial compression behavior for each type 
of bearing model. The data points used to define the material model are summarized in Table 3.5. 
The vertical effective damping value is calculated based on the energy dissipation from the axial 
hysteresis relation. The data points for the multi-linear material are directly obtained from axial 
compression test results. The existing models in OpenSees were modified to incorporate a user-
defined multi-linear material for axial compression behavior. 

Table 3.5 Data points used to define multi-liner axial compression behavior of bearing. 

LPRB EQSB TFPB 
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Deformation 
(mm) Force (KN) Deformation 

(mm) Force (KN) Deformation (mm) Force (KN) 

-4.85 -21351.46 -15.61 -22241.10 -6.83 17792.88 
-4.45 -17472.61 -13.96 -15337.46 -6.34 13513.69 
-3.81 -12615.15 -12.71 -10960.41 -5.73 -9296.78 
-3.17 -8776.34 -11.43 -6983.71 -5.09 -6263.09 
-2.53 -6138.54 -10.15 -4021.19 -4.45 -3896.64 
-1.89 -4159.09 -8.90 -2482.11 -3.81 -2348.66 
-1.28 -2882.45 -7.62 -1823.77 -2.54 -1036.44 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.27 -453.72 
0.88 845.16 

  
0.00 0.00 

Kvertical_eff 
KN/mm 5099.69 Kvertical_eff 

KN/mm 3662.78 Kvertical_eff 

KN/mm 6567.26 

Damping_eff 3.25% Damping_eff 3.00% Damping_eff 1.80% 

3.2.2.2 Horizontal responses calibration results 

Based on the horizontal characterization test results, key parameters are needed to define the 
LPRB, EQSB and TFPB models; their calibrated values are summarized in Table 3.6, Table 3.7, 
and Table 3.8. Note: besides the three types of numerical model considered, there are different 
isolator models available in OpenSees and other simulation packages. For different numerical 
models, there will be different model input parameters. The calibrated results shown in Table 3.6, 
Table 3.7. and Table 3.8 are for input parameters needed to define the three specific numerical 
models discussed above in OpenSees. 

 

Table 3.6 Calibrated key input parameters to define the LPRB model. 

Kinitial (KN/mm) fy (KN) 
Linear 

hardening 
ratio 

Nonlinear 
hardening 

ratio 

Keff 
(KN/mm) 

263.61 1387.85 1.76% 0.028% 12.67 

Table 3.7 Calibrated key input parameters to define the EQSB model. 

Kinitial (KN/mm) muFast muSlow 
Linear 

hardening 
ratio 

Keff 
(KN/mm) 

470.70 0.15 0.10 0.02 19.83 

Table 3.8 Calibrated Key input parameters to define the TFPB model. 

mu1Fast mu1Slow mu2Fast mu2Slow mu3Fast mu3Slow L1 (mm) L2 (mm) L3 (mm) Keff 

(KN/mm) 
0.025 0.025 0.115 0.077 0.115 0.077 533.4 3670.2492 3670.2492 189 
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3.3 DISCUSSION ON IMPROVEMENT OF ISOLATOR NUMERICAL MODELS 

Following the preliminary experimental work and the test results, the existing numerical models 
in OpenSees have been refined. The refined includes adding the feature of defining compression 
behavior of isolator using multi-linear material instead of using a constant compression stiffness. 
Some new friction coefficient laws were developed and programmed into the existing model based 
on sensitivity analysis of friction coefficients for two types of sliding isolators as discussed above. 
To accurately model the behavior of seismic isolators, two types of isolator models are usually 
considered. 

The first model is the physical-based finite-element model, which explicitly models 
physical parts and contacts for the components of seismic isolator using finite-element procedures. 
This type of model explicitly captures what happens physically and has the ability to directly 
capture possible physical effects of the isolator. However, for analysis of seismically isolated 
structures incorporating a large number of isolators, the computational cost of incorporating these 
physical-based models is huge. The convergence and robustness of this type of isolator model is 
also an important issue. These models are ideal when the experimental work is limited and difficult 
to implement. 

The other type of isolator model directly models the hysteresis behavior of the isolator 
based on force and kinematic equilibriums. This type of model does not model the component of 
device explicitly but directly captures force-deformation behavior of isolator. Most effects of 
isolator device, which exist physically, cannot be modeled explicitly using this type of model. 
They are captured indirectly by incorporating some adjustments to the equilibrium equations. 
Adjustments can be based on mathematical expressions or some relations obtained from 
experimental observations. Calibrations are needed when applying this isolator model to correctly 
represent what happens physically of the isolator device. This type of model is used by most 
simulation packages for commonly considered isolator device types; it is computational efficient 
and is commonly used for numerical simulation of the entire seismically isolated system when 
global responses are of interest. 

Overall, the accurate numerical modeling of isolator devices is imperative and many 
studies are currently under development to seek better numerical representations of complex 
behavior for seismic isolators during earthquake loading. Different types of seismic isolator 
models contain different levels of complications, and the type of model selected should fit the 
purpose of numerical simulation. For example, whether the simulation is targeted to understand 
global behavior of the seismically isolated structural system versus study of specific physical 
effects and investigate local behavior of isolator device itself. 

3.4 FUTURE WORK ON SEISMIC ISOLATOR  

The research reported in this chapter included characterization tests of three types of full-size 
isolator specimens to facilitate calibration of response to refine the current numerical models. The 
refinement to the numerical models is used later in this dissertation. The work conducted in this 
chapter is considered only a preliminary investigation and a jumping off point for more in-depth 
study of seismic isolators, Key aspects that still need to be addressed: 

For experimental work: 
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1. Isolation system behavior under large or ultimate horizontal displacement. 
Quantifying the behavior of isolators under large displacements should be studied in depth. 
Significant stiffening behavior was observed when the isolators were in horizontal shear. 
Therefore, it is important to perform testing for isolators under large displacements, 
especially at dynamic loading rates. 

2. Behavior under bi-directional loading. The preliminary experimental work discussed 
above considers one-directional horizontal loading. When bi-directional loading is 
conducted, the behavior of one horizontal direction might be affected by the movement in 
the orthogonal direction. In addition, some torsional response might be observed. 
Therefore, it is meaningful to investigate the behavior of isolator device under bi-
directional loading through experiment work. 

3. Responses considering vertical input. Earthquakes consist of three-directional inputs: the 
vertical response will affect the horizontal shear responses of isolator through vertical-
horizontal coupling for a majority of isolators. For isolator characterization tests, which are 
commonly conducted on lateral loading machines, it might not be easy to consider vertical 
loading. It is important that further experimental work on isolator devices incorporating the 
effect of vertical motion should be investigated (the use shake table tests should be 
explored). 

4. Axial tension behavior. Due to vertical ground motion as well as the possibility of the 
overturning of the isolation plane, for practice applications tension might develop in axial 
direction of isolator. It is important to understand the behavior of the isolator under possible 
axial tension loading. For rubber-based isolators, the cavitation effect is a potential factor, 
and tension stiffness and strength should be investigated. For the friction pendulum 
isolator, uplift is expected when a tension force develops. It is important to observe how 
uplift will affect responses of isolator during dynamic loading. 

For numerical modeling work: 

1. Behavior under combined loading. Because of sensitivity of associated structural 
components and non-structural equipment to vertical excitations, it is desirable to improve 
the modeling capabilities of isolators under combined horizontal and vertical loading, 
especially under vertical excitations and transient vertical loads. The possible horizontal-
vertical coupling behavior is important to capture for numerical models. For example, for 
rubber-type isolator, the nonlinear-geometric effect due to horizontal deformation will 
result into coupling effect. For friction type isolators, the friction dependence on 
instantaneous pressure will lead to the vertical-horizontal coupling. 

2. Behavior under large deformation. For all types of elastomeric or rubber type bearings, 
analytical models should be evaluated to assure that they represent the behavior of the 
bearings as they approach their stability limits under large horizontal deformation. The 
buckling strength reduction due to horizontal shear deformation might be important to be 
included in the model. 

3. Incorporation of temperature effect. The ability of bearing models to represent behavior 
under elevated temperatures relate to energy dissipated during inelastic cyclic loading 
should be evaluated and improved. From the preliminary experimental results, it is 
important to incorporate the effect of horizontal shear strength reduction due to increased 
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temperature. A model that accounts for this effect and monitors the temperature and 
strength drop at each time step under dynamic loading is desired. 

4. Modeling of stiffening behavior. The modeling of stiffening behavior at large horizontal 
displacement should be investigated. Horizontal stiffening was observed for both 
elastomeric bearing and friction pendulum bearing when they approached their 
displacement capacity. It is important to model accurately this behavior and assess the 
stopping capability for the upper structural movement. Accurate modeling of stiffening 
behavior will result in improved estimation of force and acceleration responses of the 
upper-structure. 

5. Modeling of hard and/or soft stops for isolation system at ultimate displacement. In 
practical applications, physical stopping mechanism like moat wall or some soft stopping 
mechanism like rubber bumping are used to limit the displacement of the isolator and 
protect the isolation system from failure. The accurate modeling for this behavior is 
important since the stopping mechanism tend to introduce large responses into upper- 
structure. A more accurate stopping mechanism model can be used to better assess the 
stability of upper-structure. 

6. Special models for bearings that incorporate vertical isolation. Special efforts are 
needed to model elastomeric bearings where thicker rubber sheets are used to decease the 
vertical stiffness of the bearing and provide a form of vertical isolation to the supported 
structure; realistic numerical models are needed to capture this effect. 

7. Consideration of hybrid systems that provide isolation in vertical direction. Many 
different types of systems have attempted to provide both vertical and horizontal isolation. 
In some of these cases, a hybrid approach is taken where a conventional isolation bearing 
is used to provide isolation in the horizontal direction, which are supported on a set of 
hydraulic, air, or metallic springs (and dampers) that provide isolation in the vertical 
direction. The ability to model such hybrid systems may be useful in studies that consider 
vertical isolation. 

8. Development of methods to model systems that can restrain rocking motions of 
vertically isolated structures. Unless it is possible to isolate a structure or component 
from the elevation of its center-of-mass, a vertically isolated structure may have significant 
rocking motion. To allow vertical and horizontal movement of the isolated structure and to 
prevent rocking motion requires complex mechanical and hydraulic anti-rocking systems. 
Very few efforts have been made to model such systems and additional work is needed. 

Overall, the experimental and numerical modeling work of isolator device are very 
important and there are great number of important areas need to be investigated. Although there 
are different types of isolator models existing, the capabilities of the models are still quite limited. 
There are numbers of important effects which are observed from experimental work but cannot be 
addressed in the numerical model. Great efforts need to be continuously put into this field of study. 
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4 Analysis of Simplified 1-DOF Seismically 
Isolated Structural Model 

The focus of the dissertation is to understand how the design parameters of seismically isolated 
structures will affect responses and to provide guidance on developing a preliminary design that 
achieves the two-level performance objectives proposed earlier. As discussed in Chapter 2, the 
main component of the dissertation can be divided into two parts. The first part focuses on 
achieving the L1 performance objective: to investigate using seismic isolation to reduce upper-
structural responses. Sensitivity studies on how design parameters will affect response reduction 
effects on upper-structure were conducted and different seismically isolated structural models were 
considered for this part of study. This chapter will use a single-degree-of -freedom (SDOF) model 
of a seismically isolated structure to illustrate the fundamental concepts of seismic isolation 
methodology before investigating more complicated seismically isolated structural models in the 
following chapters. 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this part of study is to investigate how changing specific design parameters will 
affect response of seismically isolated structures. The key design parameters for the upper-
structure of a seismically isolated structure is commonly refer to the “design base shear” and “story 
shear.” Although the response of the upper-structure of a base-isolated structure is related to L1 
performance objectives, it is not sensitive to the selection of upper-structural shear strength, 
especially when the determined strength is conservative based on minimum code requirements. 
The preliminary design procedure in ASCE 7 requires that the design base shear and story shear 
must be determined using a force reduction factor of 1–2 from the elastic force demand under 
MCER seismic event. Considering the possible over-strength factor of the actual design, this 
requirement is over-conservative, and the upper-structure will mostly remain elastic under the 
design-level seismic event. An increase of the design base shear might not effectively reduce 
damage-related responses of upper-structure, especially when considering acceleration-related 
response. 

For seismically isolated structures, the response of the upper-structure is the result of the 
force demand of isolation system; therefore, for preliminary design of seismically isolated 
structures, especially when considering the L1 performance objective, isolator design parameters 
will control responses of upper-structure. Therefore, this part of study will focus on sensitivity of 
upper-structure responses to different isolator design parameters.  
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A simplified SDOF model will be used to represent a general seismically isolated structural 
system. A parametric study will be conducted using the simplified analysis model to investigate 
how changing different isolator design parameters will affect structural response. Due to the 
limitation of the simplified analysis model, the response captured consists of peak upper structural 
acceleration (which is equal to base shear demand in this simplified model) and peak isolator 
horizontal deformation. Based on the sensitivity studies in this chapter, some fundamental 
conclusions are obtained. 

4.2 ANALYSIS MODEL AND GROUND MOTION USED 

4.2.1 Simplified seismically isolated structural model 

In the simplified seismically isolated structural model considered in this chapter, the upper-part of 
structure is represented by a rigid mass. One isolator bearing element represents the entire isolation 
system. The isolator element is defined by horizontal shear behavior based on the Bouc-Wen 
material constitution. This model captures the response under bidirectional horizontal earthquake 
loading. Due to the limitation of simplified model, vertical ground motion input and the associated 
response were ignored by fixing the movement of mass vertically. The simplified model used is 
shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1 Simplified SDOF model representing general seismically isolated structure. 

The equivalent properties of this simplified SDOF model are derived based on a seismically 
isolated nuclear power plant (Shao et al. 2017). It is denoted as Prototype Generation-IV Sodium 
Fast Breeder Reactor (PGSFR). The structural information of seismically isolated PGSFR is 
provided by KEPCO E&C (Shao et al. 2017). The total weight of upper plant structure is 152,000 
ton (335,000 kips), which is assigned to the mass of the simplified SDOF model. No viscous 
damping has been introduced to the rigid mass block and damping of the entire system is provided 
by the hysteretic damping of the isolator. Although properties of PGSFR are used to construct the 
simplified SDOF analysis model, the model is meant to represent a generic seismically isolated 
structure rather than a specific structure. 

For the isolation system, the isolator element in the simplified model is defined using a 
general bilinear model; see Figure 4.2. The bilinear model is commonly used as a general 
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representation of isolator horizontal hysteretic behavior. The bilinear isolator model considered in 
this part of study is characterized by three input parameters: Qd, which is the characteristic strength 
or the approximate yield strength of the bearing; the initial horizontal stiffness K0; and the post-
yield stiffness αK0 or the post yield stiffness ratio α. The isolator model can move in both horizontal 
directions simultaneously and is able to capture the bi-directional behavior with a circular yield 
surface under two components of earthquake input loadings. No vertical-horizontal coupling for 
isolator is considered in this simplified model. 

 

Figure 4.2  Hysteresis force-deformation relation of the bi-linear isolator model used in the 
simplified SDOF model. Relation shown is for 1-directional horizontal behavior. 

The simplified SDOF analysis model was constructed in MATLAB where bi-directional 
response history analyses under earthquake loadings are performed. The response-history analysis 
routines used to construct nonlinear response spectrum for bi-directional earthquake inputs were 
developed by Dr. Andreas Schellenberg. The EDPs that can be captured in the SDOF model are 
peak acceleration response and peak isolator displacement response. The results are represented in 
the format of nonlinear acceleration and displacement response spectrum, which calculates the 
peak response for different isolation periods. 

4.2.2 Ground motions used for response history analysis 

To assess the performance of structure through response history analysis, it is important to select 
appropriate ground-motion records to obtain unbiased estimates of structural response. Ground-
motion ensembles with fairly large number of records are essential in performing meaningful 
studies under certain level earthquake-loading intensity. 

The simplified SDOF model used in this chapter was derived from the analysis of a 
seismically isolated nuclear power plant (PGSFR). The corresponding ground-motion records 
developed for seismic analysis of the original nuclear power plant are used for the analysis of this 
simplified model. Regulatory Guidelines issued by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) (NRC 2014) were used to define target response spectra in the horizontal and vertical 
directions. Based on the target spectra, ground-motion sets developed previously for project 
investigating seismic isolation technology applied to the APR 1400 nuclear power plant were used 
(Schellenberg et al. 2015). Dispersion appropriate and single damping spectrally matched ground-
motion sets were established for NRC target response spectra, which were scaled to the peak 
ground acceleration (PGA) of 0.5g. For the analysis conducted in this chapter, the dispersion 
appropriate set was used for response history analysis. The ground-motion sets consist of 20 three-
component ground motions. Detailed discussion on the development of these ground-motion sets 
is available in Schellenberg et al. (2015). 
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For development of ground-motion records for the study reported herein, no specific 
construction sites were given. The properties of the seismic isolation systems were widely varied 
to investigate their effectiveness in reducing response, and unconditional (structure- and site-
independent) ground-motion records were utilized. The target spectra were scaled to have PGA of 
0.3g. The individual and mean pseudo-acceleration spectra and displacement spectra for the 
USNRC RG1.60 set of 20 dispersion-appropriate records scaled to a PGA of 0.3g are plotted in 
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. These ground motion records were used for the analysis in this chapter. 

 

Figure 4.3 Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) pseudo acceleration response spectra for the 
set of 20 dispersion-appropriate motions selected to match the 5% damped USNRC RG1.60 target 

spectrum with a PGA = 0.3g in an average sense over the frequency range from 0.25 Hz–20 Hz. 
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Figure 4.4 Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) displacement response spectra for the set of 
20 dispersion-appropriate motions selected to match the 5% damped USNRC RG1.60 target 

spectrum with a PGA = 0.3g in an average sense over the frequency range from 0.25 Hz–20 Hz. 

4.3 ISOLATOR DESIGN PARAMETERS CONSIDERED 

The objective of the study is to investigate the sensitivity of response to design parameters for a 
simplified seismically isolated structural model. Understanding the relationship between design 
parameters and the ability of reducing response by using seismic isolation technology will provide 
guidance on the preliminary design of seismically isolated structures considering an L1 
performance objective. The design parameters of interest in this study include: Qd, which is the 
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characteristic strength or approximate yield force of the bearing; the period of the isolator, which 
is calculated based on horizontal post-yield stiffness and the initial stiffness K0. These three 
parameters will determine strength of isolator, and the initial horizontal and post-yield stiffness of 
isolator. These three parameters will determine a unique bilinear horizontal hysteresis. 

Characterization strength Qd is represented using the ratio between actual Qd value and 
weight on the isolator, denoted as Qd/W. 5%, 7.5%, 10%, as well as 12% were considered; 7.5 % 
is used as the standard value. For defining initial yield stiffness K0, the ratio α between post-yield 
stiffness Kpostyield and K0 are used as variables for the parametric study rather than the initial 
stiffness itself. For each period or post-yield stiffness considered, varied α values were considered, 
resulting in different initial stiffness values. The α ratios considered in this study includes 0.1%, 
1%, 5%, and 10%; 1% was used as the standard value. Since the analysis routine is used to generate 
nonlinear response spectrum, the isolator period is automatically considered as a variable. For 
constructing the nonlinear spectrum, a wide range of period from 0.001–6 sec was considered. For 
a realistic case, the isolator period determined from the post-yield stiffness is commonly larger 
than 2 sec, although much shorter periods were considered when constructing nonlinear spectrum 
in this study. In the sensitivity study, for each case with unique combination of Qd/W and α, a wide 
range of isolation periods will be considered. A summary on each analysis and associated isolator 
design parameter values are shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Summary of individual case considered in the parametric study and isolator design 
parameter values for each case. 

 Isolator 
model Qd/W Post-yield 

stiffness ratio α Isolator post-yield period 

Different 
Qd 

Bi-Linear 5% 1% 

0.001–6.0 sec (Note, period larger than around 2 
sec will be meaningful for isolation system. Shorter 
periods are considered because of analysis routine 

requirement) 

Bi-Linear 7.5% 1% 
Bi-Linear 10% 1% 
Bi-Linear 12% 1% 

Different 
K0 

Bi-Linear 7.5% 0.1% 
Bi-Linear 7.5% 1% 
Bi-Linear 7.5% 5% 
Bi-Linear 7.5% 10% 

4.3.1 Different bearing characteristic strength, Qd 

Since the initial horizontal stiffness of the isolator is generally large, the horizontal yielding force 
Fy is similar to Qd. Study of the characteristic strength can also be considered as a parametric study 
on the yielding force of the isolator. As discussed above, Qd of 5%W, 7%W, 10%W, and 12%W 
were considered and corresponding responses were compared; W indicates the total gravity force 
acting on the isolation system. Note in reality, the vertical force on each individual isolator will 
change due to vertical ground-motion input and possible rocking effects during earthquakes. For 
the simplified model investigated, one isolator element has been used to represent entire isolation 
plane, and the total weight is assumed to remain constant. To determine how characterization 
strength will affect response, the post-yield stiffness ratio of the isolator was kept at 1% for each 
case. For each value of Qd considered, different isolation periods (from 0.001–6 sec) were 
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automatically considered when constructing the nonlinear response spectrum. The response of the 
simplified SDOF model is represented in terms of acceleration response spectrum (peak 
acceleration versus isolation period) and displacement response spectrum (peak isolator horizontal 
displacement versus isolation period). 

4.3.2 Different Initial Stiffness K0  

The second part of the study investigates how changing the isolator initial horizontal stiffness will 
affect the response of the simplified model. In this case, the initial stiffness is represented using an 
α ratio between post-yield and initial stiffness. Different α values considered include 0.1%, 1%, 
5%, and 10%. The characterization strength for each α value considered is kept at 7.5%W. For 
each α value considered, a wide range of isolation periods (0.001–6 sec) were used to perform the 
analysis. The responses for each case are represented by an individual nonlinear response 
spectrum. Given that the effect of the initial stiffness should be investigated considering the same 
isolator period, a comparison among multiple spectrum values at same horizontal axis value was 
made. 

Overall, for each isolator design case with specific combination of characterization 
strength, initial yield stiffness, and isolation period, response history analyses were conducted 
considering the NRC dispersion ground-motion sets under bi-directional loading. The peak 
responses for each isolator design case will be calculated and compared in the form of nonlinear 
response spectra (the relation between the maximum response and the isolator period). The 
analysis results will be discussed in the following section. 

4.4 ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

As shown in Figure 4.5, the responses considered in this parametric study are isolator peak 
displacement and rigid mass total acceleration. Since the SDOF model contains a perfectly rigid 
mass on top of an isolator element, the total acceleration times the mass is equal to the shear force 
response. Therefore, the response of total acceleration can be interpreted as the total base shear. 
The peak response in each design case are plotted against a wide range of isolation post-yield 
periods to generate the nonlinear response spectra. Median as well as 84th-percentile responses 
(one standard deviation above median) are presented considering the 20 ground-motion records 
used for the analyses. Since the response history analysis is bi-directional, the peak response for 
all cases was calculated considering the vector norm of response in orthogonal directions. 
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Figure 4.5 General logic of study conducted in Chapter 4. 

The following discussions are divided into two parts. One focuses on the effect of different 
isolator characteristic strengths, while the other looks at the effect of different initial stiffness. The 
effect of isolator period will be discussed within the two parts since the generation of nonlinear 
response spectrum automatically shows the variation of responses due to different isolation 
periods. On each plot, the response values at isolator period T = 2 sec are highlighted with specific 
response values. This period corresponds to the original design of the isolation system, and 
response at this period will be used as a reference value in the discussions. 

4.4.1 Comparison of responses for different Qd 

First, the response under different isolator characteristic strength Qd are compared. As discussed, 
characteristic strength indicates the threshold needed for the horizontal movement of isolator to 
initiate. Four cases are considered in this sensitivity investigation, with Qd equal to 5%, 7.5%, 
10%, and 12% of the total weight on the isolator. 

The isolator peak displacement response from response history analysis is shown in Figure 
4.6 with median (a) and 84th-percentile (b) response under the ground-motion sets considered. The 
results show that the median displacement demand of isolator with a 2-sec period is around 6 in. 
under the ground motion set selected with PGA target of 0.3g. The 84th-percentile isolator demand 
is around 10 in. under the same ground-motion set, which is approximately 1.5 times the median 
response. The ratio between the 84th percentile and median response depends on dispersion of 
response due to variations in the ground motion. The 1.5 ratio is obtained from the analysis case 
considered and might not be applicable for other scenarios. 

Each individual line in Figure 4.6 indicates the relation between maximum isolator 
horizontal displacement demand and isolation period. For all cases, the larger isolator period will 
result into larger displacement demands. This is intuitive since lower horizontal stiffness (i.e., a 
large isolator period) will have less constraint on the horizontal displacement of bearing under 
earthquake loading. However, the slope of the displacement spectrum tends to decrease with 
increasing isolator periods, which indicates further increases in the isolator period will not have a 
significant amplification effect on the isolator horizontal displacement demand, especially when 
the isolator period is larger than 4 sec. One main reason is the relatively small ground-motion 
intensity investigated herein. Considering the range of isolator period commonly used in practice, 
this design parameter will significantly affect isolator displacement response. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.6 Median and 84th-percentile isolator displacement spectra under dispersion-
appropriate ground-motion sets selected for NRC target spectra for PGA of 0.3g. The plots 

compare the response values with different Qd (5%W, 7.5%W, 10%W, and 12%W): (a) median peak 
responses subjected to the ground-motion set; and (b) 84th percentile response subjected to the 

ground-motion set. 

When comparing the response due to different isolator strengths, it is desirable to keep the 
other design parameters the same; therefore, it is meaningful to compare the response with same 
horizontal axis, i.e., the same isolator period. By comparing the response at same vertical line, one 
can observe that a larger Qd results into smaller isolator displacement demand. For example, as 
shown in Figure 4.6(a), comparing isolator designs with Qd of 5%W versus 10%W, the 
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displacement demand drops from around 8.2 in. to 5 in. as an isolation period of 2 sec. The 
dependency of isolator displacement demand on isolator characterization strengths are not 
significantly affected by different isolator periods, especially when considering cases where the 
isolator period is larger than 2 secs, which is commonly used in practice. 

Since the base shear force and total horizontal acceleration are equivalent in the simplified 
rigid mass system, the term “force demand” is also used in the discussion in lieu of “total 
acceleration response.” The peak acceleration response considering different isolator design cases 
is shown in Figure 4.7 in terms of nonlinear acceleration spectrum. From results shown in Figure 
4.7(a), if an isolator with a period of around 2 sec is used, the median peak acceleration response 
of 0.2g is expected based on the NRC 0.3g target spectrum. This also indicates a base shear demand 
of 0.2W is expected for the upper-structure. The 84th-percentile demand is around 0.24g, which is 
much less than 1.5 times the median response. A comparison of the ratio of the 84th percentile 
versus the median peak isolator displacement responses shows that the ratio of upper-structural 
response is much smaller. This indicates the dispersion of force-related or acceleration-related 
responses of upper-structure due to variation of ground motion is largely reduced using seismic 
isolation. 

The dependency of acceleration response on different isolator characteristic strengths Qd 
is not significant. Although the isolator characteristic strength considered in this part of study 
ranges from 5%W to 12%W and represents a wide range of values used in practice, the resulting 
acceleration responses have little deviation as observed in Figure 4.7(a) under same isolator period. 

For small isolator periods, a lower characteristic strength will introduce a slightly larger 
acceleration or force demand. The acceleration and force response of the upper-structure depend 
on the resultant isolator horizontal shear force, which is the sum of isolator characterization 
strength Qd and the post-yield force produced by horizontal deformation. When isolator period is 
smaller, the horizontal stiffness of isolator is larger; therefore, the increase of horizontal shear 
force due to horizontal deformation contributes to the majority of total isolator shear force. 
Although the characteristic strength of the isolator is smaller, the increase of the force due to 
horizontal movement of isolator is larger, which results into larger total horizontal force demand. 
For larger isolator periods, a smaller characteristic strength Qd will produce lower acceleration or 
force demand. Since in this case the total shear force in the isolator is mostly due to the 
characteristic strength of isolator, it is important to understand that a larger isolator strength will 
not necessarily result in a larger isolator shear force. 

Overall, the characteristic strength of an isolator does not have a significant effect on 
acceleration and force demand on the upper-structure. Since a smaller characteristic strength will 
result in larger isolator displacement, resulting in a larger force increase due to horizontal 
deformation of isolator, the total force demand of isolator will, on average, remain similar for 
different characteristic strengths; this will result in similar acceleration and force demands on the 
upper-structure. 
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   (a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.7 Median and 84th-percentile total acceleration spectra under dispersion-appropriate 
ground-motion sets selected for NRC target spectra for a PGA of 0.3g. The plots compare the 
response values for different Qd (5%W, 7.5%W, 10%W, and 12%W): (a) median peak response 
subjected to the ground-motion set; and (b) 84th percentile response subjected to the ground 

motion-set. 

To better investigate the acceleration and force demands of the upper-structure, the force 
reduction factor is plotted against the isolator period for the different characterization strengths 
considered. The reduction factor is defined by the ratio of the peak acceleration response of the 
upper-structure for a seismically isolated case versus a fixed-based case. Since the model 
considered is a rigid mass model the acceleration response for the fixed-base case is the same as 
the PGA. The response reduction plot is shown in Figure 4.8. From the results, for smaller isolation 
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period (<3 sec), a larger Qd will produce a larger force reduction factor. When the period of the 
isolation system is larger, higher Qd values result in a smaller force reduction factor. This 
observation is consistent with the nonlinear acceleration spectra shown above. When the isolator 
period is larger, the dependency of acceleration response on the characteristic strength of isolator 
is stronger as indicated by further separation of each line in Figure 4.8. The isolator period range 
normally considered in practice is~1.5–5 sec; therefore, the dependency of upper structural 
response on the characteristic strength of the isolator is moderate. 

 

Figure 4.8 Median force (acceleration) reduction factor spectra under dispersion-appropriate 
ground-motion sets selected for NRC target spectra for PGA of 0.3g. The plots compare the 

response values for different Qd (5%W, 7.5%W, 10%W, and 12%W): (a) median peak responses 
subjected to the ground-motion set; and (b) 84th percentile response subjected to the ground-

motion set. 

Based on discussion above, for design of seismically isolated structure, there is trade-off 
between force demand on upper-structure and the isolator displacement demand. The force and 
acceleration responses of upper-structure are related to possible structural and nonstructural 
damages. However, the more reduction effect on upper-structure responses achieved by tuning up 
isolator design parameters, the larger isolator displacement demand might be expected. This will 
result into larger initial and construction cost of the isolation system. Meanwhile, larger isolator 
horizontal displacement might bring into safety related problem which will be discussed later in 
the dissertation work. 

Upper structural force reduction and isolator horizontal displacement demand trade-off 
need to be balanced in design. This is achieved by optimized selection of isolator design parameters 
like isolation period and characteristic strength Qd discussed in this section. Larger Qd will produce 
smaller isolator displacement demands but may result into larger force demands of upper structure. 
In addition, using larger Qd will not have much isolation effect under low level seismic shaking. 
Same trade-off relation exists when selecting isolator design period, which significantly affect the 
acceleration and force related responses of upper-structure and the isolator displacement 
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responses. To better understand this concept, the relation between upper-structure force demand 
and isolator displacement demand are shown in Figure 4.9.  

 

Figure 4.9 Upper structural force (acceleration) versus bearing displacement relation under 
dispersion appropriate ground motion sets selected for NRC target spectra for PGA of 0.3g. 
Response values with different Qd (5%W, 7.5%W, 10%W, and 12%W) are plotted together for 

comparison.  

Different lines represent varied cases with different isolator characteristic strengths. Each 
individual line indicates the relation between peak force demand of upper-structure and isolator 
displacement demand considering different isolator periods. It can be seen that there is interaction 
between selection of isolator period and isolator characteristic strength. For example, when isolator 
period of 2 sec is selected, as shown in the figure, the selection of isolator characteristic strength 
does not have much effect on upper-structure force level; therefore, one can select characteristic 
strength that results in small isolator displacement demand. However, when the isolator period of 
4 sec is selected, the dependency of upper structural response on isolator characterization strengths 
is observed. Thus, selection of isolator characterization strength should be carefully considered in 
order to reduce upper structural force and acceleration response. On the other hand, if the 
characteristic strength of isolator is selected in advance, the isolator period still has a significant 
effect on upper structural force demand; selecting a larger isolator period will effectively reduce 
acceleration and force demands. If a very high characteristic strength is selected, the force demand 
will not be effectively reduced no matter what isolator period is selected, 

Overall, a larger isolator period will result in a smaller upper structural force response but 
larger isolator displacement. A larger isolator characteristic strength will result in smaller isolator 
displacement. The characteristic strength does not have a significant effect on the acceleration or 
force demand of the upper-structure. The selection of characteristic strength depends on the 
selection of the isolator period. 
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4.4.2 Comparison of responses for different K0 

Following same procedure, the effect of different initial stiffness of isolator on the simplified 
seismically isolated structural model is discussed. As stated above, the parameter used to represent 
initial stiffness in this part of parametric study is the ratio between isolator post-yield stiffness and 
initial stiffness, α. When same post-yield stiffness or isolation period is considered, a different α 
will result in a different initial stiffness K0. Four α values were considered in the sensitivity study: 
0.1%, 1%, 5%, and 10%. The isolator characterization strength Qd, was kept constant at 7.5% of 
the weight on the isolator for all cases of α. The dependency of response due to the isolation period 
has already been discussed previously. This section will focus on investigating the effect of 
different initial horizontal stiffness on response. 

The isolator horizontal displacement spectra are shown in Figure 4.10. The amplitude of 
isolator peak displacement demand is similar compared to results presented in the previous section. 
The isolator with a 2-sec period results in a median displacement demand of around 6 in. The 84th-
percentile demand is around 10 in. The influence of initial stiffness on peak displacement demand 
is negligible when the isolation period is small. Since a larger post-yield horizontal stiffness is 
expected when isolation period is small, relative large initial stiffness will be expected for all α 
values considered, which eliminates the effect of the initial stiffness. When the isolation period is 
larger (>3 sec), differences can be observed on the displacement demand of isolator. Larger initial 
stiffness results in small displacement demands. For a smaller isolator period, no significant 
difference is observed for a different initial stiffness. 
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         (a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.10  Median and 84th-percentile isolator displacement spectra under dispersion-
appropriate ground-motion sets selected for NRC target spectra for PGA of 0.3g. The plots 

compare the response values with different α (0.1%, 1%, 5% and 10%): (a) median peak responses 
subjected to the ground-motion set; and (b) 84th percentile response subjected to the ground-

motion set. 

Different initial stiffness has a negligible effect in terms of the acceleration or shear force 
response of the upper-structure; see Figure 4.11. Since isolator characterization strength Qd is the 
same for all four cases with different α values, the only difference in the total horizontal shear 
force comes from the post-yield stiffness of isolation system; however, at a given isolator period, 
the post-yield stiffness is identical, and the isolator total shear forces considering different initial 
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stiffness are similar. Therefore, the effect of isolator initial stiffness on upper-structure acceleration 
and force response is expected to be insignificant. 

 

    (a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.11 Median and 84th-percentile isolated mass acceleration spectra under dispersion 
appropriate ground motion sets selected for NRC target spectra for PGA of 0.3g. Response values 

with different α (0.1%, 1%, 5%, and 10%) are plotted together for comparison. (a) Median peak 
responses under ground motion set. (b) 84th percentile response under ground motion set. 

The upper-structural response reduction factors using seismic isolation comparing to fixed-
base case is shown in Figure 4.12, considering different isolator initial stiffness. The impact of 
initial stiffness on upper structural force reduction factor is neglibigble for isolators with smaller 
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periods. When the isolator period is large, selecting an isolator with higher initial stiffness will 
result in slightly better reduced response. 

The relation between upper-structure force demand and isolator peak displacement demand 
is shown in Figure 4.13. Note that for a given isolator displacement demand, a different initial 
stiffness will not result in a much different upper-structural response; however, for a given upper-
structure response, different initial stiffness will produce moderately different isolator 
displacement demands, especially for larger isolator period. 

Overall, a different initial stiffness of an isolator will not significantly affect the response 
of an isolator as well as the upper-structure. A larger initial stiffness will result in a moderate 
reduction in the isolator displacement demand when isolation period is large. In practical design 
applications, different initial stiffness in isolators will not have much effects on reducing the upper-
structure response and damage. 

 

Figure 4.12  Median force (acceleration) reduction factor spectra under dispersion-appropriate 
ground-motion sets selected for NRC target spectra for PGA of 0.3g. The plots compare the 

response values for different α (0.1%, 1%, 5%, and 10%): (a) median peak responses subjected to 
the ground-motion set; and (b) 84th percentile response subject to the ground-motion set. 
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Figure 4.13 Upper structural force (acceleration) versus bearing displacement relation under 
dispersion-appropriate ground motion sets selected for NRC target spectra for PGA of 0.3g. The 

plots compare the response values for different α (0.1%, 1%, 5%, and 10%). 

4.5 CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 

The study reported herein considers a simplified SDOF analysis model. By conducting a large 
number of numerical simulations under different isolator design parameters—isolator 
characterization strength, isolator period, and isolator initial stiffness—the effect of each parameter 
can be investigated. Some key conclusions obtained from the analysis results are summarized as 
follows: 

Seismic isolation is very effective in reducing the response of the upper-structure. For 
example, the peak acceleration or peak base shear response of the upper structural mass is reduced 
by a factor of more than 2.5 comparing to the fixed base case when a 2-sec isolation system is 
used. 

Under the ground-motion set selected based on NRC target spectrum anchored at 0.3g 
PGA, the median isolator horizontal displacement demand is around 6 in. if a 2-sec isolation 
system is selected. The 84th percentile response is around 1.5 times the median response. 

The dispersion of the upper-structure response due to ground-motion variability is much 
smaller compared to the dispersion of the isolator horizontal displacement. 

The response of the upper-structure and isolator are very sensitive to the isolation period 
(post-yield stiffness). A large isolation period (smaller post-yield stiffness) will effectively reduce 
acceleration and force demands of the upper-structure and increase the reduction in response; a 
larger isolator horizontal displacement demand will be expected. 

The isolator characteristic strength has a moderate effect on the response of the seismically 
isolated structural model. Although larger isolator characteristic strength will reduce isolator 
horizontal displacement demand, it does not have a significant effect on upper structural 
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acceleration and force demand under the low seismic loading intensity considered in the study. 
The effect of characterization strength on responses also depends on isolation period. 

The initial stiffness of the bearing does not have much effect on isolator and upper 
structural response. 

Based on the conclusions obtained from the parametric study, the isolator period is the 
primary design parameter affecting structural response. In order to achieve a L1 performance 
objective in reducing upper structural response and damage in the preliminary design, it is 
desirable to select the appropriate isolation period at first. Since the response and efficacy of the 
seismic isolation system is very sensitive to this design parameter. After the isolation period has 
been selected, the isolator characterization strength and initial stiffness can be determined and 
refined, considering both manufacturing capability as well as the desired response, to optimize 
performance. 

This part of the study consisted of a preliminary investigation on how changing isolator 
design parameters affect the response of seismically isolated structure. The conclusions obtained 
from the simplified model provide important general guidance for the preliminary design of 
seismically isolated structures. Case studies considering more realistic seismically isolated 
structural models will be discussed in the following chapters. 
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5 Analysis of Simplified Seismically Isolated 
Tall Building 

In Chapter 4, a simplified SDOF model was used to represent a generic seismically isolated 
structure. Sensitivity investigations were conducted to understand how altering isolator design 
parameters will affect the response of upper-structure and isolator. Some key conclusions were 
derived using the simplified model. To further investigate the effectiveness of using seismic 
isolation to achieve an L1 performance objective and to understand how changing critical design 
parameters will affect response, two specific seismically isolated structures were investigated. 
First, a seismically isolated tall building will be used as a case-study structure to further investigate 
how design parameters will affect response in this chapter. The use of tall building represents the 
case where seismic isolation is applied to a flexible upper-structure. 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Tall buildings are often designed using “performance-based design” concepts for seismic 
consideration since the special geometries, structural systems, and functional importance take them 
out of the jurisdiction of prescriptive building codes such as ASCE 7 (ASCE 2017). As a result, 
performance-based earthquake engineering methods (TBI Guidelines Working Group 2010, 
Willford et al. 2008, LATBSDC 2015) are increasingly used to demonstrate the ability of these 
structures to satisfy not only the minimum safety criteria but the enhanced objectives to meet 
public expectations of performance. These objectives focus on the performance of the whole 
building as well as the economic, impact on society under different levels of seismic events. The 
core objective is to achieve seismically resilient designs that may end up being more costly 
compared to traditional seismic design methods but will protect the long-term investment in terms 
of the structure itself and reduce or mitigate the impact from loss of functionality.  

As discussed in Chapter 1, as an innovative seismic response control technology, seismic 
isolation is widely used for practical applications but rarely for high-rise structures in the United 
States. Structural engineers in Japanese are pioneers on the practice of tall building isolation and 
hundreds of tall buildings are seismically isolated in Japan (Becker et al. 2015). 

Based on modal analysis theory discussed in Chapter 1, seismic isolation uncouples the 
ground movement and upper-structural response considering a horizontally stiff superstructure. In 
the case of a flexible upper-structure such as a tall building, it has been questioned whether seismic 
isolation is effective in reducing response. Investigations on seismic behavior and design of 
seismically isolated tall building are limited with only a few case studies having been completed 
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to date (e.g., Calugaru and Panagiotou 2014, Kikuchi et al. 2014, Lagos et al. 2014). A more 
general and fundamental investigation on effectiveness of using seismic isolation for flexible tall 
buildings is needed. 

For the study reported in this chapter, one of the important motivations is to investigate the 
effectiveness of using seismic isolation for flexible tall buildings. The other objective is to 
investigate how changing specific design parameters will affect the response of the case-study 
seismically isolated structure with the goal of laying the groundwork for the development of 
performance-based engineering guidelines for seismically isolated structures. 

In this study, a 30-story building was taken as the prototype structure with seismic isolation 
implemented at the base. The global response of the upper-structure under three levels of 
earthquake shaking were investigated numerically in OpenSees (McKenna et al. 2000). The 
dynamic response was represented by four key engineering demand parameters (EDPs) including 
story drift ratio, story shear, floor displacement, and floor acceleration. Based on numerical 
analysis results, the effectiveness of seismic isolation for application to high-rise buildings was 
briefly discussed. The main focus was on evaluating the sensitivity of global responses on different 
key design properties of isolator and the upper-structure system. The TFPB was used for this 
particular case study. 

5.2 NUMERICAL MODEL AND GROUND MOTIONS USED 

5.2.1 Numerical Model of Upper-Structure 

The case study structure considered in this chapter is a 30-story office building in Japan. The lateral 
force-resisting system is steel moment frame consisting of 6 bays with 2.1 ft (6.4 m) spans. The 
structure has a fundamental period of 3.71 sec and a total seismic weight of 63,191 kips. The 
elevation and base level plan is shown in Figure 5.1; the locations of isolators are represented by 
red circles in base level plane. The structural properties for each floor were provided by Takenaka 
Corporation, a prominent architecture, engineering, and construction firm in Japan (Yung 2013). 

A simplified two-dimensional elastic “stick” model was established in OpenSees to capture 
the global response of the building; see Figure 5.2. The elastic beam–column element was used to 
represent the global shear behavior of each floor. The elastic section properties of the element were 
calculated to produce the given lateral stiffness of each story. The weight of each story was lumped 
at each node. For implementation of seismic isolation, an isolator element was used that had the 
equivalent property of the entire isolation plane, which was connected between the base of the 
building and the ground. The rotational degree-of-freedom of each node was fixed in the simplified 
model. 
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                                              (a)                                                            (b) 

 Figure 5.1 Prototype case study structure: (a) elevation for the original fixed-base structure; 
and (b) base level floor plan with red circles representing the location of the isolators. 

 
 

Figure 5.2 Simplified “2D” stick model of the prototype case study building in OpenSees. The 
fixed base-case is shown on the left, and the base-isolated case is shown on the right. One 

isolator with equivalent properties is used to represent the entire isolation plane. 

Energy dissipation of isolation system was accounted in the response history analysis for 
hysteretic damping using exact nonlinear force-displacement relation; viscous damping for upper-
structure was constructed using Rayleigh damping. Modal damping ratios of the first mode and 
fifth mode (1% and 2%, respectively) were used to calculate the Rayleigh damping coefficients. 
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The simplified “stick” model used in the study had several limitations: First, (1) variation 
of axial loads on the isolators due to overturning moments and effects were not captured, and (2) 
the vertical movement of isolator was restricted. However, because a single isolator element was 
used to represent the entire isolation plane, the total weight on all isolators were not affected by 
overturning. Therefore, for the simplified model, it was reasonable to assume the total axial load 
on the isolator element did not change. Second, no vertical ground motion input was considered in 
the model. In addition, possible yielding and strength reductions of upper-structure were not 
modeled. However, considering the upper-structure response amplitudes under the design-level 
seismic event, using the simplified elastic model was reasonable. Although the local response 
could not be captured using this elastic “stick” model, it could reasonably capture the global 
response of the building and, in addition, it was easy to implement to conduct the parametric study. 
Further investigation using a more realistic numerical model is suggested. 

5.2.2 Numerical Model of the Isolator 

As discussed in Chapter 1, different types of isolators are available for practical application of 
seismic isolation design. For the study conducted in this chapter, the TFPB was used. The TFPB 
can achieve a wide range of hysteresis behavior, and the response is easily controlled by the design 
parameters. Since the sensitivity studies conducted for this study are to investigate the effect of 
design parameters on response, the TFPB is ideal since more control on horizontal hysteresis can 
be obtained. 

A scheme of TFPB is shown in Figure 5.3 with commonly considered properties listed. 
The TFPB consists of four sliding concaves (two outer sliding concaves and two inner sliding 
concaves) as well as one inner slider. The inner surfaces of sliding concaves are stainless steel. 
The surface of inner slider and outer surface of inner sliding concaves are Teflon coated. Certain 
friction coefficients values can be achieved in each sliding surface by manufacture. Typically, the 
inner sliding surfaces will have same friction coefficient (µ1) and pendulum length L1. The outer 
sliding surfaces will have larger friction coefficients µ3>µ2> µ1 and larger pendulum lengths 
L2=L3> L1 compared to the two inner sliding surfaces. The displacement capacity of TFPB 
depends on the displacement capacity for each sliding surfaces. The horizontal stiffness depends 
on the pendulum lengths of the sliding surfaces. The horizontal shear strength depends on the 
friction coefficients of sliding surfaces.  

For the TFPB, there are several pendulum systems working at different horizontal 
displacement ranges. Each system has two out of four sliding surfaces sliding simultaneously. The 
two sliding surfaces work together in series. At different stages, different combination of two 
sliding surfaces work together, which lead to different pendulum lengths and horizontal stiffness. 
Note, if sliding occurs at two surfaces at the same time, the effective pendulum length will be 
LSurface1+LSurface2. 
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Figure 5.3 Scheme of physical components of TFPB. Important design parameters are 
marked in the figure. 

For the TFPB the key design parameters to be considered in the sensitivity study include 
friction coefficients of each sliding surfaces, 𝜇 , 𝜇 , 𝜇  (the inner two sliding surfaces have same 
friction coefficients 𝜇  as discussed above), as well as effective radius or effective pendulum 
length of outer sliding concave, 𝐿 . 

The multi-linear horizontal behavior of TFPB was modeled numerically in OpenSees. In 
the simplified model used in the study, the one-directional horizontal shear behavior of TFPB was 
considered. The model used the parallel material concept to mimic the multi-linear shear behavior 
of TFPB. Three elastic perfect plastic materials, two elastic perfect plastic gap materials, two 
elastic materials, and one elastic-hardening material were used for this purpose: see Figure 5.4. 
Different materials engage at different deformation ranges. The resultant horizontal force-
displacement hysteretic behavior is shown in Figure 5.5. the zero-length element was created to 
represent the TFPB with the defined horizontal shear behavior. Viscous damping was not assigned 
to the TFPB. 

 

Figure 5.4 Eight material models considered to represent the multi-linear horizontal 
hysteresis behavior of TFPB in OpenSees. 

.  

Figure 5.5 Horizontal force-displacement hysteretic response simulated using the parallel 
material in OpenSees. 

5.2.3 Ground Motions used for the Analysis 

In this case study the ground-motion records used for time history analysis were selected based on 
Uniform Hazard Spectrum (UHS) developed for the downtown San Francisco site (Baker 2014). 
Three probability-of-exceedance levels were considered: 50% probability of exceedance in 30 
years; 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years; and 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years. 
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Twenty time series were selected for each level with the mean spectrum matching the target. For 
the sake of brevity, these three hazard levels will be described as Frequent, Design level, and Rare 
seismic event in the following discussion. The target spectrum as well as individual spectrum for 
the selected ground motions are shown in Figure 5.6. 

 
                                  (a)                                             (b)                                                   (c) 

Figure 5.6 Comparison of selected, average, and target spectra for events having a 
probability of exceedance of: (a) 50% in 30 years; (b) 10% in 50 years; and (c) 2% in 50 years. 

Spectra were generated considering 5% damping (plots are from Baker [2014]). 

5.3 EFFECTIVENESS OF SEISMIC ISOLATION FOR TALL BUILDING 

A tall building is flexible horizontally and has a long fundamental period, which is close or even 
larger than the isolator period. Before conducting the parametric study to investigate how changing 
the design parameters will affect the response of the case-study model, the effectiveness and 
feasibility of using seismic isolation for tall buildings will be briefly discussed. 

5.3.1 Modal Analysis Results 

Modal analysis was first conducted to understand the dynamic characteristic of the structure and 
anticipate behavior of the structure during earthquake loading. The model analysis results of 
seismically isolated building and fixed-base case are compared and shown in Figure 5.7, Figure 
5.8 and Figure 5.9 for different periods of isolator (3 sec, 4 sec, and 5 sec), respectively. The first 
five modes are shown for each case. Note the fixed-base upper-structure has a period of 3.7 secs. 
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of mode shapes for the fixed-base case and the base-isolated case 
(with an isolation period of 3 sec) for case-study building. The first five horizontal modes are 

shown. 

 

Figure 5.8 Comparison of mode shapes for the fixed-base case and the base-isolated case 
(with an isolation period of 4 secs) for case-study building. The first five horizontal modes are 

shown. 
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of mode shapes for the fixed base case and the base-isolated case 
(with an isolation period of 5 secs) for the case-study building. The first five horizontal modes are 

shown. 

Comparing to the fixed-base building mode shape, note that the upper-structural 
deformation is significantly reduced for seismically isolated case, especially for fundamental 
mode. A large portion of horizontal deformation demand is concentrated at the isolation layer 
while much less deformation is expected within upper-structure. The upper-structure response is 
expected to be reduced using seismic isolation. A larger isolation period will have a greater 
reduction effect as more deformation is absorbed by isolation plane. Note, the fixed-base period is 
3.7 secs for the original case-study structure. When an isolation system with 3 secs is used, which 
is smaller than the fundamental period of the upper-structure, a significant reduction in the 
response of the upper-structure can still be achieved based on the modal analysis results; see Figure 
5.7. Considering the fundamental mode, around 50%–75% of the horizontal deformation will be 
absorbed by the isolator. The upper-structure will be subjected to the remaining deformation 
demand, which will lead to some level of response amplitudes in the upper-structure; however, 
comparing to fixed-base case, the response reduction effect is still pronounced. 

The mass participation factor, which represents the relative contribution of each mode to 
the total response, is shown in Figure 5.10. By using seismic isolation, the relative contribution of 
fundamental mode is increased from around 80% to almost 100%. The higher mode contributions 
are minimized using seismic isolation. Note the fundamental mode for base-isolated structure has 
much smaller in-structure deflection, and the deformed shape is uniformly distributed along the 
height compared to the higher mode. Therefore, an increase of contribution of fundamental mode 
by using seismic isolation will also result in a reduction of upper-structural response. 
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Figure 5.10 Mass participation percentage of each mode (modes 1–8) for the fixed-base and 
base-isolated building with different isolation periods. 

The results from modal analysis demonstrate that the use of seismic isolation will 
concentrate a large portion of the deformation demand within isolation layer, thus reducing the 
response of the upper-structure, especially considering fundamental mode. For flexible tall 
buildings, the higher modes contain larger structural deformation due to its modal deflection shape. 
Using seismic isolation can efficiently reduce the contribution of these higher modes and reduce 
upper-structural responses indirectly. Compared to the case with a stiff upper-structure, response 
reduction using seismic isolation was less for structure considered in the study; however, a 
reduction factor of over 50% was still achievable. 

5.3.2 Response History Analysis Results 

To better investigate the effectiveness of using seismic isolation for the flexible case-study tall 
building, response history analyses were performed under different levels of seismic loadings. For 
purpose of illustrating the effectiveness of base isolation, this part of analysis used a simplified 
bilinear friction pendulum bearing instead of the TFPB. The results are shown below in Figure 
5.11 under the three level seismic events considered. The response along the building height was 
plotted using the mean value of each ground-motion set, together with the response of the fixed-
base structure for comparison.  

 
                                        (a)                                                    (b)                     
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                                         (c)                                                     (d)                      

Figure 5.11 Comparison of global responses at different hazard levels for the fixed-base and 
base-isolated case-study buildings: (a) peak floor acceleration; (b) peak story drift ratio; (c) 

maximum story shear force; and (d) peak floor displacement (relative to ground displacement). 

 

Figure 5.12 Isolator horizontal force-displacement behavior under three level events from 
response history analysis. 

From response history analysis results under the design (red line) and rare (black line) 
seismic events, reductions of floor acceleration, story drift. and story shear force using seismic 
isolation compared to the fixed-base case is significant. The floor displacement response is also 
reduced, and most of the upper-structure relative horizontal displacement is due to isolator 
displacement. The analysis results prove base isolation works well in controlling the seismic 
response of the case-study building under moderate and large earthquake scenarios. 

Under frequent earthquake events, the bilinear isolator considered does not have much 
effect on reducing response compared to fixed-base building due to large friction required to 
initialize sliding. In addition, large isolator horizontal displacement demand under the rare 
earthquake event is observed. Therefore, although the bi-linear isolator considered in this analysis 
is effective under major seismic events, the remaining part of the study uses a more refined isolator 
(TFPB) in order to achieve better performance under frequent events and better isolator horizontal 
displacement control under rare events. 

Based on modal analysis and response history analysis results, seismic isolation has a 
significant effect in reducing the response of the flexible upper-structure considered in the study. 
More than a 50% response reduction effect was achieved for both acceleration response and drift 
response of the upper-structure. Compared to the case with a stiff upper-structure, the efficacy of 
the seismic isolation is reduced; however, even when isolator period is similar to the fundamental 
period of the upper-structure, the reduction in response is still pronounced.  
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5.4 EFFECT OF ISOLATOR DESIGN PARAMETERS ON RESPONSES 

Next, we investigate the sensitivity of response for the seismically isolated case-study building on 
isolator and upper-structure design parameters. In this section, numerical parametric study results 
considering isolator design parameters will be discussed first. The isolator used for the study is the 
TFPB. The key design parameters of TFPB include friction coefficients and pendulum lengths. 
The sensitivity study cases are summarized in Table 5.1 below. 

Table 5.1 Summary of individual case considered in the parametric study and isolator design 
parameter values considered for each case. 

Parametric study cases 
Friction coefficients Radius of sliding surface [in] 
µ1 µ2 µ3 Louter Linner 

Effect of friction 
coefficients 

First friction 
coefficient µ1 

1% 5% 8% 79 25 
2% 4% 8% 79 25 
3% 3% 8% 79 25 

Second friction 
coefficient µ2 

1% 2% 10% 79 25 
1% 5% 8% 79 25 
1% 6.5% 6.5% 79 25 

Third friction 
coefficient µ3 

1% 5% 5% 79 25 
1% 5% 8% 79 25 
1% 5% 12% 79 25 

Effect of sliding 
surface radius 

(isolator period) 

Outer sliding 
surface radius 

1% 5% 8% 44 (3 sec) 25 
1% 5% 8% 79 (4 sec) 25 
1% 5% 8% 122 (5 sec) 25 
1% 5% 8% 176 (6 sec) 25 

There are two categories of design parameters for the isolator considered. One is strength-
related parameters, and for the TFPB it is friction coefficients. Generally, there are three unique 
friction coefficients one can select for design. For the parametric study, the effect of each friction 
coefficient on the response of a seismically isolated tall building will be investigated. As shown in 
Table 5.1, µ1, µ2, and µ3 with varied values were considered. However, in order to investigate the 
effect of each friction coefficient separately within cases when varying a specific coefficient, the 
other friction coefficients must also be changed accordingly to eliminate the effect of other sources. 
For example, when investigating the effect of first friction coefficient for each value considered 
(1%, 2%, and 3%), the second friction coefficient is also changed accordingly. If the second 
friction coefficient is kept constant while varying first friction coefficient, not only will the first 
friction coefficient be different, the entire horizontal shear hysteretic behavior of the bearing will 
change. The effect of first friction coefficient will be combined with other effects.  

Besides the friction coefficients, another important category of design parameters for the 
TFPB is the radius or pendulum length of the sliding surface, which determines the main sliding 
period of isolator. For the parametric investigations, four different radiuses were considered as 
shown in Table 5.1, corresponding to 3 secs, 4 secs, 5 secs and 6 secs, respectively, of the post-
yield isolation period. Response history analyses have been conducted considering each design 
parameter combinations. 
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5.4.1 Effects of Sliding Surface Radius (Isolator Period) 

First, sensitivity of global response to change in the outer sliding surface pendulum length Lo was 
investigated. Lo determines the sliding period of the third stage, which is the main sliding stage of 
the TFPB. Values of Lo considered in this part of study were selected so that main sliding period 
of 3 secs, 4 secs, 5 secs, and 6 secs could be achieved, which corresponded to a Lo of 44 in., 79 
in.,122 in., and 176 in., respectively. The other properties of TFPB were kept the same, with three 
friction coefficients as 1%, 5%, and 8%, respectively. 

The global response under the design-level seismic event (10% exceedance in 50 years) is 
shown in Figure 5.13. Comparing to the fixed-base case, using seismic isolation effectively 
reduced the response of the upper-structure. Note that the fundamental period of the fixed-base 
prototype building is around 3.7 sec, even using isolator with a shorter period, e.g., 3 secs, it is 
possible to reduce the response of the upper-structure response by almost 50%. For example, under 
the design-level event, the fixed-base building has maximum inter-story drift ratio around 1.5%, 
indicating that light yielding and damage of structural components occurred. Using seismic 
isolation, the maximum drift demand is lower than 1%, and the upper-structure will essentially 
remain elastic, with structural and nonstructural damages related to drift responses largely reduced. 
As shown in Figure 5.13(d), peak floor acceleration responses can be reduced by a factor of 2 
using seismic isolation, significantly reducing the damage to non-structural components. 

 

                           (a)                                                                            (b) 
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                                         (c)                                                                                 (d) 

Figure 5.13 Mean responses of the seismically isolated building comparing to the fixed-base 
case under the design-level (10% 50years exceedance level) seismic event: (a) maximum story 

drift ratio response; (b) maximum floor relative displacement response; (c) maximum normalized 
story shear response; and (d) peak floor acceleration response. 

The horizontal floor pseudo-acceleration spectrum response is shown in Figure 5.14 for 
middle floor (a) and top floor (b) of the building. Comparing fixed-based case and seismically 
isolated case, a significant reduction in response can be observed by using seismic isolation, 
especially for higher frequency content. Due to large flexibility of upper-structure, higher 
frequency peaks of the floor spectrum still exist when seismic isolation is used; however, the 
amplitudes of the peaks are largely reduced comparing to the fixed-based case. 

 

                                     (a)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 5.14 Mean 5% damping horizontal floor acceleration spectrum of the seismically 
isolated building compared to the fixed-base case under the design-level (10% 50years 
exceedance level) seismic event: (a) middle floor spectrum and (b) top floor spectrum. 
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Comparing the responses using isolators with different sliding surface radiuses or isolator 
periods demonstrates that seismic isolation and its efficacy in reducing response is sensitive to this 
isolator design parameter. This is consistent with observations in Chapter 4. A larger Lo will result 
in a smaller response. Especially for the story drift response, the peak response of the case using 
isolator with a 6-sec period is almost half of the case using an isolator with a 3-sec isolator. For 
the floor acceleration response, the difference is not as significant as what is observed for upper-
structural displacement and drift responses. For horizontal floor acceleration spectrum responses, 
different Lo will result into different responses at low-frequency ranges however, for high-
frequency ranges, the acceleration spectrum is not sensitive to the change of Lo or isolator period. 
This is consistent with what was observed for peak floor acceleration responses. 

When designing an isolation system and corresponding structure, the responses of upper-
structure, especially drift ratio and floor acceleration, are important factors to control. Using 
seismic isolation with a period similar or slightly larger than upper-structure will result in a 
significant reduction in response of the upper-structure to ground motion. The larger the period of 
the isolator period, the larger the reduction in the response of the upper-structure. 

However, when a larger isolator period is used, larger isolator horizontal deformation 
demand will occur, as shown in Figure 5.15. With a smaller sliding surface radius, a larger 
horizontal shear stiffness is expected, which results into smaller isolator deformation but a larger 
force being transmitted to the upper-structure. Designing an isolation system for a structure always 
needs to find a balance point to limit upper-structural response with reasonable isolator horizontal 
displacement. 

 

Figure 5.15 Isolator horizontal shear hysteresis comparison subjected to ground-motion 
record number 7 considering the design-level (10% 50years exceedance level) seismic event. 

The response under frequent seismic events and rare seismic events is shown in Figure 5.16 
and Figure 5.17 for peak story drift and peak floor acceleration response. It can be seen that even 
for frequent earthquakes, the use of a TFPB still reduces the response to a decent degree; however, 
the sensitivity of response due to the isolator sliding radius is much weaker under low seismic 
loading intensity as shown in Figure 5.16 (a) and Figure 5.17 (a). This is due to the small isolator 
horizontal deformation that occurs when subjected to frequent seismic events, which does not 
introduce much difference on hysteretic behavior due to different main sliding stage periods. 
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Under rare seismic events, the dependency of peak drift response on isolator period is larger 
compared to case under design-level seismic event. 

 

                                (a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 5.16 Mean maximum story drift responses under the following excitations: (a) the 
frequent earthquake event (50% 30 years exceedance level); and (b) the rare earthquake event (2% 

50 years exceedance level). 

 

                           (a)                                                                            (b) 

Figure 5.17 Peak floor acceleration responses under the following excitations: (a) the frequent 
earthquake event (50% 30 years exceedance level); and (b) the rare earthquake event (2% 50 years 

exceedance level). 

Overall, a larger sliding surface radius or isolator period will result in a greater reduction 
in the response of the upper-structure, especially considering story drift response. The dependency 
is weaker for peak floor acceleration response as well as high-frequency content responses of 
horizontal floor spectrum (larger than 1Hz). A larger isolator period will result in larger isolator 
horizontal displacement demand. Use of seismic isolation will significantly reduce the response of 
the upper-structure, even when period of isolator is similar to the fundamental period of the upper-
structure. The reduction in response using the TFPB is also pronounced under low-level seismic 
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shaking. The dependency of upper-structural response on isolator period is larger when seismic 
loading intensity is larger. 

5.4.2 Effects of Friction Coefficients (µ1, µ2, and µ3) 

For sliding types of isolators, the friction coefficients are important design parameters because 
they determine the horizontal shear strength of isolator. For the TFPB considered herein, three 
individual friction coefficient values are needed for the design, and each coefficient value has a 
different effect on the response. In this section, the effect of friction coefficients of each sliding 
surface (µ1, µ2, and µ3) for the TFPB was investigated separately. For comparison, a reference case 
using a Single Friction Pendulum Bearing (SFPB) was analyzed together with cases using the 
TFPB. The SFPB exhibits a bi-linear horizontal shear hysteretic behavior. The purpose for this 
comparison is to investigate the effect of multi-linear behavior over bi-linear behavior of a isolator. 
In the comparison, the parameters of the SFPB was refined up to be comparable to the TFPB. A 
discussion of the effect of each friction coefficient on upper-structural response will follow. 

5.4.2.1 Effects of first friction coefficient µ1 

Cases with first friction coefficients of 1%, 2%, and 3%, respectively, were compared. The initial 
friction coefficient determines the threshold of sliding for the TFPB. The response under a frequent 
earthquake is shown in Figure 5.18 with a different initial friction coefficient. 

 

                           (a)                                                                                (b) 
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(c)                                                                            (d) 

 
Figure 5.18 Mean responses of the seismically isolated case-study building compared to the 

fixed-base case under frequent (50% 30years exceedance level) seismic events: (a) maximum 
story drift ratio response; (b) maximum floor relative displacement response; (c) maximum 

normalized story shear response; and (d) peak floor acceleration response. 

Analysis results demonstrate that a smaller initial friction coefficient will lead to a slightly 
better response for the upper-structure, especially for the peak floor acceleration response. Using 
a TFPB with 1% initial friction coefficient can effectively reduce the floor acceleration response, 
while cases with a larger initial friction coefficient do not provide much benefit comparing to the 
fixed-base case. Regarding the special case of the TFPB when initial friction coefficient is large, 
the SFPB has little effect in reducing the response under frequent earthquakes. In fact, the SFPB 
does not even slide under a low-level seismic event since a large horizontal force is needed to 
trigger the movement. This indicates the smooth force-deformation transition of the TFPB under 
a small displacement range has a significant advantage over a bi-linear sliding isolator under low-
level seismic shaking, especially for controlling acceleration response. 

Under the design-level and rare earthquake events, the effect of first friction coefficients 
of the TFPB on the response are minimal despite some small difference in the peak floor 
acceleration under the design-level seismic event; see Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20. The initial 
friction coefficient mainly affects the horizontal shear hysteresis of the TFPB in the small 
deformation range under frequent level seismic events. Comparison of the TFPB shear hysteresis 
behavior considering different initial friction coefficients under three different levels of seismic 
shaking are shown in Figure 5.21. Under frequent earthquakes, with different initial friction 
coefficients, a significant difference is observed for the hysteretic behavior of the isolator. For the 
larger seismic event, different initial friction coefficients do not have much effect on isolator 
hysteresis. 

Overall, the initial friction coefficient of the TFPB affects the response of upper-structure 
significantly under the frequent earthquake level, especially floor acceleration responses. A 
smaller initial friction coefficient will result in a larger reduction in response; however, under the 
design-level or larger seismic event, the sensitivity of response to initial friction coefficient is much 
weaker. 
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                           (a)                                                                               (b) 

Figure 5.19 Mean maximum story drift responses under the following excitations: (a) the 
design-level earthquake event (10% 50 years exceedance level) and (b) the rare earthquake event 

(2% 50 years exceedance level). 

 

 

                           (a)                                                                    (b) 

Figure 5.20 Peak floor acceleration responses under the following excitations: (a) the design-
level earthquake event (10% 50 years exceedance level); and (b) the rare earthquake event (2% 50 

years exceedance level). 
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                             (a)                                                                        (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5.21 Comparison of horizontal shear hysteresis of bearings under three different 
seismic events. The response of one representative ground motion under each level are shown: 
(a) response under the frequent seismic event; (b) the response under the design level seismic 

event; and (c) the response under the rare seismic event. 

5.4.2.2 Effects of second friction coefficient µ2  

Different second friction coefficients with values of 2%, 5%, and 6.5% were considered to 
investigate the effect of this design parameter on the response of the upper-structure; see Figure 
5.22. From the analysis results, the response of the upper-structure is not sensitive to changing the 
second friction coefficient of the TFPB. The only difference noted is a slightly smaller isolator 
displacement demand where the isolator displacement demand is indicated by relative floor 
displacement at the base; see Figure 5.22 (b). 

For design of TFPB for use in practical applications, where µ1< µ2< µ3, the second friction 
coefficient is limited to a certain range. The possible variation of second friction coefficient is 
limited. Therefore, the second friction coefficient might not have a large effect on the response of 
the upper-structure. 
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                           (a)                                                                                  (b) 

         
(c)                                                                              (d) 

 
Figure 5.22 Mean response of the seismically isolated case-study building compared to the 

fixed-base case under the design-level (10% 50years exceedance level) seismic event: (a) 
maximum story drift ratio response; (b) maximum floor relative displacement response; (c) 

maximum normalized story shear response; and (d) peak floor acceleration response. 

5.4.2.3 Effects of third friction coefficient µ3 

Different third friction coefficients (5%, 8% and 12%) were considered to evaluate the sensitivity 
of responses to this design parameter. Third friction coefficient represents strength of TFPB before 
main sliding stage starts.  

Under frequent earthquake event, since the deformation of TFPB is small, horizontal 
isolator shear force corresponding to third friction coefficient has not been reached, therefore, the 
global responses of upper-structure are not affected. 
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Under design level seismic event, influences of different third friction coefficients of TFPB 
on upper-structural responses are not significant either. As shown in Figure 5.24, maximum drift 
and peak floor acceleration responses are not much affected by change of third friction coefficient. 
However, moderate difference on isolator horizontal displacement demand can be observed where 
larger third friction coefficient will result into smaller displacement demand, see Figure 5.23. 
However, despite different isolator displacement demands, all cases will end up with similar 
isolator shear force level. Therefore, upper-structure responses are similar for each case. This is 
consistent with conclusions obtained in Chapter 4, where different characteristic strength of 
isolator will not result into much difference on upper-structure force demand but will affect isolator 
horizontal displacement demand. 

 

Figure 5.23 Comparison of horizontal shear hysteresis of TFPB with different third friction 
coefficients under design level event. Reponses of one representative ground motion are shown 

 

                            (a)                                                                                 (b) 

 
Figure 5.24 Mean responses of seismically isolated case-study building comparing to fixed-
base case under design level (10% 50years exceedance level) seismic event. (a) Maximum story 

drift ratio response (b) Peak floor acceleration response 

Under rare seismic event, slight difference on upper-structure responses due to different 
third friction coefficients is observed, as shown in Figure 5.25. Larger third friction coefficient 
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results into slightly smaller upper-structure responses. Although larger third friction coefficient 
will result into larger characterization strength of isolator, the total horizontal shear force is also 
contributed by the increased shear force due to horizontal deformation of isolator. This part of 
shear force is larger for the case with smaller third friction coefficient since displacement is larger. 
This results into possible larger total force of TFPB with smaller third friction coefficient, as shown 
in Figure 5.26 (a). In addition, since TFPB will exhibit stiffening behavior under large seismic 
event, larger third friction coefficient results into smaller displacement demand and smaller portion 
of hardening, as shown in Figure 5.26 (b), which results into smaller responses in upper-structure. 

Overall, third friction coefficient will only slightly affect upper-structural responses under 
large seismic event. Larger third friction coefficient will not necessarily result into larger total 
isolator shear force, especially when isolator horizontal deformation is large. Use of larger third 
friction coefficient of TFPB might result into even smaller upper-structure responses. Meanwhile, 
larger third friction coefficient will reduce isolator horizontal displacement demand. 

 
                                              (a)                                                                         (b) 

Figure 5.25 Mean responses of seismically isolated case study building comparing to fixed-
base case under rarer seismic event (2% 50years exceedance level). (a) Maximum story drift ratio 

response (b) Peak floor acceleration response 

 
                                                 (a)                                                                   (b) 

Figure 5.26 Comparison of horizontal shear hysteresis of TFPB with different third friction 
coefficients under rare seismic event. (a) Reponses under ground motion number 16 (a) Reponses 

under ground motion number 14 
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5.4.3 Summary on effects of isolator design parameters 

Numerical sensitivity studies have been conducted to investigate effects of isolator design 
properties (TFPB isolator is considered in the study) on global responses of seismically isolated 
tall building. The key design parameters of TFPB considered in the parametric study includes 
friction coefficients and sliding concave radius or pendulum length. By conducting response 
history analyses considering different combinations of design parameters, several important 
conclusions can be obtained: 

Firstly, using of TFPB with isolator period similar as upper-structure fundamental period 
is effective on reducing upper-structure responses. The larger the isolator period or the main sliding 
surface radius, better response reduction effect of upper-structure can be achieved. However, larger 
isolator horizontal displacement demand will be expected when larger sliding surface radius or 
larger isolator period is used. The dependency of upper-structure responses on isolator radius is 
more pronounced under larger seismic event. 

Different friction coefficients will have different effects on responses. For initial friction 
coefficient, it mainly affects responses under frequent earthquake. Smaller initial friction 
coefficient will result into smaller upper structural responses, especially for acceleration responses. 
Due to the limited range of selection for second friction coefficient of TFPB in design, it does not 
have much effect on upper-structural responses, however, larger second friction coefficient can 
slightly reduce the isolator horizontal displacement demand. Third friction coefficient mainly 
affects responses under larger seismic event. Larger third friction coefficient will reduce isolator 
displacement demand, however, due to the special stiffening behavior of TFPB, larger third 
friction coefficient might even result into slightly smaller upper-structural responses under large 
seismic event. 

TFPB which has multi-linear horizontal shear behavior has great advantage comparing to 
SFPB which has bilinear horizontal shear behavior. The multi-linear smooth transition of TFPB 
has great benefits on reducing responses of upper-structure under low level seismic event, 
especially for acceleration responses.  

Overall, the radius of the main sliding surface of TFPB is the primary parameter affecting 
responses of upper-structure as well as isolator. It needs to be firstly considered in design. Small 
initial friction coefficient of TFPB is desired to be selected since it will bring significant benefits 
on reducing responses under frequent earthquake especially for floor acceleration response. The 
second and third friction coefficients should be selected as secondary parameters. They can be 
tuned up to further adjust responses of upper-structure for achieving the desired performance 
objective when the primary design parameters are determined. 

Sensitivity of global responses of the case-study seismically isolated tall building to 
different isolator design properties of TFPB are summarized in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 Summary on sensitivity of global responses to design properties of TFPB 

Seismic level considered 50% 30years level 10% 50years level 2% 50years level 

Floor acceleration µ1 (+) µ1 (+) µ3(-) 

Story drift ratio µ1 (+) Lo (-) Lo (-), µ3(-) 
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Story shear force µ1 (+) Lo (-) Lo (-), µ3(-) 

Isolator displacement µ1 (-) Lo (+), µ3(-) Lo (+), µ3 (-) 

Note: + means larger design value results into lager responses, - means larger design value results into 
smaller responses 

5.5 EFFECTS OF UPPER-STRUCTURE PROPERTIES 

Besides investigating effect of isolator design parameters on responses, effects of upper-structure 
properties were also studied. For the simplified tall building model considered in the study, two 
important properties were addressed, including fundamental period of the upper-structure (Ts) and 
the horizontal deformed shape of the upper-structure.  

5.5.1 Effects of upper-structure fundamental period 

The fundamental period of the original fixed-base structure is 3.7 secs. To investigate effect of 
horizontal stiffness of upper-structure, different fundamental periods including 2 secs, 3 secs and 
5 secs besides the original period (3.7 secs) were considered. It was achieved by uniformly scaling 
the horizontal stiffness of upper-structure. Story horizontal stiffness distribution along height and 
other properties remained unchanged for different upper-structure fundamental periods. Isolator 
considered for different cases in this part of study was TFPB with friction coefficients of 1% 5% 
8% and 4 secs as main isolation period. Upper-structure responses under design level seismic event 
are shown in Figure 5.27 below. 

 

                         (a)                                                                                   (b) 
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(c)                                                                                 (d) 

 
Figure 5.27 Mean response of the seismically isolated case-study building compared to the 

fixed-base case under the design level (10% 50years exceedance level) seismic event: (a) 
maximum story drift ratio response; (b) maximum floor relative displacement response’ (c) 

maximum normalized story shear response; and (d) peak floor acceleration response. 

The analysis results for fixed-base case demonstrate that a stiffer upper-structure will result 
in a smaller drift ratio but larger force and floor acceleration demand. When the structure is 
seismically isolated, those cases with stiffer upper-structure will have larger isolator horizontal 
displacement demand; see Figure 5.27(b); this indicates that a greater deformation demand is 
absorbed by isolation system. The story drift response of the upper-structure will result in an 
improved reduction in response when the fundamental period of the upper-structure is short. 

The differences in the force demand and acceleration demand of the upper-structure for the 
fixed-base case are eliminated when seismic isolation is used because difference in isolator shear 
forces due to different isolator horizontal displacements is much smaller due to low isolator 
horizontal shear stiffness; see Figure 5.27(c) and Figure 5.27(d). Although the response of a 
seismically isolated structure versus a fixed-based structure will be improved if seismic isolation 
is used, the response amplitude of force and acceleration responses of upper-structure are similar 
for all cases. Thus, designing a stiff and strong upper-structure will not necessarily reduce 
acceleration and force-related responses when seismic isolation is used. 

The response under frequent and rare seismic events will not be discussed further since the 
conclusions are similar. Overall, with shorter upper-structure fundamental period or stiffer upper 
structure, the effectiveness of using seismic isolation to reduce horizontal response is more 
significant. Considering acceleration and the force-related response of the upper-structure, a 
stronger and stiffer upper-structure will not reduce the response using seismic isolation. Drift 
response amplitudes are lower when the upper-structure is stiffer. With a stiffer upper-structure, 
the isolator will require a greater displacement demand, which results in better isolation effect. 
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5.5.2 Effects of Upper-Structure Horizontal Deflection Shape 

Different upper-structural lateral-resisting systems will have different behavior under seismic 
loading, therefore, it is meaningful to investigate how using different types of upper structural 
system will affect responses. Using the simplified stick model, different deflection shapes of 
upper-structure were considered to represent different structural systems. Upper-structures having 
different first mode shapes with the same fundamental period (3.7 sec as original building) have 
been established. This is achieved by changing the lateral stiffness distribution of the upper-
structure along height and keeping the fundamental period unchanged. Four different cases have 
been considered as shown in Figure 5.28 below. 

 

Figure 5.28 Different deflection shapes of upper-structure considered in this parametric study. 

The global response under the design-level seismic event is shown in Figure 5.29. For the 
fixed-base case, the deflection shape of upper-structure affects the response, although the same 
fundamental period is considered for each system. For the seismically isolated case for 
displacement-related response, the deflection shape of upper-structure is maintained; the response 
amplitude is reduced using seismic isolation. 

However, for peak floor acceleration response, the effect of upper-structure deflection 
shape is eliminated when using seismic isolation as shown in Figure 5.29(d). Although different 
types of upper-structure were considered, their response was similar when seismic isolation was 
used. In addition, from upper-structure horizontal displacement shape shown in Figure 5.29(b), 
isolator displacement demand was not affected by the upper-structure deflection shapes. The 
response under frequent and rare seismic events are not shown since they yield the same 
conclusions. 

For the same fundamental period, the deflection shape of upper-structure system does not 
affect the effectiveness of the seismic isolation. For the displacement-based response, the 
deflection shape of upper-structure will affect the response distribution along the building height, 
even when seismic isolation is used. For the upper-structure acceleration response, using seismic 
isolation can eliminate the difference in response due to different upper-structural systems. The    
horizontal displacement demand of the isolator is not much affected by upper-structural system 
type. 
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                          (a)                                                                                   (b) 

            
(c)                                                                              (d) 

 
Figure 5.29 Mean responses of seismically isolated case-study building comparing to the 

fixed-base case under the design-level (10% 50years exceedance level) seismic event: (a) 
maximum story drift ratio response; (b) maximum floor relative displacement response; (c) 

maximum normalized story shear response; and (d) peak floor acceleration response. 

5.6 CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 

This chapter investigated the effectiveness of using seismic isolation for a case-study tall building. 
Sensitivity studies were conducted to understand how changing isolator design parameters and 
upper-structure properties will affect response; a TFPB was used as the case-study isolator. 
Conclusions and findings are based on numerical analysis results using simplified model of a 
seismically isolated 30-story tall building considering different levels of seismic hazards. 

First, use of seismic isolation when upper-structure flexibility is similar to the isolation 
system can still achieve significant reduction in response, even for the case when upper-structure 
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fundamental period is slightly larger than isolation period. Reducing higher mode contributions by 
using isolation is an important factor to be considered for seismically isolated tall buildings. 

When considering the design of the isolator (TFPB), sliding surface radius or isolator 
period is the dominant factor affecting upper-structural response. Larger radius or isolator period 
will achieve smaller upper-structure response but larger isolator horizontal displacement demand, 
especially under the design-level or larger seismic event. 

The friction coefficients of isolator have a moderate effect on upper structural response. In 
the case of a TFPB, a smaller initial friction coefficient will effectively reduce upper-structure 
response under frequent earthquake events, especially for acceleration related responses. A larger 
third friction coefficient will reduce isolator horizontal displacement demand under rare seismic 
events; however, it does not have much effect on upper-structure response. The second friction 
coefficient does not have much effect on response. 

Upper-structure properties also have a moderate effect on the response of seismically 
isolated structures. The fundamental period of the upper-structure will affect the displacement-
related response. A smaller fundamental period or stiffer upper structure will result in a smaller 
drift response; however, a stiffer, stronger structure will not result in much benefit in reducing 
acceleration and force response if using seismic isolation. For a stiffer upper-structure, the isolator 
horizontal displacement will be larger, which results in a superior performance if using seismic 
isolation. The fundamental deflection shape of upper-structure will affect the response distribution 
shape of displacement-related responses when seismic isolation is used; however, it will not affect 
the acceleration response distribution and isolator displacement demand. 

Considering a preliminary design of a seismically isolated structure to reduce upper-
structure response and achieve the L1 performance objective, the design parameters of both the 
isolator and upper-structure need to be carefully selected. Following analysis results obtained 
herein, some general guidance can be derived, which are consistent with the findings in Chapter 
4. First, for reducing upper-structural response, the most effective design parameter to consider is 
isolator period or the sliding surface radius for sliding surface bearing. A larger isolator period or 
radius will effectively reduce upper-structural response under moderate to rare seismic events. 
Under frequent to moderate earthquake events, it is important to have a smooth horizontal shear-
deformation transition under small displacement range for isolator. For example, for the TFPB, 
selecting small initial friction coefficient can effectively reduce the response when considering 
small seismic events. The characteristic strength of the isolator or second and third friction 
coefficients of the TFPB will not largely affect upper-structural response, but they can be used as 
secondary parameters to further refine the response after primary design parameters are selected.  

When seismic isolation is used, the acceleration response of the upper-structure does not 
depend on how strong or stiff upper-structure is or what type of structural system is considered. 
With a stiffer upper-structure, the effectiveness of seismic isolation is improved due to the 
separation of the isolation period and upper-structure fundamental period. 

To control the isolator displacement demand in design, the most efficient way is to reduce 
the isolator period and increase strength of isolator. The change of upper-structure properties will 
not affect isolator horizontal displacement demand. The displacement demand of isolator versus a 
reduction of the upper-structure response is always a trade-off. A balance needs to be obtained in 
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preliminary design to achieve optimized performance of upper-structure with acceptable isolator 
displacement demand. 

The study discussed in this chapter used elastic simplified 2D stick model in OpenSees for 
the numerical analyses. For some loading cases under rare seismic events, yielding in the upper-
structure was expected due to stiffening of the TFPB. Therefore, a nonlinear upper-structure model 
is needed to better capture the behavior under rare seismic hazards. In some of the analysis cases, 
uplift of the TFPB due to the overturning effect might be expected. A more detailed model that 
captures 3D movement and uplifting behavior of isolator is suggested for future study. 
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6 Analysis of Seismically Isolated Nuclear 
Power Plant 

As discussed in Chapter 2, one objective of this dissertation work is to investigate how design 
parameters will affect the response of seismically isolated structures and to provide guidance on 
the preliminary design considering L1 performance objective. Chapter 4 considered a simplified 
SDOF model to investigate fundamental concepts and general conclusions for design of 
seismically isolated structures. Chapter 5 presented a case study of a seismically isolated tall 
building that represented an isolated building with a flexible upper-structure. Special attention was 
paid on how isolator design parameters and upper-structure properties affect the global response 
of upper-structure and isolator. Chapter 6 investigates a seismically isolated nuclear power plant 
(NPP) designed with a stiff upper-structure. Special attention will be paid on numerical 
investigations of how isolator types and hysteresis as well as ground-motion characteristics affect 
the upper-structure acceleration response spectrum. 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

As one of the most powerful and efficient power sources, nuclear energy is used in a wide variety 
of applications, and in light of recent shutdowns of NPPS, safety of these plants is a big concern. 
A key concern in the design and operation of NPPs is the structural safety and equipment integrity 
under seismic loading. The safety operation of NPPs not only considers the structural safety of the 
physical plant itself, but, more importantly, the integrity of the equipment, which is sensitive to 
floor accelerations and its stress intensity under seismic loading. The design goal for these plants 
is to minimize the response of the building and non-structural components—a challenging 
problem. 

As demonstrated in previous chapters, one of the most efficient methods to reduce 
structural response during earthquake loading is through the use of seismic isolation technology. 
A study of current practice reveals that isolation technology has not seen widespread use in the 
nuclear power industry (Wong et al. 2013). This chapter will consider an archetype NPP that 
incorporates seismic isolation technology as an integral part of its design strategy. Numerical 
simulations were conducted to investigate the behavior of a case-study NPP to investigate how 
isolator types and designs as well as ground-motion characteristics affect the global response of a 
seismically isolated NPP. 

The case study nuclear power plant considered in this chapter is based on the 1400 MW 
Advanced Power Reactor (APR1400) model. The seismic isolation system design of the APR1400 
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was developed by KEPCO E&C (Shao et al. 2016). A response history analysis (RHA) was 
performed using a 3D finite-element (FE) model of the APR1400 built in OpenSees. Note: the unit 
set used for interpretations of the results is in SI units. 

6.2 NUMERICAL MODEL AND GROUND MOTIONS USED 

6.2.1 Numerical Model of Upper Plant Structure 

6.2.1.1 Plant general description and geometry 

The FE analysis models for the case-study NPP was developed in OpenSees. The model was 
derived based on the Korean Advanced Power Reactor (APR1400) NPP design; see Figure 6.1 and 
Figure 6.2. The seismic isolation layout and design for the APR1400 power plant were developed 
by KEPCO E&C. The plant is supported on 486 seismic isolators. The main structural components 
of the upper-structure consist of the internal structure (INS), which is protected by the reactor 
containment building (RCB). The RCB is surrounded by the auxiliary complex building (AUX) 
structure. All of the superstructure components sit on a common nuclear island mat (also referred 
to as upper base mat), which is 10 m thick and almost square plan dimensions of 103.6 m (340 ft) 
 102.4 m (336 ft). The northeast and southeast corners have large cutouts of 54 m (178 ft)  9 m 
(30 ft). The center of the RCB is centered on the nuclear island mat in the north–south direction 
and is located 49.4 m (162 ft) from the outside of the west wall of the AUX. The outside diameter 
of the RCB is 51.3 m (168.3 ft). 

The model does not consider the moat wall and backfill, or the soil beneath the NPP. 
Furthermore, the lower base mat is assumed to behave rigidly and is thus ignored in this model. 
Hence, the 486 concrete pedestals supporting the isolators are directly modeled as being fixed 
base. The elevation at the base of the concrete pedestals (top of lower base mat) is 11.3 m (37 ft). 
The concrete pedestals have dimensions of 2.44  2.44  1.8 m (8.0  8.0  5.9 ft). The elevation 
at the top of the nuclear island mat is 16.8 m (55 ft) for the AUX and 23.8 m (78 ft) for the RCB. 
The ground level is located at 30 m (100 ft). The highest point of INS is located at an elevation of 
58.2 m (191 ft); the roof of AUX building is located at an elevation of 63.4 m (208 ft), and the top 
of the RCB dome is located at an elevation of 101 m (331.3 ft) (Shao et al. 2016). 
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Figure 6.1 Perspective overview of APR1400 nuclear power plant (IAEA, 2015). 

 
                                               (a)                                                            (b) 

Figure 6.2 Schematic view of APR1400 nuclear power plant: (a) side view and (b) plane view 
(IAEA, 2015). 

6.2.1.2 Material properties 

The strength, stiffness, and weight density of the reinforced concrete used to model the RCB, INS, 
AUX, and common base mat, are summarized in Table 6.1. For simplicity, the same amount of 
viscous damping (5%) anchored at the fundamental frequency of the RCB (3.7 Hz) was assigned 
to all structural components. A stiffness proportional damping model was used. 
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Table 6.1 Summary of material properties used in the model. 

 Strength Elastic 
Modulus 

Shear 
Modulus 

Poisson’s 
Ratio 

Weight 
Density 

RCB&INS concrete 
material 

41.4MPa 
(6ksi) 

30452 MPa 
(4417ksi) 

13014MPa 
(1887ksi) 0.17 23.56 KN/m3 

(150 pcf) 

AUX&MAT concrete 
material 

27.6MPa 
(4ksi) 

27771 MPa 
(4028ksi) 

11868MPa 
(1721ksi) 0.17 23.56 KN/m3 

(150 pcf) 

6.2.1.3 Upper plant numerical model 

The numerical model used for the analysis is a 3D model. Upper plant structures are represented 
by a simplified “stick” whereas floor masses are lumped along the stick. The lateral stiffness of 
each level is represented by the elastic beam element. For the AUX, the center-of-mass is not 
located at the geometric center; the locations of lumped mass are adjusted to better represent the 
global behavior of the plant structure. A common base mat is modeled using the solid element. 
The three upper-plant structures share the same base mat. The isolators are attached beneath the 
base mat. For the purpose of comparison, a fixed-base model was also considered for this analysis 
without seismic isolators. The fixed-base and seismically isolated models constructed in OpenSees 
are shown in Figure 6.3. 

 
                                              (a)                                                                 (b) 

Figure 6.3 The three-dimensional models used for numerical analysis in OpenSees: (a) fixed-
base plant model and (b) seismically isolated plant model. 

Although the original numerical model was developed in SAP2000 (IAEA, 2015), for the 
numerical analysis performed herein, the model was modified and converted to OpenSees. Modal 
analysis was conducted to compare modal information of the converted OpenSees model and the 
original SAP2000 model in order to verify the conversion. The modal information is summarized 
in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 below for the fixed-base case and base-isolated case. An agreement of 
modal frequencies was obtained with only minor differences for higher modes. 
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Table 6.2 Modal information comparison between converted OpenSees model and original 
SAP2000 model for the fixed-base APR1400 model. 

Mode F [Hz] 
SAP2000 

F [Hz] 
OpenSees 

Bldg. 
Comp. Direction 

1 3.710 3.710 RCB H1 translation 
2 3.715 3.714 RCB H2 translation 
3 5.648 5.647 AUX H2 translation 
4 6.049 6.048 AUX H1 translation 
5 7.273 7.272 AUX V rotation 
6 8.128 8.128 RCB V rotation 
7 9.875 9.873 INS H1 translation 
8 11.384 11.382 RCB V translation 
9 11.447 11.446 RCB H2 translation 

10 11.537 11.536 RCB H1 translation 
11 12.113 12.110 INS H2 translation 
12 12.972 12.971 AUX H2 translation 
13 14.166 14.165 AUX H1 translation 
14 14.567 14.560 AUX H1 translation 

Table 6.3 Modal information comparison between converted OpenSees model and original 
SAP2000 model for the base-isolated APR1400 model. 

Mode F [Hz] 
SAP2000 

F [Hz] 
OpenSees 

Bldg. 
Comp. Direction 

1 0.477 0.477 ISO H2 translation 
2 0.477 0.477 ISO H1 translation 
3 0.710 0.711 ISO V rotation 
4 3.546 3.539 RCB H2 translation 
5 3.572 3.546 RCB H1 translation 
6 6.998 7.023 AUX H2 translation 
7 7.484 7.521 AUX H1 translation 
8 7.947 7.969 ISO H1 translation 
9 8.753 8.762 ACB V rotation 

10 9.881 9.815 INS H1 translation 
11 10.644 10.448 RCB V translation 
12 11.070 11.111 RCB H2 translation 
13 11.545 11.584 RCB H1 translation 
14 11.651 11.633 INS H2 translation 

6.2.1.4 Numerical models of isolators 

This case study considered different types of seismic isolators in the analysis: (1) a lead-plug 
rubber bearing (LPRB); (2) the EradiQuake System Bearing (EQSB); and (3) the Triple Friction 
Pendulum Bearing (TFPB). Existing numerical models in OpenSees were modified and used in 
RHA. The numerical isolator model parameters were determined based on characterization tests; 
see Chapter 3. 
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6.2.1.4.1 Lead plug rubber bearing (LPRB) 

The LPRB considered for the numerical analysis was described in Chapter 3. The elastomeric 
bearing element developed in OpenSees is based on the Bouc–Wen model (Casciati, 1989) and 
used to represent the bi-directional horizontal shear behavior of the LPRB. The vertical behavior 
was represented by a multi-linear material model with associated equivalent damping value based 
on test results described in Chapter 3. The numerical isolator element provided the capability to 
model horizontal hysteresis with rounded corners, which resembled the behavior of an elastomeric 
bearing more closely than the simplified bilinear model. In addition, the stiffening behavior of the 
LPRB was included to capture the effects observed at large shear strains. 

The main input parameters for this model were yield strength of bearing Fy, initial stiffness 
of bearing Kinit, linear hardening parameter α1, nonlinear hardening parameter α2, and nonlinear 
hardening exponent µ. Other parameters of the Bouc–Wen model include two shape factors for 
the horizontal hysteresis loops (𝛽 and 𝛾). The two factors were set as 0.5 and 0.5, respectively. 

The parameters of the LPRB Bouc–Wen model used for analysis were calibrated using the 
characterization test results; see Chapter 3. The modal parameters values used for the analysis are 
summarized in Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4 Key parameters values for LPRB model in OpenSees. 

Kinit 
(KN/mm) Fy (KN) 

Linear 
hardening 

ratio α1 

Nonlinear 
hardening 

ratio α2 

Nonlinear 
hardening 

parameter µ 

Keff 
(KN/mm) 

𝜷 
(First 
shape 
factor) 

𝜸 
(Second 
shape 
factor) 

263.61 1387.85 1.76% 0.028% 4.78 12.67 0.5 0.5 

6.2.1.4.2 EradiQuake system bearing (EQSB) 

The EQSB consists of a flat PTFE-stainless-steel sliding interface and mass-regulator (MER) 
compression springs that provide the restoring force capability, see Chapter 3. An OpenSees 
bearing element was developed specifically to model the EQSB (Schellenberg et al. 2015); see 
Figure 6.4. This element was specifically developed to address the unique combination of a 
circular yield surface with a nonlinear-elastic spring capable of deformation hardening. A linear 
and a nonlinear hardening component were modeled to represent behavior of MER springs at large 
displacements. The model parameters of the EQSB were calibrated using the characterization test 
results; see Chapter 3. The numerical parameters values used for the analysis are summarized in 
Table 6.5. 
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                                   (a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 6.4 EQSB model in OpenSees: (a) scheme of the model and key parameters; and (b) 
Examples of horizontal hysteresis represented by the model (plots obtained from OpenSees wiki). 

Table 6.5 Key parameters values for EQSB model in OpenSees. 

Kinitial (KN/mm) muFast muSlow 
Linear 

hardening 
ratio 

Keff 
(KN/mm) 

470.70 0.15 0.10 0.02 19.83 

6.2.1.4.3 Triple Friction Pendulum Bearing (TFPB) 

The Triple Friction Pendulum Bearing (TFPB) was the third type of isolator considered. In the 
characterization test conducted in Chapter 3, the considered isolator was a newly developed TFPB. 
Compared to the traditional TFPB, it has the same horizontal shear behavior before stiffening starts 
at large horizontal displacement. The traditional TFPB has two stiffening stages before reaching 
the displacement capacity of the bearing. The rim at the edge of the bearing provides a sudden stop 
to prevent bearing from going beyond the displacement capacity; however, the shear strength 
provided by this traditional retainer rim is relative low. The newly developed TFPB has a different 
stiffening mechanism and specially designed retainer rim that provides more gradual stiffening 
behavior and a larger horizontal shear strength. Greater energy dissipation capacity under extreme 
horizontal displacement due to the unique stiffening mechanism is expected as a result of this re-
design. The hysteresis behavior and test results for this newly developed TFPB were discussed in 
Chapter 3. The numerical analysis presented in this chapter considered the traditional TFPB. 
Currently, there is no available model in OpenSees that captures the unique behavior of the newly 
developed TFPB. Considering the ground-motion intensity used in the analysis, the existing TFPB 
model to represent the newly developed TFPB is reasonable and will not introduce much 
difference in the response. The parameters of the TFPB model were calibrated using 
characterization test results presented in Chapter 3. The key parameters values for the analysis 
were summarized in Table 6.6. 
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Table 6.6 Key parameters values for TFPB model in OpenSees. 

mu1Fast mu1Slow mu2Fast mu2Slow mu3Fast mu3Slow L1 (mm) L2 (mm) L3 (mm) 
Keff 

(KN/mm) 

0.025 0.025 0.115 0.077 0.115 0.077 533 3670 3670 189 

6.2.2 Ground Motion used for Analysis 

Ground-motion ensembles containing a fairly large number of records are essential when 
performing meaningful studies because of the possible dispersion of responses due to individual 
ground-motion characteristics. The ground-motion records used for this part of the analysis were 
similar to those introduced in Chapter 4. Regulatory Guidelines issued by the US Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) (NRC 2014) has been used to define the target response spectra 
in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The target response spectra were scaled to a PGA of 
0.5g. Based on the target spectra, two ground motion sets were developed including a dispersion 
appropriate set and single-damping spectrally matched set. The analyses in Chapter 4 only used 
dispersion-appropriate ground motions. The study conducted in this chapter used both sets of 
ground motions. In addition, a single spectrally matched motion was also developed, known as 
IAEA spectrally matched motion, as a reference. For the design-level event, the ground motion 
and target spectra were anchored at PGA of 0.5g. For this study, a beyond-design-level seismic 
event was also considered. For this purpose, the ground motions developed for design-level event 
were scaled by a factor of 1.67. 

6.2.2.1 Dispersion-appropriate set based on NRC target spectrum 

To quantify probabilistic performance measures with a high level of confidence, it is essential to 
correctly characterize the dispersion of ground motions and the dispersion of the resulting 
structural responses. The NRC dispersion-appropriate ground-motion set consisted of 20 three-
component ground motions (Schellenberg et al. 2015). The individual and mean pseudo-
acceleration and displacement spectra for the 20 dispersion-appropriate ground-motion records 
selected are shown in Figure 6.5. A large dispersion of responses can be obtained using this 
ground-motion set since the ground motion uncertainty was not suppressed in the selection 
process. The vertical target spectrum was derived based on the horizontal target spectrum. The 
ratio between the vertical target response spectrum and the horizontal target spectrum varied with 
frequency. Ratio V/H = 1.0 was used at high frequencies above the constant acceleration corner 
frequency of 4.6 Hz and then dropped to V/H = 2/3 at low frequencies below the constant velocity 
corner frequency of 0.56 Hz (Schellenberg et al. 2015). The ratio varies linearly between 0.56 Hz 
and 4.6 Hz. 

Note: the same scaling factor was used for the horizontal and vertical records. This was 
done to preserve the underlying physics governing the motions. Due to this change of ratio between 
horizontal and vertical target spectra with frequency, the mean spectra for the selected vertical 
ground motions were lower compared to the vertical target spectrum in 1–10 Hz range; however, 
increasing the scale factor will increase other parts of the spectrum. The analysis used the original 
selected vertical ground motions with same scale factor as for the horizontal motions. 
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                                        (a)                                                                                   (b) 

Figure 6.5 (a) Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) pseudo-acceleration response spectra; 
and (b) horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) displacement response spectra for the set of 20 

dispersion-appropriate motions selected to match the 5% damped USNRC RG1.60 target spectrum 
with a PGA = 0.5g in an average sense over the frequency range from 0.25–20 Hz. 

6.2.2.2 Single damping spectrally matched set based on NRC target spectrum 

Another ground-motion set frequently used in the analysis of nuclear facilities is the spectrally 
matched ground-motion set. The objective for using the spectrally matched ground motions is to 
quickly obtain an estimation of mean response with fewer analyses. The ground motion is not only 
scaled to fit the target spectrum; a special fitting process was conducted that may change the 
frequency content of the record. As a result, it can match the smooth target spectrum tightly. 
Whether the use of spectral compatible motions is conservative compared to using dispersion 
appropriate ground motions for nonlinear RHA needs to be investigated. For this study, it used the 
spectrally matched motion set for comparison with analyses conducted under the NRC dispersion-
appropriate ground-motion set. The comparison of target response spectra and the mean spectra 
for selected ground motion of NRC single-damping spectrally matched set is shown in Figure 6.6 
where the selected ground motions match the target spectra well. 
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                                        (a)                                                                               (b) 

Figure 6.6 (a) Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) pseudo-acceleration response spectra; 
and (b) horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) displacement response spectra for the set of 20 

single-damping spectral-matched motions given the USNRC RG1.60 target spectrum with a PGA = 
0.5g matched over the frequency range from 0.25 Hz–20 Hz. 

6.2.2.3 IAEA-spectrally matched motion 

An additional ground-motion record was selected and used as a reference motion besides the two 
ground-motion sets discussed above. The record was selected and spectrally matched to the US-
NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60 target spectrum discussed above. This individual ground-motion 
record—which contains three components—has been denoted as “IAEA-spectrally matched” 
motion. The spectrum matching results of this motion are summarized in Figure 6.7 for the 
horizontal H1 direction and vertical direction. 
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                                        (a)                                                                               (b) 

Figure 6.7 Ground motion record of IAEA-spectrally matched motion: (a) horizontal H1 
pseudo-acceleration response spectra and time history; and (b) vertical pseudo-acceleration 

response spectra and time history. 

6.3 ANALYSES CASES CONSIDERED FOR THIS STUDY 

This study focuses on evaluating effectiveness of seismic isolation for an archetype seismically 
isolated NPP considering three types of isolators (LPRB, EQSB, and TFPB). Numerical parametric 
studies were conducted to investigate how each type and isolator design would affect structural 
response. Seismic loading intensities considered were the design-level event (corresponding to 
PGA 0.5g) and beyond-design -level event (1.67 times the design-level event). For design-level 
ground motions, two different sets were used. One was the NRC dispersion-appropriate ground-
motion set, the other was the NRC spectrally-matched ground-motion set. For evaluation of 
response under beyond-design-level ground motion, only the LPRB was considered with the 
dispersion-appropriate ground-motion set. The ground motion inputs for the RHA contained three 
components. The numerical analysis cases in this chapter are summarized in Table 6.7. Besides 
those cases using seismic isolation, the fixed-base structure was also considered for comparison. 

 

 

 

Table 6.7 Numerical analyses cases considered for study on seismically isolated nuclear 
power plant. 

Desgn Level (PGA 0.5g) Fixed Base 
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NRC Dispersion-appropriate 
set 

Base isolated-LPRB 

Base isolated-EQSB 

Base isolated-TFPB 

NRC Spectrum Matched 
motion set 

Fixed Base 

Base isolated-LPRB 

Base isolated-EQSB 

Base isolated-TFPB 

Beyond Design Level 
(1.67 Design level) 

NRC Dispersion-appropriate 
set 

Fixed Base 

Base isolated-LPRB 

6.4 RESULTS OF NUMERICAL ANALYSES UNDER DESIGN-LEVEL SEISMIC 
EVENT 

The numerical analysis results under the design-level seismic events will be discussed first. Upper-
plant displacement response, floor acceleration spectra response, and isolator response were 
recorded and compared. The effect of different types of isolators as well as ground-motion 
characteristics were investigated. The analysis results are interpreted using SI units (KN and mm), 
however, the height and geometry of the model are interpreted using English units (ft). 

6.4.1 Responses under NRC Dispersion Appropriate Ground-Motion Set 

Analysis results under the NRC dispersion-appropriate ground motion set are discussed first. Large 
dispersion of responses was observed within the ground-motion set; the 50th percentile (median) 
responses are shown. For the dynamic response parameters, attention is focused on investigating 
the floor pseudo-acceleration spectra and isolator response. For the upper-plant response, the RCB, 
AUX, and INS were considered. 

6.4.1.1 Upper-plant displacement response 

The upper plant horizontal displacement shapes (vector norm for the two horizontal directions) are 
shown in Figure 6.8 for the RCB, AUX, and INS. The relative displacements within the upper 
structure are small, even for the fixed-base case. Note that the design of the upper-structure is quite 
stiff. Damage and failure associated with drift-related responses might not control the design. The 
largest relative displacement response amplitude for the fixed-base case occurs at the top level, 
which is around 50 mm relative to ground movement.  

For the case with seismic isolation, the isolator will take most of the lateral displacement 
demand, which is shown by the horizontal shift of the displacement shape along the height of the 
building, further reducing displacement through the use of seismic isolation. If we compare the 
horizontal displacement of the three types of isolators, the TFPB has a much larger response, 
around twice the displacement demand of the LPRB and EQSB. 
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                                          (a)                                                                                   (b) 
 
 

 
(c) 

Figure 6.8 Median-level maximum floor relative displacement shapes under NRC dispersion-
appropriate set of PGA 0.5g: (a) the reactor containment building; (b) the auxiliary building; and 

(c) the internal structure. 

6.4.1.2 Floor pseudo-acceleration response spectrum 

6.4.1.2.1 Horizontal floor spectra responses 

The floor pseudo-acceleration response spectrum represents amplitudes of responses for a SDOF 
system of given period and damping. It is considered as an important response parameter for design 
and operation of a NPP since the equipment critical state is directly related to acceleration spectrum 
responses. The response of the RCB is shown in Figure 6.9 at different elevations (78 ft, 156 ft, 
and 333 ft). The response of the fixed-base case as well as three base-isolated cases are shown 
together in the plot. A large reduction in the horizontal floor spectrum response relative to the 
fixed-base case can be achieved using seismic isolation over a broad range of frequency on the 
spectrum. In the low-frequency range (< 1 Hz), which corresponds to the dominant frequency of 
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isolator, the base-isolated cases have a slightly larger response compared to the fixed-base case. 
The amplitudes of the response at this frequency range are much smaller compared to higher 
frequency ranges (> 1 Hz). For the frequency range larger than 1 Hz, the reduction of horizontal 
floor spectrum response using seismic isolation is significant. 

 
     (a) 

 

 
 

     (b) 
 

 
     (c) 

Figure 6.9 5% damping, median horizontal pseudo-acceleration response spectrum of reactor 
containment building under the NRC dispersion ground-motion set of PGA 0.5g: (a) elevation = 55 

ft; (b) elevation = 156 ft; and (c) elevation = 333 ft. 

The higher elevation locations exhibited a much larger response near the fundamental 
frequency of the upper-structure as can be seen by comparing Figure 6.9(a), (b) and (c). The 
response at higher elevations are affected more by the modal characteristics of the upper-structure 
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because the response around fundamental frequency of the upper-structure will be amplified as 
vibration waves propagate to higher locations. The highest peak on the floor response spectra is 
located around the fundamental frequency of the RCB. Using seismic isolation can effectively 
lower the peak; however, for higher elevations, the peak for the base isolated case is still 
pronounced. 

Different types of isolators result in different results in reducing floor spectrum response; 
the TFPB is more effective compared to the LPRB and EQSB. The EQSB is the most ineffective 
since it has larger horizontal stiffness and does not move much during the seismic loading 
considered. For floor spectrum response at higher elevations as shown in Figure 6.9 (b) and (c), 
the relative reduction effect using seismic isolation comparing to fixed-base case is more 
significant because the fixed-base response is more amplified than the seismically isolated case at 
higher elevations. 

The horizontal floor spectra for all seismically isolated cases peak at around 7–10 Hz, even 
at base elevation. This peak response is due to horizontal-vertical coupling of the isolator. For 
friction-type bearing (i.e., the EQSB and TFPB), the coupling is due to dependency of horizontal 
friction force on vertical axial force. For the LPRB, this coupling is due to dependency horizontal 
geometric stiffness on the axial force. With vertical ground-motion input, high-frequency axial 
force fluctuation is introduced. The horizontal-vertical coupling results in similar high-frequency 
fluctuations of the isolator horizontal shear force. Therefore, a peak at around the isolator’s vertical 
frequency (7-10 Hz) is observed of the horizontal floor spectra for all base-isolated cases. Since 
soil-structure interaction is not considered in the analysis model, the coupling effect might be less 
pronounced in reality due to the flexibility of soil in vertical direction. 

 

Figure 6.10 Isolator horizontal shear force time history comparison under 3D ground-motion 
input and two horizontal dimensional ground-motion inputs. Responses under GM13 for TFPB are 

shown. 

To better show the coupling effect, Figure 6.10 compares the TFPB horizontal shear force 
time history responses with and without vertical ground motion input. If the vertical input is 
included, high-frequency fluctuations of horizontal shear occurs. The horizontal friction force is 
calculated based on instantaneous pressure on the bearing. Under vertical ground motion input, the 
pressure on TFPB fluctuates with high-frequency, which results in high-frequency response of 
horizontal shear force as shown in the figure. The same issue exists for the EQSB. For the LPRB, 
although the horizontal force is not directly coupled through pressure on the bearing, theoretically 
this issue still exists. Because of significant geometric nonlinearity effects, as the LPRB undergoes 
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large lateral displacements, a horizontal force is generated, which is related to the product of 
applied axial load and lateral displacement and is inversely related to the height of the bearing. 
However, in the LPRB model used for the analyses, geometric stiffness is accounted by imposing 
additional P-delta moments onto the two isolator end nodes in the model; therefore, horizontal 
stiffness will not be directly affected by axial load in this model. The two friction-type isolators 
(i.e., the EQSB and TFPB) tend to have higher horizontal floor spectral peaks due to the coupling 
effect than the LPRB, however, the TFPB will lead to substantially lower horizontal floor spectral 
responses than the other two bearings outside this frequency range. 

The response of the AUX and the INS are shown in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 below. 
The response reduction effect is pronounced for a wide frequency range by using seismic isolation. 
Around a similar frequency range, large peaks on horizontal floor spectra for the base isolated-
case due to horizontal-vertical coupling is observed. Since the fundamental frequencies of the 
AUX and INS are close to the peak due to horizontal-vertical coupling discussed above, the 
original two peaks have merged together. Only one predominant peak is observed on horizontal 
floor spectra at the high-frequency range (5-10 Hz) for the AUX and INS. 

Overall, using seismic isolation can significantly reduce upper-plant horizontal response; 
this is especially for the floor acceleration spectra response. A substantial reduction can be 
achieved for a wide-frequency range greater than 1 Hz. If we comparing the response with different 
isolators, the TFPB has much better response reduction effect comparing to other types of bearing, 
especially for the horizontal floor spectra response in the 1–5 Hz range. For higher frequency range 
(> 10 Hz), the LPRB and TFPB will have similar response reduction effect, both of which are 
significantly better than the EQSB. 

 
 

  (a) 
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     (b) 
 

 
 

    (c) 

Figure 6.11 5% damping, median horizontal pseudo-acceleration response spectrum of 
auxiliary building under NRC dispersion ground motion set of PGA 0.5g: (a) elevation = 55 ft; 

elevation = 156 ft; and (c) elevation = 208 ft. 

 
 

       (a)  
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(b) 
 

 
(c) 

Figure 6.12 5% damping, median horizontal pseudo-acceleration response spectrum of 
internal structure under NRC dispersion ground motion set of PGA 0.5g: (a) elevation = 78 ft; (b) 

elevation = 156 ft; and (c) elevation = 191 ft. 

6.4.1.2.2 Vertical floor spectra responses 

The vertical floor acceleration response is as important as the horizontal response when 
considering the design and operation of a NPP. Vertical floor acceleration spectra of the RCB, 
AUX, and INS have been investigated. The response of the RCB at different elevations is shown 
in Figure 6.13. Based on the analysis results, vertical floor spectra are amplified using seismic 
isolation comparing to the fixed-base case; the amplification occurs in the high-frequency range 
(around 3–10 Hz) because the vertical stiffness of the isolator is in the same range as that of the 
upper-structure, For the vertical floor spectra, the responses of the base-isolated cases and fixed-
base case are similar in the low-frequency range (< 3Hz). 

The vertical frequency of the fixed-base structure is slightly higher than 10 Hz, which is 
indicated by the peak noted on the vertical floor spectra. As discussed in Chapter 3, the TFPB and 
LPRB have a similar vertical tangent stiffness, while EQSB is comparatively more flexible 
vertically. Therefore, the peaks on vertical floor spectra considering different isolators sit at 
different frequency locations. As shown in Figure 6.13 for the EQSB, the peak is around 7.5 Hz; 
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for LPRB and TFPB, the peaks are around 9 Hz. The amplified vertical response spectra response 
when horizontal seismic isolation is used depends on the vertical stiffness of isolator. 

Comparing the response at different elevations, larger responses were observed (similar to 
the trend for horizontal acceleration responses) at higher floor elevations. At the base, where the 
dynamic response characteristics of upper-structure do not have much contribution, the response 
of those cases using the TFPB and LPRB were slightly lower than the EQSB. As the elevation 
increased, the peak amplitudes of cases using the TFPB and LPRB became larger than that for the 
EQSB. Since the vertical frequency of TFPB and LPRB are closer to that of upper-structure, the 
amplification effect is more pronounced when at higher elevations. 

Because the dynamic characteristics of the structural system were simplified in the 
numerical analysis model, flexibility of the soil domain, more accurate modeling of vertical 
stiffness of the foundation mats, pedestals and superstructure will likely have a significant effect 
on the overall dynamic response in the vertical direction. Thus, a refined analysis with more 
realistic models are needed to further investigate the vertical response of seismically isolated 
structures. 

For the AUX and INS, the responses are shown in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15, showing 
similar trends as was observed as for the RCB. The peak response amplitude is smaller since the 
heights of these two structures are lower than the RCB. Because this is related to the vertical 
stiffness of isolators and buildings, which are the same for all cases, the peaks on vertical floor 
spectra occur at a similar frequency range for the different buildings and elevations. 

 
 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

 
(c) 

Figure 6.13 5% damping, median vertical pseudo-acceleration response spectrum of reactor 
containment building under NRC dispersion ground motion set of PGA 0.5g: (a) elevation = 55 ft; 

(b) elevation = 156 ft; and (c) elevation = 333 ft. 

 
 

    (a)                                                                                         

 
                                                                               (b) 
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(c) 

Figure 6.14 5% damping, median vertical pseudo-acceleration response spectrum of auxiliary 
building under NRC dispersion ground motion set of PGA 0.5g: (a) elevation = 55 ft; (b) elevation = 

156 ft; and (c) elevation = 208 ft. 

 

  (a)                                       

           
   (b)                                       
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(c) 

Figure 6.15 5% damping, median vertical pseudo-acceleration response spectrum of internal 
structure under NRC dispersion ground motion set of PGA 0.5g: (a) elevation = 78 ft; (b) elevation 

= 156 ft; and (c) elevation = 191 ft. 

6.4.1.3 Isolator responses 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 6.16 Isolator response in horizontal as well as axial direction for GM12 of NRC 
dispersion set PGA 0.5g motions. The response of different types of bearings are plotted together: 

(a) bearing hysteresis with actual horizontal shear force; and (b) bearing hysteresis with 
normalized horizontal shear. 

Isolator response is compared and shown in Figure 6.16 under a representative ground-
motion record (GM12). The horizontal displacement demand of the LPRB and EQSB are similar, 
while horizontal displacement demand for the TFPB is significantly larger since TFPB has much 
lower shear strength. The horizontal shear hysteretic behavior shown in Figure 6.16 exhibits a 
significant jagged response. Since the analysis was conducted considering three components of 
ground-motion input, the response of the bearing in one horizontal direction is strongly affected 
by the response in the orthogonal directions. For the two friction type bearings (i.e., the EQSB and 
TFPB), the high-frequency fluctuation of axial force results in substantial fluctuation of the 
horizontal shear behavior through a vertical-horizontal coupling effect. This can be further 
displayed by comparing plot (a) and (b) of Figure 6.16. In Figure 6.16(b), the horizontal shear 
force is normalized by the instantaneous axial load acting on the bearing, whereas Figure 6.16(a) 
plots the actual shear force amplitude. The horizontal shear hysteretic loops are much smoother 
for the normalized case in plot (b). For the LPRB, since the horizontal shear is not directly affected 
by axial loading in the model, the hysteretic behavior is much smoother compared to other two 
types of friction bearings. The high-frequency fluctuations of the horizontal shear behavior have a 
significant impact on horizontal floor spectrum response as noted earlier. The axial hysteresis 
behavior of the three bearings are similar: the LPRB and TFPB has similar stabilized axial 
compression stiffness, while the EQSB exhibits a more flexible axial behavior. 

The isolator horizontal displacement demand differs greatly under different ground-motion 
input. The maximum horizontal isolator displacements shown in Figure 6.17 subjected to GM13 
of the NRC dispersion-appropriate ground-motion set are about twice as the displacement demand 
subjected to GM12 (Figure 6.16). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6.17 Isolator response in horizontal as well as axial direction for GM13 of NRC 
dispersion set PGA 0.5g motions. The response of different types of bearings are plotted together: 

(a) bearing hysteresis with actual horizontal shear force; and (b) bearing hysteresis with 
normalized horizontal shear. 

Under seismic loadings, overturning effect of base mat is expected, which introduces 
tension and compression force into individual isolator specimen beneath the base mat. The spatial 
tension force distribution of all isolators for the LPRB case is shown in Figure 6.18. Results shown 
are maximum tension force experienced by each isolator during GM18. Note that although several 
isolators at southeast corner developed maximum tension force around 500 KN, no tension 
developed due to the overturning effect for most isolators in the isolator plane. 
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Figure 6.18 Isolator maximum tension force spatial distribution under GM18 of NRC dispersion 
set PGA 0.5g motion. The response considering the LPRB is shown. 

6.4.1.4 Summary 

In summary, an evaluation of the median response under the NRC dispersion-appropriate ground-
motion set concluded that seismic isolation is very effective in reducing the horizontal acceleration 
and drift response of the upper-structure. For different types and designs of the seismic isolators 
considered, the reduction in response is different. The TFPB reduces the upper-structural 
horizontal response markedly better than the other two isolators; however, it exhibits a much larger 
horizontal deformation demand as a trade-off because the design of the TFPB can achieve low 
horizontal shear strength with low horizontal stiffness compared to other two types of isolators. 
The major task for designers is to find the balance point between large isolator horizontal 
displacement demand and smaller upper-structural response. Regarding minimizing damage of 
upper-structure, the most efficient solution is to lower the strength and horizontal stiffness of 
isolator. This can be achieved not only by using the TFPB but any type of isolator as long as correct 
properties are assigned. 

Note, if vertical ground motion input is considered, strong vertical-horizontal coupling 
behavior of an isolator will introduce a large response on the horizontal floor acceleration spectra 
at high frequency ragne. The coupling effect is more significant for sliding type isolators, such as 
the TFPB and EQSB considered in the study. 

Isolator horizontal displacement demand varies from one earthquake record to another. 
Although seismic isolation can control reasonably well the forces developed in upper-structure, 
considerable uncertainty exists considering displacement demands of isolators. For some ground-
motion records considered herein, tension in the isolator due to overturning effect occurred for a 
portion of isolators at corner locations. 

Use of a horizontal seismic isolation system can amplify vertical response compared to the 
fixed-base case. This effect is more significant where vertical frequency of isolator is close to the 
vertical frequency of the upper-structure where there is considerable energy content in the vertical 
component of ground motion. 
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6.4.2 Responses under Different Ground-Motion Sets 

The previous section investigates the response of a seismically isolated NPP considering different 
types of seismic isolators subjected to the NRC dispersion-appropriate ground-motion set. In this 
section, special attention is paid to compare the response under different ground-motion sets. For 
the study, two ground-motion sets were generated based on same target spectrum. The response 
under the NRC spectrally-matched set and NRC dispersion appropriate set are compared to the 
response under the reference IAEA spectrally matched motion. Not only median response but also 
distribution of response within each ground-motion set will be discussed. 

6.4.2.1 Isolator responses comparison 

Peak isolator horizontal displacement demands are compared in Figure 6.19. The peak bearing 
horizontal displacements under the dispersion-appropriate set has a much larger dispersion 
compared to the spectrally matched set. The variability of isolator displacement is from 100–600 
mm for the dispersion-appropriate motion set and only 100–300 mm for the spectrally matched 
motion set. The standard deviations of isolator maximum horizontal displacement demand 
distribution under the two motion sets are shown in Figure 6.20. The standard deviation value of 
response using NRC dispersion appropriate ground set is around 150 mm, which is more than 50% 
of the median-level response. For the spectrally matched set, the standard deviation is only around 
50 mm, around 25% of the median-level response.  

The main reason for using the spectrally-matched motion to perform the RHA is to obtain 
an estimate of the average or median responses with fewer analysis runs; based on the analysis 
results shown in Figure 6.19, the median responses using spectrally matched and dispersion-
appropriate motions are different. The median maximum bearing displacement demand obtained 
using dispersion appropriate ground motion is 277 mm, while for spectrally-matched motion the 
median response is 30% smaller, only 194 mm. For 84th-percentile response, it would be almost 
twice under the dispersion-appropriate set compared to the spectrally-matched set. Note the 
average elastic response spectrum for the two sets are almost identical in the frequency range of 
interest. For reference, the individual IAEA spectrally matched record results in a 222-mm isolator 
displacement demand. 

Therefore, estimating peak isolator horizontal displacement using spectrally-matched 
motion will result in significantly smaller median response even though the individual motion in 
the spectrally matched set matches the target elastic spectrum well. Because the isolator exhibits 
highly nonlinear behavior, the peaks and troughs on ground-motion spectra have a significant 
effect on response. By spectrally matching the smooth target spectrum, the ground-motion record 
frequency content has been changed to eliminate the peaks and troughs. In reality, individual 
ground-motion records will maintain their peaks and troughs of spectral response. Therefore, the 
dispersion-appropriate motion will represent more closely actual ground motions potentially 
occurring at the site. Using spectral-matched motion to estimate average or median responses of 
isolator horizontal displacement demand might lead to unconservative results. 
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                         (a)                                                                                  (b) 

Figure 6.19 Comparison of bearing displacement demand distribution. The response 
distribution under NRC dispersion set, NRC spectrally matched set, and IAEA spectrally matched 

motion under PGA 0.5g level is shown: (a) isolator at southwest corner and (b) isolator at 
northeast corner. 

 

Figure 6.20 Comparison of standard deviation of maximum bearing displacement demand 
distribution under the NRC dispersion-appropriate set and NRC spectrally matched motion set of 

PGA 0.5g. Different bearing locations are considered. 

6.4.2.2 Upper-structure displacement responses comparison 

For upper-structural response, the maximum relative horizontal displacement at different 
elevations of the RCB, AUX, and INS are shown in Figure 6.21, Figure 6.22 and Figure 6.23, 
respectively. The response variability under the NRC dispersion-appropriate set is much higher. 
The median-level response amplitude under the NRC dispersion set is higher than the median-
level response under the NRC spectrally matched ground-motion set. 
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The relative displacement of the upper-structure consists of isolator horizontal 
displacement and deformation within the upper-structure. Because isolation system absorbs most 
of the horizontal displacement demand, the median response amplitudes as well as distribution of 
response for the floor displacement shown in Figure 6.21, Figure 6.22, and Figure 6.23 are similar 
compared to isolator displacement response discussed above. 

 

                (a)                                                                                (b) 

 

 
 

(c) 
 

Figure 6.21 Comparison of floor displacement demand distribution of reactor containment 
building. The response distribution under the NRC dispersion set, NRC spectrally matched set, 

and IAEA spectrally matched motion under PGA 0.5g level is shown: (a) elevation = 78 ft; (b) 
elevation = 156 ft; and (c) elevation = 333 ft. 
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                                       (a)                                                                                 (b) 

 
 

(c) 

Figure 6.22 Comparison of floor displacement demand distribution of the auxiliary building. 
The response distribution under the NRC dispersion set, NRC spectrally matched set, and IAEA 

spectrally matched motion under PGA 0.5g level is shown: (a) elevation = 55 ft; (b) elevation = 156 
ft; and (c) elevation = 208 ft. 
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                             (a)                                                                                  (b) 

 
 

(c) 

Figure 6.23 Comparison of floor displacement demand distribution of internal structure. The 
response distribution under NRC dispersion set, NRC spectrally matched set, and IAEA spectrally 
matched motion under PGA 0.5g level are shown: (a) elevation = 78 ft; (b) elevation = 156 ft; and 

(c) elevation = 191 ft. 

6.4.2.3 Upper-structure acceleration responses comparison 

6.4.2.3.1 Horizontal acceleration response 

The peak horizontal floor acceleration response of the upper-structure has been investigated 
subjected to different ground-motion sets. The response distributions for three elevation levels for 
the RCB, AUX, and INS are shown in Figure 6.24, Figure 6.25, and Figure 6.26, respectively. As 
shown for plot (a) in each figure, for the base elevation the response under the dispersion-
appropriate ground-motion set has larger variability comparing to spectrally matched ground-
motion set. The median peak acceleration response is larger under the dispersion-appropriate set 
compared to the spectrally matched set; however, this difference is smaller compared to the 
displacement response discussed above.  

The acceleration response distribution under the spectrally matched ground-motion set is 
dependent on elevation. At the top of each building, as shown in plot (c), the variability in response 
under the dispersion-appropriate ground-motion set and spectrally matched ground-motion set are 
similar. The median response calculated using the two ground-motion sets are also similar. For 
some cases, the median response under the spectrally matched set is even larger than the 
dispersion-appropriate set at high elevations. The spectrally-matched motion is perfectly matched 
to the smooth target spectrum for a majority of frequency range under consideration; however, at 
higher frequency range, dispersions exist for the spectrally-matched ground motion. The 
acceleration response at higher elevation is more affected by the high-frequency modal 
contribution from the upper-structure. Therefore, the floor acceleration response at higher 
elevations exhibits a larger dispersion under the spectrally matched motion. 
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Comparisons of standard deviation of peak floor acceleration response distributions are 
shown in Figure 6.27 RCB (a), AUX (b), and INS (c). In general, the dispersion-appropriate set 
has a larger standard deviation compared to the spectrally matched set, especially at lower 
elevations. At higher elevations, the standard deviation of responses under the two ground motions 
sets becomes closer. 

 

                             (a)                                                                                (b) 

 
(c)                                                                          

Figure 6.24 Comparison of floor peak acceleration demand distribution of the reactor 
containment building. The response distribution under the NRC dispersion set, NRC spectrally 

matched set, and IAEA spectrally matched motion under PGA 0.5g level is shown: (a) elevation = 
78 ft; (b) elevation = 156 ft; and (c) elevation = 333 ft. 
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                          (a)                                                                             (b) 

 
(c)                                                                          

Figure 6.25 Comparison of the floor peak acceleration demand distribution of the auxiliary 
building. The response distribution under the NRC dispersion set, NRC spectrally matched set, 

and IAEA spectrally matched motion under PGA 0.5g level is shown: (a) elevation = 55 ft; (b) 
elevation = 156 ft; and (c) elevation = 208 ft. 

 

                           (a)                                                                             (b) 
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(c) 

Figure 6.26 Comparison of the floor peak acceleration demand distribution of the internal 
structure. The response distribution under the NRC dispersion set, NRC spectrally matched set, 

and IAEA spectrally matched motion under PGA 0.5g level is shown: (a) elevation = 78 ft; (b) 
elevation = 156 ft; and (c) elevation = 191 ft. 

 

                                (a)                                                                             (b) 
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(c) 

Figure 6.27 Comparison of standard deviation of the horizontal peak floor acceleration 
distribution under the NRC dispersion-appropriate set and NRC spectrally matched motion set of 
design-level PGA (0.5g). Different levels indicate different elevations. Level 1 is the ground level, 

Level 4 is top level: (a) reactor containment building; (b) auxiliary building; and (c) internal 
structure. 

6.4.2.3.2 Vertical acceleration response 

The vertical floor acceleration response under different ground-motion sets has been investigated. 
As discussed in Section 6.2.2, the mean response spectral values of selected ground motions in the 
dispersion-set are smaller than the target vertical spectrum for frequency range around 1 Hz. For 
spectrally-matched motions, they have been modified to match the vertical target spectra tightly, 
including frequency range around 1 Hz. The spectrally matched motions will have greater input in 
the vertical direction than the dispersion-appropriate motions. Therefore, the vertical acceleration 
response under the spectrally-matched motion set is larger compared to the response under the 
dispersion-appropriate motion set; see Figure 6.28, Figure 6.29, and Figure 6.30 for vertical 
acceleration response distributions at different elevations of different upper-plant structures. 

The variability of response under the dispersion-appropriate set is much larger compared 
to the spectrally-matched ground-motion set even though the median response amplitude is 
smaller. Considering higher percentile responses, the dispersion appropriate set might have larger 
responses due to its larger response dispersion. The response distributions of vertical peak floor 
acceleration within each ground-motion set are similar for different buildings. 

The standard deviation of the vertical acceleration response distribution is shown in Figure 
6.31 for the RCB (a), AUX (b), and the INS (c). The dispersion-appropriate set exhibits a much 
higher standard deviation compared to the spectrally matched set. Comparing the response at 
different elevations demonstrates that the variability of responses is slightly larger at higher 
elevations. The relative amplitude of the response distribution standard deviation under the 
dispersion-appropriate and spectral-matched set remains similar at different elevations. 

 

                                (a)                                                                              (b) 
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(c) 

Figure 6.28 Comparison of the vertical peak floor acceleration distribution of the reactor 
containment building. The response distribution under the NRC dispersion set, NRC spectrally 

matched set, and IAEA spectrally matched motion under PGA 0.5g level is shown: (a) elevation = 
78 ft; (b) elevation = 156 ft; and (c) elevation = 333 ft. 

 

                            (a)                                                                              (b) 
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(c) 

Figure 6.29 Comparison of the vertical peak floor acceleration distribution of the auxiliary 
building. The response distribution under NRC dispersion set, NRC spectrally matched set, and 

IAEA spectrally matched motion under PGA 0.5g level is shown: (a) elevation = 55 ft; (b) elevation 
= 156 ft; and (c) elevation = 208 ft. 

 

                            (a)                                                                             (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6.30 Comparison of the vertical peak floor acceleration distribution the internal 
structure. The response distribution under the NRC dispersion set, NRC spectrally matched set, 

and IAEA spectrally matched motion under PGA 0.5g level is shown: (a) elevation = 78 ft; (b) 
elevation = 156 ft; and (c) elevation = 191 ft. 
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                            (a)                                                                                  (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6.31 Comparison of the standard deviation of the vertical peak floor acceleration 
distribution under the NRC dispersion-appropriate set and NRC spectrally matched motion set of 

design-level PGA (0.5g). Different levels indicate the different elevations considered. Level 1 is the 
ground level, and Level 4 is the top level: (a) reactor containment building; (b) auxiliary building; 

and (c) internal structure. 

6.4.2.4 Summary 

This section reported the response of the seismically isolated NPP to the dispersion-appropriate 
and spectrally matched ground-motion sets. Due to the different selection and scaling processes of 
the ground-motion record, the analyses using dispersion appropriate ground-motion set resulted in 
larger variation in the response compared to the results using the spectrally-matched motion set. 
Considering the isolator horizontal displacement and upper-plant displacement response, using 
spectrally-matched ground motion for the RHA will underestimate average response values. 

For the horizontal acceleration response of the upper-structure, using the spectrally 
matched motion will also result in an unconservative estimation of the average response and 
smaller response dispersion at lower elevations. For locations at the higher elevations where the 
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response is more affected by high-frequency content, the difference between the response obtained 
using spectrally matched motion and dispersion-appropriate motion becomes smaller. 

Because the vertical ground-motion record used for the dispersion-appropriate set has a 
lower amplitude compared to the target vertical spectrum while spectrally matched motions are 
matched tightly to the target vertical spectrum, the vertical acceleration response using spectrally 
matched motions is larger. 

In summary, although different types of ground-motion selection and matching strategies 
are available, the analysis presented herein demonstrates that the use of spectrally matched motions 
to estimate nonlinear responses of a seismically isolated structure should be used with caution 
since it might significantly underestimate the response. In addition, if the response distribution is 
a parameter of interest when calculating risk following a probabilistic procedure, using a spectrally 
matched motion might not provide the proper response uncertainty. 

6.4.3 Responses under Beyond-Design-Level Ground Motion 

An investigate on response of the seismically isolated NPP subjected to the beyond-design-level 
seismic event will be discussed in this section. For simplicity, the beyond-design-level ground 
motions were obtained by scaling the design-level ground motions by a factor of 1.67. This 
comparison will only consider the case with the LPRB. 

6.4.3.1 Upper-plant displacement response 

The floor displacement response for the upper plant is compared under the design-level versus the 
beyond-design-level loading. Because of the large increase in bearing displacement demands, the 
floor displacements are much larger for the beyond-design-level event. Note the increase is from 
around 270 mm to 670 mm, which is much larger than the scale factor of the ground-motion record, 
which is 1.67. Because the displacement-related response is dependent on the isolator response, 
which exhibits significant nonlinear behavior, the increase of 1.67 of elastic ground-motion spectra 
amplitude results in almost a threefold increase in the nonlinear displacement response. 

 
                                                (a)                                                                               (b) 
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(c) 

Figure 6.32 Median-level maximum floor relative displacement shapes. The response under the 
NRC dispersion-appropriate ground-motion set of the design-level and beyond-design-level event 

is compare: (a) reactor containment building; (b) auxiliary building; and (c) internal structure. 

6.4.3.2 Upper structure acceleration response 

6.4.3.2.1 Horizontal acceleration response 

Floor pseudo-acceleration response spectra in the horizontal direction between the design-level 
and beyond-design-level seismic events are compared Figure 6.33, Figure 6.34, and Figure 6.35 
for the RCB, AUX, and INS, respectively. For seismically isolated case, an increase in the floor 
acceleration response occurs considering the beyond-design-level seismic event. The amount of 
increase of response is not the same for different frequency ranges of the floor spectrum. For the 
low-frequency range around the effective isolation period (<0.5Hz), the floor spectrum response 
under beyond-design-level motion is around twice the value under the design-level motions, 
especially at the base of the upper-structure.  For the frequency range between 1–5 Hz, the 
response is not much amplified under the beyond-design-seismic loading compared to the design-
level seismic loading. Considering horizontal floor acceleration spectra in the higher frequency 
range (>5Hz), the response is larger under the beyond-design-level event compared to design-level 
seismic event. For a majority of frequency range, the increase in the horizontal floor spectra 
response is less than a factor of 1.67 for the increase of ground-motion intensity. 

Compared to the fixed-base case, the increase in the floor spectrum response for the 
seismically isolated case under the beyond-design-level seismic event is much smaller because the 
upper-structural response is related to the maximum isolator shear force developed. As noted 
earlier, the increase of ground-motion loading intensity will significantly increase the isolator 
displacement demand; however, the significant increase in isolator displacement will not result in 
a corresponding increase of isolator shear force because the isolator has very low horizontal 
stiffness. Therefore, the use of seismic isolation can largely reduce the dependency of upper-plant 
horizontal acceleration responses on ground-motion loading intensity. The response reduction 
effect of using seismic isolation is more pronounced considering beyond design level seismic 
event. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 
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Figure 6.33 5% damping, median horizontal pseudo-acceleration floor spectrum of the reactor 
containment building. The response under the NRC dispersion-appropriate set of the design-level 

and beyond-design-level event is compared: (a) elevation = 78 ft; (b) elevation = 156 ft; and (c) 
elevation = 333 ft. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 
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Figure 6.34 5% damping, median horizontal pseudo-acceleration floor spectrum of the 
auxiliary building. The response under the NRC dispersion-appropriate set of the design-level and 

beyond-design-level event is compared: (a) elevation = 55 ft; (b) elevation = 156 ft; and (c) 
elevation = 208 ft. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 
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Figure 6.35 5% damping, median horizontal pseudo-acceleration floor spectrum of the internal 
structure. The response under NRC dispersion-appropriate set of the design-level and beyond-
design-level is compared: (a) elevation = 78 ft; (b) elevation = 156 ft; and (c) elevation = 191 ft. 

6.4.3.2.2 Vertical acceleration response 

When considering the vertical floor acceleration spectrum response, amplifications under the 
beyond-design-level seismic event and design-level seismic event are uniform across different 
frequency ranges. The ratio between the response under the beyond-design-level and design-level 
seismic event is around 1.67 because the structure behaves elastically in the vertical direction. A 
comparison of the response is shown in Figure 6.36, Figure 6.37, and Figure 6.38 for different 
elevations of the RCB, AUX, and INS. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 6.36 5% damping, median vertical pseudo-acceleration floor spectrum of the reactor 
containment building. The response under the NRC dispersion-appropriate set of the design-level 

and beyond-design-level event is compared: (a) elevation = 78 ft; (b) elevation = 156 ft; and (c) 
elevation = 333 ft. 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6.37 5% damping, median vertical pseudo-acceleration floor spectrum of the auxiliary 
building. The response under the NRC dispersion-appropriate set of the design-level and beyond-
design-level event is compared: (a) elevation = 55 ft; (b) elevation = 156 ft; and (c) elevation = 208 

ft. 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6.38 5% damping, median vertical pseudo-acceleration floor spectrum of the internal 
structure. The response under the NRC dispersion-appropriate set of the design-level and 
beyond-design-level event is compared: (a) elevation = 78 ft; (b) elevation = 156 ft; and (c) 

elevation = 191 ft. 

6.4.3.3 Isolator responses comparison 

Figure 6.39 compares the distribution of isolator maximum horizontal displacement demands 
under the design-level and beyond-design-level seismic events. The median displacement 
demands under the design-level and beyond-design-level events are 277 mm and 673 mm, 
respectively. The beyond-design-level demand is around 2.5 times the design-level displacement 
demand. 

The dispersion of isolator displacement demand distribution is also much larger under the 
beyond-design-level seismic event compared to the design-level event. Although stiffening 
behavior of the LPRB is to be expected and is considered in the numerical model, when 
displacement increases, it does not effectively limit the displacement demand of isolator under the 
beyond-design-level seismic event. A comparison of isolator hysteresis behavior is shown in 
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Figure 6.40 under a representative ground motion. A much larger response is expected in both 
horizontal directions under the beyond-design-level event. 

The failure of isolator has not been explicitly modeled. Under the beyond-design-level 
seismic event, the same numerical LPRB model is considered with infinite displacement capacity. 
In reality, few ground motions considered for the beyond-design-level seismic event might cause 
the isolation to fail, leading to a series of safety problems for the seismically isolated structure. In 
practice, the moat wall could be used to provide a physical limiting mechanism to stop the isolator 
from failing; this was not considered in the numerical model. As discussed above, the increase of 
isolator horizontal displacement demand from the design- to beyond-design-level seismic event is 
significant since isolator horizontal behavior is highly nonlinear. The potential safety-related 
problem involving the possible failure of isolator device under large horizontal displacement will 
be discussed in next chapter. 

 
(a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 6.39 Comparison of maximum bearing displacement demand under the design- and 
beyond-design-level NRC dispersion-appropriate set: (a) an isolator at southwest corner; and (b) 

an isolator at northeast corner. 
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Figure 6.40 Comparison of isolator response at southwest corner under design- and beyond-
design NRC dispersion-appropriate set. The response shown is for ground-motion Number 7. 

Spatial distributions of an individual isolator that developed tension force are compared in 
Figure 6.41 under the design- and beyond-design-level event. As shown, under ground motion 
record 4, no tension developed for the entire isolation plane under the design-level seismic event 
except for one corner bearing. For the beyond-design-level event, most of isolators experienced 
tension due to larger overturning effects and larger vertical ground-motion input. 

 

Figure 6.41 Comparison of spatial distribution of isolators that developed tension under the 
design- and beyond-design-level seismic event. Results shown are under ground-motion number 

4 of the dispersion-appropriate set. 

6.5 CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 

This chapter reports on the investigation of how isolator type and design as well as ground-motion 
characteristics affected the response of a case study structure: a seismically isolated NPP. Key 
conclusions from analysis results are summarized below: 

First, the use of seismic isolation reduced significantly the upper-structure acceleration 
response in the horizontal direction; however, it amplified slightly the vertical acceleration 
response spectra at high-frequency range (5 Hz-10 Hz) comparing to the fixed-base case. This 
conclusion is based on the results from numerical model assuming a rigid foundation with no soil 
domain. A more realistic model might be needed to investigate more thoroughly the vertical 
response. 

The three different isolators considered were designed with slightly different objectives. In 
this study, the EQSB and LPRB were originally designed to limit lateral displacement while 
providing moderate benefits of isolation. The TFPB was designed with greater emphasis on 
reducing upper-structure accelerations. As a result, the TFPB reduced the horizontal floor 
spectrum response more than the LPRB and EQSB, especially at fundamental frequency of upper-
structure on the spectra; however, the TFPB had larger horizontal displacement demands, almost 
twice that compared to the other two bearings. 
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Using spectrally matched motion to conduct a RHA of a seismically isolated structure 
needs to be carefully considered. It will result in an un-conservative estimation of median response, 
especially considering the displacement-related response; using spectrally matched motion will 
largely suppress dispersion of response. 

Under beyond-design-level seismic events, isolator horizontal displacement demands 
increased significantly. For the LPRB considered in the study, the bearing displacement increased 
almost 2.5 times compared to demand under the design-level event; for floor acceleration 
responses, the amplification effect was less significant. 

For a preliminary design consideration of a seismically isolated structure, it is desirable to 
use a low-strength, low-horizontal stiffness isolator: this will reduce the upper-structure response 
to achieve the L1 performance objective. Certain types of isolators are currently available that are 
capable of achieving this performance goal. Note: it is imperative to not ignore the vertical 
acceleration response while striving to reduce response using horizontal isolation; vertical 
acceleration responses should be carefully considered and checked as using a horizontal isolation 
device will have the potential to increase vertical response. When designing and conducting an 
analysis of seismically isolated structure using RHA, it is important to use appropriate ground-
motion records. Use of spectrally matched ground motion should be used with caution since the 
response of a seismically isolated structure is highly nonlinear. The increase of ground-motion 
intensity will significantly increase the isolator horizontal response, which might lead to series of 
safety problems. This will be addressed in the next chapter. 
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7 Achieving Safety Reliability for Seismically 
Isolated Structure 

The dissertation is divided into two general parts. The first part of the dissertation focused on the 
preliminary design of seismically isolated structure to achieve the L1 performance objective. 
Critical to this objective was understanding how key design parameters affect the response of a 
seismically isolated structure, with the end of goal to minimize damage in the most effective and 
efficient way possible. Numerical sensitivity analyses for different seismically isolated structural 
models were performed. Chapter 4 used a SDOF simplified model to obtain fundamental relations 
and general conclusions. Chapter 5 investigated a seismically isolated tall building, and Chapter 6 
focused on a seismically isolated nuclear power plant and its response. 

The second part of this dissertation is focused on the preliminary design of a seismically 
isolated structure considering the L2 performance objective, i.e., safety reliability for seismically 
isolated structures under rare seismic events. Per Chapter 2, in addition to designing for the 
performance objective to minimize damage and maintain continued functionality, achieving safety 
reliability should also be considered a fundamental design requirement. 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Seismic isolation is an effective and reasonably economical means for minimizing earthquake-
induced damage and enhancing the seismic performance of structures. It now has applied in many 
countries worldwide, especially for those structures where continued post-earthquake functionality 
is desirable. The effectiveness of reducing structure response via seismic isolation technology was 
reported in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. The concepts underlying seismic isolation have been extensively 
studied (e.g., Zayas et al. 1987, 1989, Kelly 1990, 1997, Naeim and Kelly 1999). The classical 
idea underlying seismic isolation is that the horizontal movement of the structure is uncoupled 
from that of the ground by a plane of high-quality manufactured devices, typically designed with 
low horizontal stiffness and strength. This generally lowers the forces transmitted to the upper-
structure and concentrates horizontal deformations within the isolation plane. A wide variety of 
analytical, experimental, and field studies have demonstrated the ability of using seismic isolation 
systems to reduce structural and nonstructural damage (Zayas et al. 1987, 1989, 1990, Kelly 1990, 
Mokha et al. 1990, Constantinou et al. 1990, Tajirian, et al. 1990, Clark et al. 1997, Kikuchi and 
Aiken 1997, Fenz and Constantinou 2008 [a] [b], Morgan and Mahin 2010, Yang et al. 2010). 
Recent studies have developed design criteria that reduce structural, nonstructural, and content 
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damage for seismically isolated structures sufficient to maintain continued functionality (Zayas 
and Mahin 2010, Zayas 2013, Zayas et al. 2017). 

Despite the effectiveness in reducing response and minimizing damage, achieving safety 
reliability is a more fundamental objective when conducting the preliminary design of seismically 
isolated structure. The safety factor of seismic isolated structures does not only require non-
collapse of the upper-structure but also encompasses maintaining the integrity of the seismic 
isolation system. Therefore, a critical safety issue in design and construction of seismically isolated 
structures is how large the capacity of isolation system should be to achieve a specified targeted 
safety reliability (Iiba et al. 2008, Zayas et al. 2017, Shao and Mahin 2016, 2017a).  

This chapter will discuss the safety reliability of seismically isolated structure and issues 
in the current preliminary design procedure. By understanding the requirement for seismically 
isolated structure to achieve ASCE 7-16 (ASCE 2017) targeted safety reliability, with efficiency 
and adequacy. By conducting numerical simulations and risk evaluation for an archetype 
seismically isolated structure, it has been proven that following the minimum demand in current 
preliminary design procedure will not achieve safety reliability for seismically isolated structure. 
To solve this critical problem, three enhanced seismic isolation systems will be proposed, and the 
ability of using these three systems to achieve targeted safety reliability is examined. The 
additional capacity required for the three systems are explicitly calculated by numerical 
simulations. Requirements for achieving the target safety reliability threshold using the three 
enhanced systems are compared to find the most efficient solution. The concept and conclusions 
are discussed considering seismic performance of a three-story seismically isolated case-study 
structure, which has lateral resistance above the base provided by Ordinary Concentrically Braced 
Steel Frames (OCBFs). For the concept to be used for the preliminary design of seismically 
isolated structures in practice, a probabilistic procedure is proposed and developed to determine 
the required design capacity of seismic isolation system to achieve a targeted safety reliability 
threshold. The development of the probabilistic procedure contains assumptions and 
simplifications of analysis and statistical evaluation processes, which will be extensively 
investigated in this chapter. 

7.1.1 Target Safety Reliability for Seismic Design 

Over the past several decades, building code provisions in the U.S. and other countries have 
transitioned to a risk-based approach for specifying safety criteria. For example, ASCE 7-16 
(ASCE 2017) stipulates that for new types of structural systems and for structures where 
alternative, non-prescriptive design criteria and performance-based design procedures are used, 
the engineer should demonstrate by nonlinear analysis the following: consideration of sources of 
uncertainty related to “quality of the design criteria, modeling fidelity, laboratory test data and 
ground motions.” In addition, the probability of collapse of a structure when subjected to Risk-
targeted Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCER) excitations must be less than the values listed 
in Table 7.. These tabulated target reliabilities depend on the building’s Risk Category (RC), which 
characterizes its use or occupancy. Although different target safety requirements might be 
expected for specific design and individual project, the requirement in Table 7. should be 
considered as general fundamental safety target and is used for the study herein. 
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For a fixed-base building, reliability depends on whether the structural system is able to 
provide adequate force and deformation capacities. For a seismically isolated structure, besides 
the requirement on upper-structure, the isolation system must be capable of developing adequate 
force and deformation capacities without becoming unstable. Failure of the isolation system might 
lead to the collapse of entire seismically isolated system since in most cases isolators serve as 
preliminary gravity supporting system. Thus, the reliability of both the upper-structure and the 
isolation system need to be investigated. The overall reliability of the structural system is taken 
herein as the lessor of the two values. 

Table 7. Target reliability for structural stability caused by earthquake (adapted from ASCE 
7-16, Table 1.3-2). 

Risk category Basic use or occupancy Conditional probability of failure caused 
by the MCER shaking hazard (%) 

I Low occupancy 10 

II Normal Occupancy 10 

III 
Substantial economic impact, 

disruption or risk to life 5 

IV Essential facilities 2.5 

7.1.2 Current Design Practice for Seismically Isolated Structures 

A preliminary design of a seismically isolated structure aiming to achieve the L2 performance 
objective should explicitly address this safety requirement that the isolation system must be 
capable of developing adequate force and deformation capacities without becoming unstable. 
Current preliminary design procedures for seismically isolated structures are documented in ASCE 
7-16, Chapter 17. Among different design and analysis methods specified in Chapter 17, the 
dynamic response-history procedure will be considered herein. 

For the dynamic response-history design procedure, at least seven ground-motion records 
representative of the target MCER spectrum at the building site should be used. In addition, both 
upper and lower bounds for the nonlinear mechanical properties of the isolators need to be 
considered. The maximum demand of shear, isolator displacement, and other parameters of interest 
are determined based on the average values obtained from the governing analysis case. In addition, 
the design procedures in ASCE 7-16 for seismically isolated structures are the same regardless of 
risk categories assigned, although the targeted safety reliabilities are different for each risk 
category; see Table 7.. 

Forces in upper-structure are generally controlled by upper-bound isolator properties. For 
the preliminary design following ASCE 7 Chapter 17, the elastic design base shear is determined 
based on MCER demand. These values can be divided by a response modification coefficient (RI) 
having a value equal to 3/8 of the value used for the superstructure system if it were fixed based. 
However, RI values greater than 2 are not allowed and values less than unity are not required. The 
use of Ordinary Concentrically Braced Frames (OCBFs) as the upper structural system is permitted 
by ASCE 7-16 if RI is taken as unity. Considering the likely over-strength of the upper-structure 
and the low horizontal force demand propagated from the isolator, superstructures designed 
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following ASCE 7-16, Chapter 17 will likely remain elastic even under a MCER event, thus 
providing a high level of confidence in achieving the target level of safety reliability; see Table 7.. 
Considering the safety reliability of upper-structure, as demonstrated earlier, the current 
preliminary design procedure might be adequate. 

In considering the isolator design, the peak isolator horizontal displacement demand is 
controlled by its lower-bound mechanical properties. Based on the current preliminary design 
procedure following ASCE 7-16 Chapter 17, the maximum isolator horizontal displacement 
demand (DM) is taken as the average displacement calculated from RHAs under a suite of MCER 
excitations. Because of economic and practical considerations, construction specifications have 
previously required isolators to remain stable for just slightly larger than this average MCER 

displacement demand, without directly accounting for the resulting probability of collapse. As 
such, a significant portion of MCER excitations would drive isolators to displacements exceeding 
their stability limits. Moat walls or other lateral displacement restraints are not required by ASCE 
7-16 Chapter 17 to prevent the isolators from exceeding their capacities. Consequently, isolator 
capacities larger than the average MCER demand are needed to statistically accommodate the 
variability of loading demands occurring under MCER events and other possible uncertainties. 

The current preliminary design procedure for seismically isolated structure might achieve 
safety reliability of upper-structure, however, it will have a large chance not to achieve safety 
reliability of isolation system. Overall safety of seismically isolated structure might not be 
satisfied. 

7.1.3 Motivation of the Study 

In summary, if seismic isolators lose their ability to support gravity or lateral loads when their 
horizontal displacement capacity is exceeded, it appears unlikely that a seismically isolated 
structure designed with a capacity equal to the average MCER demand specified by ASCE 7-16 
would be able to meet general safety reliability expectations of Table 7.. Therefore, a preliminary 
design concept and procedure that would satisfy the required safety reliability for seismically 
isolated structures would be of great benefit to the profession. In order to achieve the required 
safety reliability threshold, isolation systems need to provide displacement and shear capacities 
beyond average MCER demand specified by ASCE 7-16. Different solutions can be used to provide 
additional capacity for isolation system. In this study, three enhanced isolation system strategies 
are investigated: (a) providing isolators with sufficient displacement capacity without an additional 
displacement restraining mechanism; (b) augmenting the isolators with a physical, hard-stop 
mechanism, such as a moat wall; and (c) using a new type of isolator having a built-in, soft-stop 
mechanism. For preliminary design of seismically isolated structure, the requirements for each of 
systems are investigated and compared.  

The methodology described in Quantification of Building Seismic Performance Factors 
(FEMA-695) (FEMA 2009) was used to assess reliability of different isolation system strategies. 
For each case, the same superstructure satisfying upper-structure design from ASCE 7-16 was 
retained. However, the displacement and strength capacities of the isolators, and the width of 
seismic gaps, were adjusted to achieve the safety reliability thresholds targeted in Table 7. for 
different risk categories. Primary results are presented in terms of isolator capacity factors (𝛼  for 
displacement and 𝛼  for shear capacity). They are defined as the ratio between isolator 
displacement and strength capacities (Dcapacity and Vcapacity) needed to achieve the targeted safety 
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reliability threshold to the values (DM and VM), corresponding to average demand of MCER level 
seismic event specified in ASCE 7-16: 

𝛼 = Dcapacity/DM                                                 Equation 7-1 

𝛼 = Vcapacity/VM                                                 Equation 7-2 

Once these factors are calculated, the requirements for the preliminary design of 
seismically isolated structure can be derived. The most efficient solution among the three enhanced 
isolation systems considered can be obtained by comparing the capacity requirements. A 
probabilistic procedure for seismically isolated structures that can be used for the general case in 
practice which is the most effective in satisfying the safety reliability threshold of ASCE 7-16 is 
proposed and developed. 

7.2 GROUND MOTIONS AND NUMERICAL MODELS 

7.2.1 Ground Motions Considered for Analyses 

The study involves reliability assessment through large numbers of numerical simulations. 
Following the approach outlined in FEMA 695, the case-study structure was designed based on the 
standard earthquake response spectrum in ASCE 7-16 adjusted to represent site conditions 
corresponding to Seismic Design Category Dmax. Thus, the values of SMS and SM1 used to define 
the spectrum for MCER level excitations were 1.5g and 0.9g, respectively. Two horizontal 
components from all twenty-two ground-motion records recommended by FEMA P-695 for sites 
not located near a causative fault were used in the study. These 44 ground-motion records were 
scaled so that their elastic spectral ordinates at the effective period of the isolated structure matched 
the MCER design spectrum; see Figure 7.1. For the numerical simulation conducted herein, the 
incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) procedure was used. The ground-motion records selected were 
scaled together to represent varied levels of seismic hazards. 

 

Figure 7.1 Target MCER spectrum considered in this study and the seed ground-motion 
records selected and scaled to match to the fundamental effective period of isolation system on 

the target spectrum. 
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7.2.2 Design and Numerical Modeling of Case-Study Building 

7.2.2.1 Design of structure above the isolation plane 

The case-study structure used was a three-story steel building, with lateral load resistance provided 
by perimeter Ordinary Concentric Braced Frames (OCBF). Given that OCBFs are not expected to 
be as ductile as systems utilizing Special Concentric Braced Frames (Sabelli et al. 2013), they are 
designed accordingly using a lower RI factor (i.e., RI = 1); however, the simpler detailing permitted 
with OCBFs may result in a more economical design. 

The case-study building has overall plan dimensions of 180 ft  120 ft; with the typical 
span between columns equal to 30 ft. Each story is taken to be 15 ft tall. The floor system consists 
of a concrete slab over a metal deck. The building’s columns are each supported by a Triple 
Friction Pendulum (TFPB) isolator located in a seismic vault beneath the ground level of the 
building. The braces are located on the perimeter of the building and distributed across the entire 
structure to minimize seismic uplift forces on the isolators; see Figure 7.2. 

Design of the case-study upper-structure followed ASCE 7-16 Chapter 17 requirements, 
considering the design spectrum for a Seismic Design Category of Dmax; see Figure 7.1. As noted, 
ASCE 7-16 Chapter 17 does not require any importance factors for different Risk Categories to be 
used for the design of the superstructure. The preliminary design employed the Equivalent Lateral 
Force method based on live loads and other considerations appropriate for office occupancies. The 
final design of the superstructure and seismic isolation system, and the subsequent safety 
evaluation analyses were based on nonlinear RHAs considering the 44 motions as discussed 
previously. The resulting member sizes are summarized in Table 7.1. Braces utilized ASTM 
A1085 steel, and ASTM A992 steel was used for the beams and columns. Based on AISC 341-16 
(AISC 2016a), all members were detailed to be fully compact, and brace-to-frame connections 
were designed to be sufficiently strong to develop the capacity of the bracing members framing 
into them. 

Table 7.1 Member sizes used for the perimeter OCBF frame of the case-study building. 

Elements Base Story1 Story2 Story3 
Column -- W12X96 W12X96 W12X96 
Beam W18X96 W18X50 W18X50 W18X50 
Brace -- HSS 7x7x0.5 HSS 7x7x0.625 HSS 6x6x0.625 

7.2.2.2 Modeling of structure above the isolation plane 

A realistic numerical model was developed using the OpenSees (McKenna et al. 2000) to simulate 
yielding and failure of components. The topology of the model is illustrated in Figure 7.2. By 
assuming a symmetric system, only one-half of the building was modeled, consisting of perimeter 
of the OCBF and a leaning column representing the P- effects contributed by the remaining 
gravity-only framing. Perimeter columns were continuous over their full height, but the columns 
used in the leaning column were assumed to be pin connected at each floor level. Beam-to-column 
connections in the perimeter of the OCBF were assumed to be welded, using fully restrained, 
unreinforced connections detailed in accordance with AISC 358-16 (AISC 2016b). Other 
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connections of beams to columns were modeled as being pinned. Braces were assumed to be pin 
ended (Simpson 2015). The leaning column was connected to the main frame by rigid truss 
elements. The base of leaning column was set to move horizontally together with top of isolators. 

 

Figure 7.2 Schematic drawing of 2D numerical model of case-study building constructed in 
OpenSees. 

To assess the behavior of the case-study building for records where the isolator 
displacements exceed the MCER displacement or a restraining mechanism engages, all members 
with at least one fully restrained end connection were modeled using nonlinear force-based 
distributed plasticity elements and sections were discretized into fibers (Neuenhofer and Filippou 
1997). All braces were subdivided longitudinally into multiple elements connected in series, with 
an initial sway of L/500 introduced to trigger brace buckling. A co-rotational formulation was used 
for all columns, beams, and brace elements to account for brace buckling and geometric 
nonlinearity effects. A Giuffré-Menegotto-Pinto material model (Filippou et al. 1983) was used to 
model the fibers based on the expected yield stress. Rupture of fibers due to ultra-low-cycle fatigue 
was modeled using a material “wrapper” developed by Uriz and Mahin (Uriz and Mahin 2008) 
that tracked damage accumulation and removed the fiber as its fatigue life was approached or 
exceeded. Stiff elastic elements were used to represent beam-to-column connections and the 
effective length of gusset plates (Simpson 2015). Tangent stiffness proportional damping was used 
for all elements—excluding isolators—based on a 2% viscous damping ratio for first mode of the 
upper-structure. 

7.2.2.3 Modeling and design of the isolation system 

A new type of Triple Friction Pendulum Bearing (TFPB) was used in this study; the modified 
design now has increased shear strength and displacement capacity after the DM displacement 
demand is reached. The hysteretic behavior of a traditional TFPB, shown in Figure 7.3 in blue, has 
been widely studied and several numerical models have been developed to simulate its behavior 
(e.g. Fenz and Constantinou 2008 [a] and [b], Dao et al. 2013). At large displacements, the action 
of pendulum mechanism results in a relatively short region of increased stiffness. A safety 
restrainer rim, placed around the perimeter of these isolators, results in a large increase in stiffness 
and moderate increases in isolator strength and displacement capacity when the main sliders reach 
the safety restrainer rim. The new TFPB modifies the size and shape of the perimeter rim to provide 
a more gradual, but substantially larger increase in strength and displacement capacities; see Figure 
7.3. Yielding in the revised rim is eventually allowed to limit the ultimate shear capacity (Vcapacity) 
of the isolator and further increase the isolator’s displacement capacity. The point at which the 
rim-related stiffening initiates (Dh), and the subsequent stiffness and ultimate yield capacity of the 
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isolator (Vcapacity), are controllable variables in the isolator design. As part of this study, a numerical 
model that captures the unidirectional horizontal behavior of this isolator was developed in 
OpenSees using a zero-length element and parallel materials calibrated to the test results discussed 
in Chapter 3. Prior to reaching the nominal capacity of a traditional TFPB model, the two isolators 
behave identically as shown in Figure 7.3. 

 

Figure 7.3 Horizontal shear hysteresis of traditional TFPB and newly developed TFPB. 

The nominal, upper-bound, and lower-bound TFPB friction values used in this study are 
shown in Table 7.2 along with the radius of each pendulum mechanism. These were recommended 
by the manufacturer based on the type of structure and seismic hazard considered. Both lower- and 
upper-bound properties were considered to estimate member and isolator forces and deformations. 
The iterative Equivalent Lateral Force method in ASCE 7-16 resulted in an MCER isolator 
displacement demand of 29 in. Nonlinear RHAs were then carried out with values of onset of 
stiffening (Dh) and the isolator displacement capacity set to very large numbers. The average 
MCER isolator displacement demand under a ground-motion set containing 44 ground-motion 
records was 27 in., which was used as the value of DM for evaluating Equation 7.1; corresponding 
isolator equivalent damping and effective period values were calculated and are summarized in 
Table 7.2. ASCE 7-16 requires the isolator maximum displacement capacity to be increased by 
20% when an isolator supports an OCBF structural system. Subsequently, computed values of 𝛼  
will help validate this 20% increase. 

Table 7.2 Design parameters of TFPB used for the archetype structure. 

Friction coefficients Radius of 
sliding 

concaves 
[in.] 

MCER level 
 

Lower 
bound 

Nominal 
Upper 
bound 

mu1 1% 2% 3% 30 Dm [in.] 27 

mu2 3% 4% 5% 156 Teff [sec] 4.55 

mu3 6% 7% 8% 156 Damping 17% 
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7.3 PROBABILISTIC FRAMEWORK TO EVALUATE SAFETY RELIABILITY 

Various methods can be used to confirm the reliability of a structural system subjected to 
earthquake shaking (Moehle and Deierlein 2004, FEMA 2006, Haselton and Deierlein 2007, 
Zareian and Krawinkler 2007, Shafei et al. 2011), but FEMA P-695 (FEMA 2009) was specially 
developed for this purpose. As such, the FEMA P-695 methodology was adapted and used herein 
to assess reliability of seismically isolated structures under MCER excitations and identify required 
isolator displacement and shear capacities given a reliability level being targeted for different Risk 
Categories under MCER excitations. In the study, failure of the isolator was defined as when the 
displacement demand exceeded prescribed capacity; global failure of upper structure (OCBF 
system) was defined as a maximum story drift ratio larger than 2.5% based on observations of 
previous tests (Uriz and Mahin 2008, Simpson and Mahin 2015).  

7.3.1 Key Parameters and Their Values in the Framework 

Key parameters and their values used in FEMA P695 approach herein are summarized in Table 
7.3. The 𝛽  was determined based on the empirical relation in FEMA P695 from period ductility 
(𝜇 ). Quality rating of test data, case structural model, and design requirements were determined 
as (B) Good, (A) superior, and (A) superior, respectively, based on Table 3-1, Table 3-2, and Table 
5-3 in FEMA-P695. this led to uncertainty values of 𝛽 , 𝛽  and 𝛽  as 0.2, 0.1, and 0.1. Total 
system uncertainty 𝛽  of 0.35 was calculated based on following equation: 

𝛽 = 𝛽 + 𝛽 + 𝛽 + 𝛽                           Equation 7-3 

Use of a physical-stop mechanism like a moat wall, changed the quality rating and the 
structural model was identified as (B) good instead of (A) superior (where system failure is 
governed by the “collapse” of the upper-structure). This lead to model uncertainty (𝛽 ) value of 
0.2 and total system uncertainty (𝛽 ) of 0.39, which is consistent with similar investigations 
conducted by Kircher and Masroor (FEMA 2009, Masroor and Mosqueda 2015). The spectral 
shape factor (SSF) was used to correct the median collapse capacity considering a spectral shape 
quantified by a 𝜀(𝑇) value. The imperial relation to obtain the SSF in FEMA-P695 was based on 
0.5%/50-year hazard level and a target 𝜀 at 1-sec period for a concrete moment frame (Haselton et 
al. 2011). The seismically isolated steel OCBF considered in the study has a SSF value of 1.13. 
However, considering the fundamental period (4.5 secs) and structural system (steel OCBF) of 
case-study structure, the use of the original relation is not justified. Therefore, a SSF value of 1.0 
was assumed herein, which will conservatively estimate the isolator capacity needed. Target 
collapse margin ratio values for different reliability levels (10%, 5%, and 2.5%) were calculated 
based on lognormal distribution with dispersion (𝛽 ); see Table 7.3. 

Table 7.3 Parameters and their values of FEMA P695 approach used in the study. 

 𝜷𝑹𝑻𝑹 𝜷𝑻𝑫 𝜷𝑴𝑫𝑳 𝜷𝑫𝑹 𝜷𝑻𝑶𝑻
10% Failure 

CMRTarget 
5% Failure 
CMRTarget 

2.5%Failure 
CMRTarget 

𝝁𝒕 SSF 

“Moat-wall” case 0.25 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.39 1.64 1.90 2.15 1.43 1.0 

Other cases 0.25 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.35 1.56 1.78 1.99 1.43 1.0 
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7.4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS CONSIDERING DIFFERENT ISOLATION 
SYSTEMS 

The procedures outlined above were used to assess the reliability of the seismically isolated case-
study building where the seismic isolators were designed to have capacities equal to the average 
MCER demand. It was demonstrated that these design parameters were deficient in satisfying the 
ASCE 7-16 targeted safety reliability threshold. Three enhanced isolation systems were considered 
to provide displacement and shear capacities exceeding the MCER requirement but there were no 
modifications to the superstructure. 

7.4.1 Reliability of Case-Study Building following Current Preliminary Design 
Procedure 

The computed safety reliability thresholds of the case-study building are summarized in Table 7.4. 
It is assumed that the isolators lose their lateral or vertical load carrying capacity as soon as DM is 
exceeded (D = 1.0). From the analysis results shown, there is a negligible expectation (< 0.1% 
probability) that the superstructure will fail or even yield before the isolators reach their capacity 
since the superstructure is designed to remain elastic (RI = 1) at DM. However, the probability of 
isolator’s exceeding the MCER displacement demand far exceeded the reliability requirement in 
ASCE 7-16 (shown in Table 7.) for any Risk Category: The probability of failure is around 30% 
if based on the nominal properties of isolator and exceeds 40% if lower-bound properties are used. 

For the isolated OCBF structure, the isolator displacement capacity needs to be increased 
by 20% (D = 1.2); In general, in previously built isolated structures isolator capacity were selected 
to be slightly larger than the MCER demand; they are sized using more conservative ELF methods 
for a variety of practical reasons. This reduces probability of failure by 10%, but the value is still 
twice the target for ordinary buildings (Risk category I&II), and more than ten times for essential 
structures (Risk category IV). This calculation assumes that manufacturing process insures good 
quality control and that the specifications of the isolator are adhered to so that actual capacity of 
the device is same as specified. Unfortunately, this is not always the case in practice without an 
isolator component standard. It is possible that the probability of failure will be even larger 
comparing to number stated in Table 7.4. 

Given that the probability of failure is much larger than required safety reliability, isolators 
should be designed with additional deformation capacity. Three enhanced isolation systems that 
can provide additional capacities are discussed next. 

Table 7.4 Computed reliability of case-study building based on FEMA-P695. Isolator 
capacities were selected equal to average MCER demand from ASCE 7-16. 

Risk 
category 

Target 
reliability 

(%) 

Calculated 
probability 
of failure 
of upper 
structure 

(%) 

Calculated probability of 
failure of isolators (%) 

(lower bound /nominal 
properties] 

Total probability of 
failure (%) 

(lower bound 
/nominal property) 

D =1.0 D = 1.2 D =1.0 D =1.2 

I & II 10 < 0.1 45/32 33/22 45/32 33/22 

III  5 < 0.1 45/32 33/22 45/32 33/22 
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IV  2.5 < 0.1 45/32 33/22 45/32 33/22 

7.4.2 Considering Isolation System without Displacement Restraint 

A direct approach to satisfy target safety reliability by providing additional isolation capacity is to 
simply increase and specify isolator capacities beyond DM (Requirement in current design 
regulation) without any displacement restraint mechanisms. However, when isolator 
displacements increase significantly, the forces in the isolator, and forces transferred to the 
superstructure increase, resulting in possible yielding of the superstructure and isolator support 
system. Thus, additional attention needs to be paid to the behavior and potential failure of the 

superstructure, and to the shear strength (V) required for the isolator and its support system. 

Following the FEMA P695 procedure discussed above, the required isolator displacement 
and shear capacity factors needed to achieve ASCE 7-16 target safety reliability values by simply 
increasing isolator capacity without any displacement restraint mechanisms were calculated and 
shown in Table 7.5. 

Table 7.5 Required capacity factors and upper-structure drift demands for target reliability 
levels. 

Risk 
category 

Target 
reliability (%) 

Isolator design requirement 
Upper-structure requirement 

(RI=1) 

Disp. capacity 
factor 𝜶𝑫 

Force capacity 
factor 𝜶𝑽 

Drift demand 
at isolator 

failure 𝜹𝒄[%] 

Damage of 
upper-structure 
before isolator 

failure 

I & II 10 1.65 1.53 0.13 negligible 

III 5 2.08 1.84 0.16 negligible 

IV 2.5 2.45 2.09 0.19 negligible 
NOTE: D and v is defined in Equation 7-1 and 7-2. They represent the ratio of required isolator displacement and force capacities to the MCER 
demand from ASCE 7-16 using the dynamic response history procedure. The MCER demands used to define the ratios do not include the 1.2 factor 
associated with BI-OCBF. 

Thus, substantially larger isolator displacement capacities are needed to meet the target 
safety reliabilities in ASCE 7-16 compared to the average MCER demands required by the current 
preliminary design procedure. For an OCBF, the values of D can be reduced by 17% since the 
minimum required isolator displacement capacities of OCBFs must be increased by 20% compared 
to the average computed displacement demand of the MCER. As the risk category increases, so 
does the safety threshold for critical structures, and the required values of D increase accordingly. 
For example, the isolator displacement capacity for a RC IV building is 48% larger than that 
required for an ordinary building. Besides the extra displacement capacity, isolators need to have 
corresponding shear capacity determined by the hysteresis. The required isolator capacity to 
achieve the target safety reliability threshold for different risk categories as well as isolator design 
with capacity equal to the MCER demand from ASCE 7 are shown together in Figure 7.4. 
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Figure 7.4 Comparison of required isolator hysteresis to achieve target safety reliability for 
different risk categories when isolator without displacement restraint is used. 

Because of the inherent over-strength of the upper-structure, it is not expected to yield 
globally, and story drifts remain relatively small (< 0.2%) before the isolator reaches the enhanced 
displacement capacity see Figure 7.5. The peak floor level accelerations are also relatively small 
(< 25% to 30%g) and nearly constant over the height of the structure, indicating that damage of 
the upper-structure will be negligible before the isolator fails. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7.5 Story drift response and peak floor acceleration response using isolator with 
sufficient displacement capacity to achieve target safety reliability levels. 

7.4.3 Considering Isolation System with External Hard Stop 

Increasing the isolator displacement capacity to a substantial value (such as 2.45DM) using an 
unrestrained isolation system may not always be feasible for a variety of technical, practical, or 
economic reasons. Thus, it may be possible to achieve the collapse prevention reliability goals for 
the isolated structure by physically restraining the displacement demands on the isolators. A 
variety of methods have been suggested (Zhou et al. 2003, Zargar et al. 2013, Masroor and 
Mosqueda 2013a, Lakhani and Soni 2017). One way is to use a moat wall when the isolation plane 
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is located just below ground level, as in the case of the archetype structure. This will likely protect 
the isolator, but it might significantly increase the forces and damage in the superstructure (and 
moat wall) for ground motions significantly large enough to cause pounding between the structure 
and the moat wall (Masroor et al. 2012 and 2015, Shao and Mahin 2017a). Thus, to achieve the 
targeted level of safety reliability, the damage to the superstructure must be limited to avoid 
collapse. This requires sufficient clearance between the moat wall and the superstructure so in the 
event of impact the velocity will be lower. 

A series of nonlinear RHAs were carried out for models incorporating moat walls placed 
at progressively larger distances away from the building. The isolators were those used in the 
previous case with large horizontal stiffness engaged when the isolator displacement exceeds the 
moat-wall clearance distance. The impact force was modeled using parallel nonlinear springs 
following the recommendations descried in FEMA P695. 

 

Figure 7.6 Relation between upper structure collapse limit (story drift capacity) and minimum 
seismic gap sizes (moat-wall clearance distances) requirement for different risk categories. 

The required moat-wall clearance in terms of ratios relative to DM are shown in Figure 7.6 
for reliability targets considering different risk categories. As stated above, for the case-study 
structure, upper-structure “collapse” is identified when the peak story drift ratio reaches 2.5%. The 
minimum moat-wall clearance requirements can be obtained based on relation shown in Figure 
7.6 and summarized in Table 7.6 below. 

For an isolated OCBF, the 1.20 displacement multiplier included in ASCE 7-16 is sufficient 
if it is considered as risk category I &II when a suitable moat wall is present. However, such a 

displacement restraint is not required by ASCE 7-16, in which case an isolator designed with a D 
of 1.65, see Table 7.5, is needed for a comparable level of safety without the moat wall. For higher 
risk categories, significantly larger seismic gaps are required to avoid upper-structure collapse. For 
example, for Seismic Risk Category IV, the isolator displacement capacity and gap size need to be 
at least 2.25 DM to avoid upper-structure collapse due to impact. 

 

Collapse of Case 
Study building 

Required 
Seismic 
Gap Size 

Required 
Seismic 
Gap Size 

Required 
Seismic 
Gap Size 
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Table 7.6 Required seismic gap sizes (moat wall clearance distances), isolator capacity 
factors, and upper-structure drift demand to achieve target reliability. 

Seismic 
Risk 

Category 

Target 
Reliability 

[%] 

Required 
Seismic 
Gap Size 

Isolator Design Requirement Upper Structure Requirement 
(RI=1) 

Disp. 
capacity 

factor 𝜶𝑫 

Force 
capacity 
factor 𝜶𝑽 

Maximum drift ratio 
developed 𝜹𝒄[%] 

Damage 
in the 
upper 

structure 

I & II 10 1.10 DM 1.10 1.14 2.50 Severe 

III 5 1.75 DM 1.75 1.35 2.46 Severe 

IV 2.5 2.25 DM 2.25 1.53 2.52 Severe 
 

With sufficient moat-wall clearances as listed in Table 7.6, total system safety reliability is 
achieved, but substantial forces will be transferred into the superstructure from the moat-wall 
impact loading; see Figure 7.7. These impact forces result in significant yielding and damage to 
the superstructure, including local fracture of braces and other components. Substantial peak story 
drift ratios and floor level accelerations are observed when a beyond-MCER intensity motion 
triggers the impact; see Figure 7.8. If the plastic yielding model of the moat wall is implemented 
in the analyses to achieve the required isolator capacity and seismic gap, the moat wall needs to 
have enough shear-strength capacity. Based on the analysis, a shear-strength capacity 5.0 times 
the MCER isolator shear demand (VM) is needed. Under the same ground motion, a larger moat-
wall clearance with associated larger isolator displacement capacity reduces damage in the 
superstructure. 

 

Figure 7.7 Combined forces resisted by isolator and moat wall for different seismic gap sizes 
(moat-wall clearance distances). Comparison of the response under the same ground-motion 

record (GM 37), which has a beyond-MCER intensity. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7.8 Peak story drift response as well as peak floor acceleration response using a 
physical stopping mechanism for different seismic gap sizes (moat-wall clearance distances). 

Comparison of the responses under the same ground-motion record (GM 37), which has a 
beyond-MCER intensity. 

7.4.4 Considering Isolation System with Internal Stiffening Mechanism 

One of the reasons for the severe damage to the upper-structure in previous case is the high 
acceleration and force demands suddenly introduced when impact with the displacement restraint 
occurs. While more flexible restraining mechanisms are possible, detailing and modeling these 
external mechanisms to account for the complex relative motion of the structure and restraining 
system under possible bidirectional and torsional motions are difficult (Masoor and Mosqueda 
2013b). Alternatively, a softer stop-restraint mechanism is available by manipulating the stiffening 
behavior of an isolator. A new type of TFPB has been developed that incorporates a softer internal 
stop mechanism; see Figure 7.3. With the combination of additional capacity and a soft-stop 
mechanism, the new TFPB achieves the targeted safety reliability. In the study, the onset of 
stiffening for the TFPB is selected at the MCER displacement demand (DM). As stated above, the 
newly developed TFPB will stiffen and yield when a prescribed rim shear capacity is reached. Four 
TFPBs with different prescribed shear capacities were considered in this study and summarized in 
Table 7.7. 

Table 7.7 Stiffening displacements (Dh) and prescribed shear capacities (Vcapacity) for the 
TFPBs considered in the study. 

 Shear capacity Vcapacity Onset of stiffening Dh 

 Relative Value Actual value 
[V/weight] Relative value Actual value 

[in,] 
TFPB 1 1.5 VM 0.2009 DM 27 
TFPB 2 2.0 VM 0.2678 DM 27 
TFPB 3 3.0 VM 0.4017 DM 27 
TFPB 4 4.0 VM 0.5356 DM 27 

 

Following the FEMA P695 procedure, the analysis results indicate a moderately larger 
isolator displacement capacity is needed to achieve reliability targets compared to the average 
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MCER demand. Use of the TFPB with a larger shear capacity (Vcapacity) requires that a smaller 
isolator displacement capacity factor (D) will be needed, see Figure 7.9(a), to achieve the same 
safety reliability target. More yielding and damage will occur in the upper-structure, see Figure 
7.9(b), since the larger force will be transferred into the upper-structure from isolation system; see 
Figure 7.10. For an OCBF, the required (D) can be reduced by 17%. 

As shown in Figure 7.11, yielding and damage of the upper-structure are expected when 
stiffening is triggered; compare the peak story drift ratio (a) and peak floor acceleration (b) under 
a beyond-MCER intensity motion. Compared to the case when the isolator displacement is limited 
by a moat wall (see black line) under the same ground motion, a much smaller peak story drift 
ratio (0.5% versus 5%) and peak floor acceleration (0.5g versus 2.7g) will be expected when the 
TFPB is used. Yielding and damage in the upper-structure can be substantially reduced compared 
to the case with moat wall. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7.9 (a) Required isolator displacement capacity factors when TFPBs with different 
Vcapacity (V) are used for different risk categories; and (b) maximum story drift ratio developed in 
the upper-structure when the required isolator displacement capacity is provided for the TFPBs 

with different Vcapacity (V) for different risk categories. 

 

 

Figure 7.10 Hysteresis behavior of TFPBs with different Vcapacity (V) under a ground motion 
with beyond-MCER intensity. Combined forces resisted by isolator and moat wall as well as 

isolator hysteresis when displacement restraint is not provided are compared under the same 
ground motion (GM 37). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7.11 Responses using TFPBs with different Vcapacity (V) under a ground motion with 
beyond-MCER intensity. The response of using an isolator without displacement restraint and 
moat wall are compared under the same motion (GM 37): (a) peak story drift response; and (b) 

peak floor acceleration. 

Consider a TFPB with manufactured shear capacity of 3.0 VM; the required isolator 
displacement capacity is summarized in Table 7.8. Compared to case without displacement 
restraint, the required isolator displacement capacity to achieve same safety reliability target factor 
(D) can be reduced from 1.65 to 1.47 for an ordinary structure (12 % reduction), from 2.1 to 1.62 
for Risk Category III structure (30 % reduction), and from 2.45 to 1.76 for Risk Category IV 
structure (40 % reduction). Minor yielding will be introduced into upper-structure. 

Table 7.8 Required isolator capacity factors and upper structure drift demand to achieve 
target safety reliability using stiffening isolator. 

Risk 
category 

Target 
reliability [%] 

Isolator design requirement 
Upper-structure requirement 

(RI = 1) 

Disp. capacity 
factor 𝜶𝑫 

Prescribed 
shear capacity 

factor 𝜶𝑽 

Drift demand 
at isolator 

failure 𝜹𝒄[%] 

Damage of 
upper-structure 
before isolator 

failure I&II 10 1.47 3.0 0.29 minor 

III 5 1.62 3.0 0.40 minor 

IV 2.5 1.76 3.0 0.45 minor 

7.4.5 Comparison of Three Enhanced Isolation Systems 

For preliminary design of seismically isolated structures considering safety reliability, the isolation 
system needs to provide enough capacity beyond what is required in current design regulations. 
Three enhanced isolation systems were investigated to determine their feasibility and ability to 
achieve stipulated safety reliability target in ASCE 7-16. These three isolation systems must 
provide enough displacement and shear capacity beyond average MCER demand. A Risk Category 
III structure is considered in design using the three isolation systems discussed above, and 
sufficient isolator capacity and moat wall clearance are provided following results discussed above 
for achieving same reliability target. The response of both the upper-structure and isolators under 
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a beyond-MCER ground motion are compared in Figure 7.12 for each case. Yielding of beams and 
columns are indicated at the end of each element by a red dot, while brace buckling is indicated 
by a blue dot. 

 
(a)  

 
(b) 

(c) 

Figure 7.12 Residual deformation shape and yielding mechanism of upper-structure 
considering three isolation system types as well as hysteresis for combination of restraining 

system (if any) and isolator. Responses shown were subjected to the same ground motion (GM 
26), which has a beyond-average MCER intensity. The systems are designed assuming they 

achieve a reliability target of Risk Category III based on the requirement discussed: (a) using a 
moat wall; (b) using isolator without displacement restraint; and (c) using stiffening isolator. 

The isolator without the displacement restraint is shown in Figure 7.12(b). The horizontal 
displacement demand on the isolator is relatively large, but the upper-structure is essentially elastic 
and damage is limited. 

For the case when moat wall is provided, the isolator displacement capacity is reduced, but 
the upper structure will sustain severe damage. Plastic hinges form at both the columns and the 
beams. Although the entire isolated structure might satisfy the target safety reliability threshold, 
the structure might not survive an aftershock and might be unrepairable; see Figure 7.12(a). 

The use of stiffening isolator will result in minor yielding, and damage will be expected in 
the upper structure; Figure 7.12(c). 

Among the three systems considered, use of stiffening isolator is the most efficient and 
economical option that provides both the required isolator capacity and satisfies the targeted safety 
reliability threshold. No moat-wall construction is needed and the upper-structure will only 
develop minor damage. In addition, the upper-structure need not be redesigned. The required 
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capacity using the stiffening isolator are much smaller compared to using the isolator without any 
displacement restraint mechanism.  

7.4.6 Summary of Results 

For the preliminary design of seismically isolated structure, isolator member capacity substantially 
beyond the MCER demand determined from ASCE 7-16 is required to achieve the specified 
targeted safety reliability threshold. The required isolator member capacity factors (𝛼 , 𝛼 ) to 
achieve targeted safety reliability are calculated for three enhanced isolation system types. The 
analyses results demonstrate providing isolator design capacity equal to the MCER demand from 
ASCE 7-16 Chapter 17 does not satisfy the minimum reliability targets. Furthermore, it is found 
that the capacity requirements for the isolator should increase with Risk Category, which is 
dependent on the use or occupancy of the structure. 

To satisfy the reliability targets in ASCE 7-16, isolators without any added displacement 
restraint requires that the displacement capacity of isolators be increased by factors of 1.65, 2.10 
and 2.45 for Risk Categories I & II, II and IV, respectively, relative to the average MCER demand 
(DM). For these designs, the superstructure remains essentially elastic, has very limited and 
localized yielding, and sustains low story drifts and peak floor accelerations. 

When a moat wall restraint is used, the reliability targets are satisfied by using a moat with 
seismic gap and isolators with displacement capacity equal to 1.10, 1.75 and 2.25 times the MCER 
demand (DM) for Risk Category I & II, III and IV, respectively. While the isolator displacements 
can be reduced in these cases, damage in superstructure is severe for motions where moat impact 
occurs. 

The last case considered a special hardening TFPB where the internal displacement 
restraining rims and sliders have been modified to provide a soft stop mechanism and larger 
displacement capacity after the primary sliding capacity is reached. For the case considered herein, 
the stopping mechanism is initiated at the MCER displacement (DM). If the rim strength for TFPB 
is three times the value of MCER demand (VM), the isolator displacement capacity needs to be 1.50, 
1.60, and 1.75 times DM for Risk Category I & II, III, and IV occupancies. In this case the damage 
to the superstructure has been found to be far more moderate than the case where displacement 
restraint is provided by moat wall when a beyond-MCER event occurs. 

The use of the stiffening isolator results in lower construction costs compared to the other 
two options since the reduced isolator displacement capacity (12%, 30%, 40% for Rick Category 
I and II, III and IV, respectively) would result in a more economical isolator. In addition, 
construction costs will be reduced because of the incremental cost in constructing a properly 
detailed moat wall capable of developing the forces needed to restrain displacements. In addition, 
much more moderate damage and yielding will be expected in upper-structure compared to use of 
a moat wall. 

7.4.7 Practical Design Considerations for General Case 

Based on analysis of an archetype seismically isolated structure considering different enhanced 
isolation systems, preliminary design requirements have been calculated using numerical 
simulations following FEMA P695. The requirements for three enhanced isolation systems are 
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discussed and summarized in Table 7.5, Table 7.6, and Table 7.8. These capacity requirements 
were derived considering the case-study building model with a specific isolator type (TFPB) and 
design parameters. The FEMA P695 framework was implemented to assess failure risk in the 
calculation, and a prescribed system failure uncertainty 𝛽  was used (See Table 7.3). In addition, 
the numerical simulation used a specific seed ground-motion set (the far-field motion in FEMA 
P695). For preliminary design of the archetype seismically isolated structure considered, the 
isolator capacity factors were calculated and can be used to achieve required safety reliability. For 
a general design case in practice, different design conditions and variables might apply. For 
example, the seismic hazard and ground-motion conditions might be different for the site, the 
upper-structure might not be similar as what is used for archetype structure, and the isolator might 
not be the same as the TFPB chosen for this study. These parameters will affect the requirements 
for isolator capacity. To achieve same targeted level of safety reliability for a general design case 
for a seismically isolated structure, the required isolator member capacity factors would be 
different comparing to what was derived in Table 7.8. A fixed capacity factor will not be applicable 
to all cases. 

7.5 DEVELOPMENT OF PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE ISOLATOR CAPACITY IN 
DESIGN 

For the preliminary design of seismically isolated structures considering safety reliability, a 
practical procedure is needed to determine isolator capacity. A statistical framework following 
FEMA P695 was used in the study discussed so far. The framework was used to assess failure risk 
and to calculate required capacities for isolation systems for achieving targeted safety reliability. 
This original procedure requires high computational costs with certain statistical assumptions. 
Further investigation and improvement of the framework are needed for practical applications. In 
this section, the original procedure used for above analysis will be restated in more detail, and 
important issues and limitations of this procedure are discussed. These issues and challenges 
involved will then be investigated, and a refined procedure to determine isolator capacities in 
design proposed. 

7.5.1 Original Procedure based on FEMA P695 Methodology 

The procedure used for analyses in this chapter so far is based on FEMA P695 approach with 
modifications. It has been used to calculate the required capacity for the three enhanced isolation 
systems discussed above. 

7.5.1.1 Recap of FEMA P695 approach 

Using the methodology described in Quantification of Building Seismic Performance Factors in 
FEMA P695 (FEMA 2009), the probability of “collapse” for a seismically isolated structure under 
the MCER-level event can be assessed for a given design and capacity. By conducting IDA 
(Vamvatsikos and Cornell 2002), the median collapse intensity 𝑆 , corresponding to the ground-
motion intensity when half of ground-motion time histories (22 out of 44 in this study) result in 
failure (the isolator displacement demand is larger than given capacity) can be obtained. The 
collapse margin ratio (CMR) is then calculated as the ratio between 𝑆  and 𝑆 . The spectral 
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shape factor (SSF), which modifies the median collapse capacity considering spectral shape 
quantified by 𝜀(𝑇) value, is determined based on period ductility 𝜇 . Then the adjusted collapse 
margin ratio (ACMR) is calculated by SSF  CMR. Assuming a log-normal failure fragility curve 
and a total system uncertainty 𝛽 , the fragility curve can be explicitly constructed. Failure 
probability at a given seismic event (a MCER event in this study) can be assessed based on the 
fragility curve. Overall, the FEMA P695 approach is designed to determine failure probability of a 
structural system under a certain seismic intensity level given that the capacity is known from the 
design. 

For the preliminary design problem considered in the study, the capacity of the isolator is 
not known and remains to be determined. The framework described in FEMA P695, which 
evaluates the failure-risk-given capacity, needs to be conducted iteratively; see Figure 7.13(a). 
Trial isolator capacities are selected first, with the reliability then evaluated based on FEMA P695 
methodology and compared to the target. Then the design isolator capacity might be modified and 
the evaluation process will be conducted again until an optimized bearing capacity is obtained that 
satisfies the target reliability.  

7.5.1.2 Revised probabilistic framework based on FEMA P695 

If the iterative process described above is conducted, large-scale RHA will be required. The 
process is not desirable for preliminary design purposes in practice. In order to obtain the required 
isolator capacity factor without iteratively performing failure risk assessment, a revised 
probabilistic design framework has been used in this study; see Figure(b). This framework is 
denoted as “Original procedure based on FEMA P695 procedure”. Note it is not the original FEMA 
P695 procedure although “original” is used. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7.13 Probability framework for designing a seismically isolated structure based on 
target reliability: (a) the approach involving iterative process; and (b) the revised approach used in 

the study. 

A target failure fragility curve is constructed mathematically based on target reliability and 
system uncertainty value; the required bearing design capacities are then calculated with fewer 
RHAs directly. Detailed steps involved in this revised framework are further illustrated in Figure 
7.14. Starting with the target safety reliability under the MCER event as well as total collapse 

FEMA P695 
Framework 
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uncertainty 𝛽  values, a required failure fragility curve can be constructed mathematically 
assuming log-normal distribution. This fragility curve is the target curve, resulting in the required 
reliability. The target ACMR corresponds to the median point on the fragility curve and can be 
derived directly. The target CMR will then be obtained from the ACMR by accounting for the 
SSF. With the calculated target CMR, the target median collapse intensity, 𝑆  , can be calculated. 
Following the definition of 𝑆 , the required isolator capacity can be directly obtained by taking 
the median demands of RHA results subjected to the ground-motion set scaled to 𝑆 . In this 
modified framework, the same assumptions and parameters defined in FEMA P695 can be used. 
Without an iteration process, the computational cost will be significantly reduced. 

This revised process does not need iteration. It can calculate the required capacities for the 
isolation system for a preliminary design with less computational costs. The results discussed 
above for the capacity factors needed to achieve safety reliability for the three enhanced isolation 
systems were calculated using this procedure. 

 

 

Figure 7.14 Revised framework used to calculate required isolator capacities in the study 
without iteration. 

7.5.1.3 Issues and challenges of this probabilistic framework 

The revised framework used in the study relies on the methodology of FEMA P695, which is based 
on the concept of IDA and assumes a log-normally distributed failure fragility curve. Concerns 
have been raised on whether the possible large ground-motion scale factor used in IDA and the 
statistical assumption are appropriate. Although an alternative risk assessment methodology has 
been developed (Shao and Mahin 2017a), given the wide use of FEMA P695 methodology, it was 
decided to still base this study on the probabilistic framework but with improvements and 
refinements. 

For implementing the probabilistic framework in Figure 7.14 to determine the required 
capacity for the isolation system, a key step is to construct the target failure fragility curve for 
isolation system based on the safety requirement. The fragility curve is assumed to be log-normal 
distributed. To construct the fragility curve, the safety target is needed. Another important 
information needed is the total system uncertainty 𝛽 , which represents the dispersion of the 
fragility curve. This parameter determines the shape of fragility curve, which affects the calculated 
capacities needed. In the analysis above considering the archetype seismically isolated structure, 
the 𝛽  value is calculated based on the empirical relation in FEMA P695, see Table 7.3. 

𝜎(𝐹) = 𝛽  

F(MCER)=target 
probability 

Log-normal 
distribution 

Target 
Fragility 

GM Scale factor 𝑆   
CMRTarget X MCER 

Median 
Response 

Response 
history 
analysis 

𝛼 =
𝐷

𝐷
 

𝛼 =
𝑉

𝑉
 

CMRTarget 
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However, for a general preliminary design case for a seismically isolated structure, a different 
uncertainty value 𝛽  might be used, which will result in different fragility curve shapes as well 
as different capacity requirements calculated. Therefore, the most challenging issue for using 
above-mentioned original procedure to conduct a preliminary design is to determine 𝛽  for a 
general design case. This will be investigated and discussed in depth. 

7.5.2 Understanding of Total System Uncertainty 

7.5.2.1 Effect of 𝜷𝑻𝑶𝑻 on required isolator capacity factors 

When a probabilistic framework is used, it is key that the uncertainty imbedded in the evaluation 
process is consistent and correctly addressed. For the original probabilistic framework discussed, 
the uncertainty associated with estimating failure probability is quantified by a system uncertainty 
value, 𝛽 . Determination of total system uncertainty value 𝛽  is an essential step and serves 
as the basis when constructing the target failure fragility curve. Different 𝛽  values will require 
different fragility curve shapes for same reliability target in the design and will result in 
significantly different isolator capacity requirements. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7.15  Effect of different fragility uncertainty βTOT on fragility curve shapes and resulted 
isolator capacities needed to achieve same reliability. (a) Different target failure fragility under 

different βTOT to achieve same reliability. (b) Different isolator displacement capacities needed for 
different βTOT to achieve same reliability. Result are based on a representative GM Record 

As shown in Figure 7.15(a), to achieve the same 10% probability of failure under MCER-
level event, if different 𝛽  values are used (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4) in the design, the failure fragility 
curve shapes are significantly different. As a result, the required isolator displacement capacity to 
achieve same reliability in design are much different; see Figure 7.15(b). Use of larger 𝛽  in the 
probabilistic framework will significantly increase the required capacity. Note that 𝛽  depends 
on a variety of parameters that and will be different for each design. In order to implement the 
probabilistic procedure for a general preliminary design case, determination of specific 𝛽  is of 
great importance since it has a significant effect on the design capacity required. 
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7.5.2.2 𝜷𝑻𝑶𝑻 for seismically isolated structure 

As the parameter defined in FEMA P695 procedure, 𝛽  is the standard deviation of the log-
normally distributed failure fragility. The fragility curve represents the cumulative distribution of 
failure probability under different ground-motion intensity measures (IMs). Based on the analysis 
results presented earlier, when a bearing with built-in soft-stop mechanism (i.e., stiffening 
behavior) is used for preliminary design, global “collapse” of isolated structure is governed by 
failure of the isolator when its displacement and shear capacity are exceeded. Therefore, when 
evaluating failure of seismically isolated structures, 𝛽  is directly related to the dispersion of 
isolator response and capacity. 𝛽  is not directly associated with possible uncertainty involved 
in the response of the upper-structure since upper-structure collapse does not govern the failure of 
the isolation system; however, upper-structural response will indirectly affect 𝛽  value since it 
slightly affects isolator response. 

7.5.2.3 Contributions of 𝜷𝑻𝑶𝑻 

Based on FEMA P695 methodology, the total system uncertainty 𝛽  is derived considering 
different uncertainty sources as indicated below: 

𝛽 = 𝛽 + 𝛽 + 𝛽 + 𝛽                               Equation 7-4 

Each term defined in FEMA P695 is summarized in Table 7.9 Contributions of total 
system uncertainty and their causes in the case of evaluating seismically isolated structure when 
isolator failure governs global collapse are summarized in Table 7.9. As discussed above, when 
failure fragility is governed by isolator failure, the sources of each uncertainty term are directly 
resulted from predicting isolator response and capacity. These terms can be divided into three 
categories: (1) the effect of upper-structural response on isolator response; (2) the effect of the 
isolator itself; and (3) the effect of ground-motion characteristics. To determine uncertainty values 
and the corresponding 𝛽  in the probabilistic framework for a general preliminary design case, 
it is important to consider all possible sources in Table 7.9. 

Table 7.9 Contributions of total system uncertainty and their causes in the case of 
evaluating seismically isolated structure when isolator failure governs global collapse. 

Original Definition Per 
FEMA P695 

Sources of Uncertainty for seismically isolated structure 
Upper-Structure Isolator Ground Motion 

Uncertainty due to 
understanding of 

system behavior from 
test data 𝜷𝑻𝑫 

Effect of uncertainty of upper-
structure behavior (due to lack of 

understanding of test data) on 
isolator responses 

Uncertainty of 
Isolator property 
and capacity from 

test results. 

NA 

Uncertainty of 
estimating system 

failure using 
archetype structural 
analysis model 𝜷𝑴𝑫𝑳 

Effect of uncertainty of modeling 
upper-structure especially at 

nonlinear range on isolator response 

Effect of 
uncertainty in 
modeling of 

isolator on its 
responses 

NA 
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Uncertainty due to 
design and quality 

issues 𝜷𝑫𝑹 

Effect of uncertainty of upper-
structure design criteria and quality 

on isolator response 

Lack of quality and 
correct design 

criteria for isolator 
NA 

Uncertainty due to 
induvial ground-
motion record 

characteristics 𝜷𝑹𝑻𝑹 

NA NA 

Characteristics 
of individual 

ground motion 
on responses of 

isolator 
 

In order to determine 𝛽  for the general design case, it is desirable that uncertainty 
sources listed in Table 7.9 be reduced and more manageable. These uncertainties mainly derive 
from uncertainty of the numerical modeling and analysis process as well as ground-motion input 
characteristics. The former can be reduced by simplifying the numerical model used to predict 
isolator response. The latter is difficult to simplify, but a systematic procedure is desirable to obtain 
an appropriate value for use in design. 

Overall, for establishing procedure to determine isolator capacities for general preliminary 
design, the most challenging issue is to determine appropriate 𝛽  to use. To address this 
challenge, investigations are needed to reduce and to quantify the two main parts of uncertainties 
discussed. 

7.5.3 Simplification of Upper-Structure Model 

7.5.3.1 Motivation for using simplified model 

For the preliminary design of a seismically isolated structure, it has been proven that using isolators 
with stiffening behavior is the most efficient solution to provide the required isolation system 
capacity. When a stiffening bearing is used, minor yielding in upper-structure will be expected. In 
this study, a planer upper-structure model, which can capture geometric and material nonlinearity, 
has been used for the numerical simulation. Due to the complexity of inelastic behavior, upper-
structural responses might not be captured precisely using the simplified numerical model. 
Uncertainties are involved when predicting nonlinear behavior of the upper-structure, which 
introduces an undesirable variation in the resulting isolator response. This variation makes 𝛽  
difficult to quantify and control. In addition, a nonlinear upper-structure model requires higher 
computational costs and modeling effort. 

If an elastic model is used for the upper-structure, the possible uncertainty associated with 
upper-structural response will be largely reduced since elastic behavior is more controllable in 
numerical analysis, which in turn results in smaller uncertainty considering isolator response. 
Although the upper-structure post-yield behavior cannot be captured using an elastic model, the 
main purpose of the numerical simulation in the design procedure is to predict isolator response 
and required capacity as opposed to upper-structural response. Using an elastic upper-structure 
model is applicable if the determination of isolator capacity in the design is not affected by this 
simplification. 
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7.5.3.2 Effect of upper-structure model on isolator responses 

To investigate the effects of using a simplified elastic upper-structure model on determining 
required isolator capacity for targeted reliability, the isolator response under extreme earthquake 
events—leading to the most marked yielding of original nonlinear upper-structure model—are 
compared considering three models: (a) the original nonlinear model used for analysis discussed 
above (designed using RI = 1 at MCER event); (b) a nonlinear model with lower yield strength 
(designed using RI  = 1 at the DBE event); and (c) an elastic model (with infinite yield strength). 

Cumulative distributions of maximum isolator displacement demands are shown in Figure 
7.16 for the three upper-structural models considered in the analysis. Isolator displacement 
demands for different upper-structure models are almost identical, with minor difference under 
large seismic loading where the elastic upper-structure model predicts slightly larger isolator 
response. Since deformation within the upper-structure will reduce the isolator displacement 
demand (Shao and Mahin 2017b), at larger isolator displacement, stiffening of isolator will 
introduce more yielding into upper-structure thus reducing isolator response if nonlinear upper-
structure model is used. Although different strengths of the upper-structure will affect in-structure 
response, the effect on isolator response is limited due to minor yielding of upper-structure. 

Comparing the predicted maximum isolator displacement when using the elastic upper- 
structure model and nonlinear model, a slight over-estimation of isolator response around 1% in 
average is expected; see Figure 7.17 (a). The amount of conservative estimation using elastic 
upper-structure model depends on how much nonlinearity occurs in upper-structure if it is 
inelastic, as shown in Figure 7.17(b). Subjected to ground motions that result in larger upper-
structure yielding and drift response, large over estimation using the elastic upper-structure model 
is observed; however, the amplitude of overestimated isolator displacement is in the order of 1–2 
in., which is acceptable and could be considered as an upper-bound to use in the preliminary design 
procedure. 

 

Figure 7.16 Cumulative distribution of maximum isolator response considering upper-
structures with different strengths. Results from 44 3 = 132 response history analysis are shown. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7.17 Overestimation of maximum isolator displacement demand using elastic upper-
structure model: (a) percentage of overestimation for each individual ground motion (case) under 
a representative intensity level; and (b) relation between overestimation of isolator displacement 

and yielding in the upper structure if nonlinear model is used. 

7.5.3.3 Summary on simplification of upper-structure model 

As discussed, 𝛽  depends on different sources of uncertainties when predicting isolator response. 
To lower the uncertainty and make it more controllable, simplification of the upper-structure model 
for numerical analysis largely reduces the modeling uncertainty. 

Based on analysis results in this section, the strength of upper-structure has almost no effect 
on the isolator maximum response. Therefore, when RHA is performed, a simplified elastic upper-
structure model is to accurately determine isolator capacity with a slightly conservative estimate. 
This will reduce sources of uncertainty related to upper-structure inelastic behavior as indicated in 
second column of Table 7.9, which makes system uncertainty 𝛽  more controllable and easier 
to estimate. In addition, less numerical modeling efforts and computational cost are desirable. To 
develop the procedure to determine isolator capacity for the preliminary design considering safety 
reliability, the elastic upper-structure model will be used. 

7.5.4 Determination of Total System Uncertainty 

7.5.4.1 𝜷𝑻𝑫, 𝜷𝑫𝑹 and 𝜷𝑴𝑫𝑳  

Total system uncertainty 𝛽  is derived considering four different terms. The first three terms 
𝛽 , 𝛽 , and 𝛽  are associated with uncertainties involved in numerical modeling and analyses 
when predicting isolator failure. The last term, 𝛽 , is associated with the variation of isolator 
response due to individual ground-motion characteristics.  

Determination of first three terms requires understanding of completeness, robustness of 
model, tests, and design with judgment applied. Based on the FEMA P695 methodology, it is 
possible to select four grade levels with different uncertainty values for each term including 0.1 
(Superior), 0.2 (Good), 0.35 (Fair), 0.5(Poor) from checklist tabulated in Table 3-1, Table 3-2 and 
Table 5-3 in FEMA P695 (FEMA 2009). To accurately determine uncertainty value of each term, 

More Yielding 

2% Overestimation 
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determining the failure fragility needs to be conducted rigorously, considering variations of 
numerical models, material properties, design procedures, and other parameters. Mathematically, 
the uncertainty value for each term can be obtained from the constructed fragility curve considering 
all possible variations related. For the purpose of this study and the proposed design framework, 
the recommended simplified procedure in FEMA P695 is used to determine these three uncertainty 
terms (𝛽 , 𝛽 , and 𝛽 ). 

The relative contributions for total system uncertainty from each term are shown in Figure 
7.18. The first three terms (𝛽 , 𝛽 , and 𝛽 ) are assumed to have value of 0.1. (This is 
generally the case for seismically isolated structures, especially when an elastic upper-structure 
model is used). With different possible uncertainty amplitudes associated with ground-motion 
variations (𝛽 ), most of the contribution to 𝛽  comes from ground-motion record-to-record 
uncertainty (𝛽 ). Therefore, determining the appropriate 𝛽  value is essential for a reasonable 
isolator design capacity to be derived using a probabilistic design framework. Using the simplified 
approach following FEMA P695 to determine 𝛽 , 𝛽  and 𝛽  is also reasonable since these 
sources will not contribute much to the total system uncertainty for the case of a seismically 
isolated structure. 

 

Figure 7.18 Relative contribution of βRTR to βTOT for different levels of βRTR. Other uncertainty 
sources βTD, βDR and βMDL are assumed to be 0.1 in this figure. 

7.5.4.2 Challenge to determine record to record uncertainty 𝜷𝑹𝑻𝑹 

Individual ground-motion records will have their own frequency domain and time-domain 
characteristics, leading to differences in structural response, especially in nonlinear range. This is 
true even for those the records scaled to the same ground-motion spectrum value (Sa) at certain 
periods. 𝛽  is defined as the standard deviation of the isolator failure fragility curve due to the 
variation in ground-motion characteristics. This failure fragility curve can be obtained using IDA 
as shown in Figure 7.19 below. the 𝛽  value can be obtained by determining the logarithm 
standard deviation of fitting the log-normal curve to actual data points determined from IDA. 

In order to determine the probability of failure at each ground-motion intensity 
(P(DDemand>DCapacity|IM) to construct the fragility curve, the isolator capacity is required. However, 
determination of 𝛽  is an initial step within the framework when the required isolator capacity is 
not calculated. If different isolator capacities are assumed, the fragility curves will be different as 
shown in Figure 7.19 (b), as will the resultant 𝛽 . Only one of the fragility curves will satisfy the 
target safety reliability. Therefore, an iterative process is needed to obtain the 𝛽  value that is 
consistent with targeted reliability. The iterative process should assume different isolator capacities 
until the safety reliability obtained from the fragility curve meets the requirement. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7.19 Isolator failure fragility curve obtained using Incremental Dynamic Analysis. 
Failure is defined when the isolator displacement capacity is exceeded: (a) a simple 

demonstration of fragility curve; and (b) different fragility curves due to different isolator 
displacement capacities assumed. 

7.5.4.3 Procedure to obtain record to record uncertainty 𝜷𝑹𝑻𝑹 

The major contribution to total system uncertainty is the record-to-record variability 𝛽 . To 
determine 𝛽 , an iterative process is required since the capacity of the isolator, which defines the 
failure mode, is not known. Therefore, a procedure involving IDA and an iterative statistical 
evaluation is proposed; see Figure 7.20. 

7.5.4.3.1 Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) 

The most reliable way of obtaining the dispersion of fragility curve due to ground-motion 
uncertainty is to directly construct the curve by conducting IDA. For implementation of IDA, a 
seed ground-motion set is selected and scaled based on the target MCER spectrum. IDA is 
performed under a range of intensity levels (recommend levels are 0.5–2.5 relative to MCER 
intensities) in order to construct failure fragility curve. 

For the purpose of obtaining 𝛽 , IDA can be conducted using a simplified analysis model 
since the purpose is to obtain the dispersion of isolator response. In the simplified analysis 
considered, the upper-structure is represented by a rigid mass, while hysteresis of the isolator is 
characterized using an equivalent bilinear model with prescribed strength and period. Use of this 
model for IDA is applicable for a general design case since the model does not depend on type of 
upper-structure type or the type of isolator. This simplification will result in an overestimation of 
𝛽 . For the isolator, stiffening behavior is not considered, resulting in slightly larger dispersion 
of isolator response. Using a rigid mass to represent the upper-structure will result in a slightly 
larger isolator response dispersion as well. Overall, using the simplified model to perform IDA 
will lead to fragility curves with slightly larger dispersions, and the calculated 𝛽  value will be 
slightly larger. 

The model simplification considered for conducting the IDA is different than the 
simplification of upper-structure model discussed above. The former discussed earlier in this 

Capacity 3 

Capacity 1 
Capacity 2 
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section was used to quickly perform IDA and determine 𝛽  by providing a slightly conservative 
estimate at the initial step of the probabilistic framework; The latter discussed above is to use 
elastic upper-structure model when conducting RHA in order to reduce possible uncertainties 
associated with nonlinearity of upper-structure. 

7.5.4.3.2 Iterative statistical evaluation process 

After the IDA is performed, an iterative process will be conducted to obtain 𝛽  . As discussed, 
the reason for implementing iterative process is that the capacity of isolator has not yet been 
determined. Consistent capacity of isolator which will result into fragility curve giving target safety 
reliability needs to be found using iterative process. 

This iterative statistical evaluation process is purely mathematical without further need for 
numerical simulation. A trial collapse margin ratio (CMR) will be assumed first (usually starting 
from 1.0). Based on the trial CMR and IDA results, a trial isolator capacity can be determined by 
taking the median isolator responses from IDA results at the intensity-level corresponding to the 
trial CMR. The probability of isolator failure at each intensity level considered in IDA can be 
calculated based on the trial bearing capacity. A fragility curve can be constructed, and a trial 𝛽  
can be calculated based on the fitted log normal distribution curve. The total system uncertainty 
𝛽  is then calculated. The probability of failure under the MCER event can be obtained 
mathematically based on 𝛽 . If the calculated probability is smaller than targeted level 
reliability, the trial CMR and the corresponding 𝛽  will be the final values to use for the 
procedure. The corresponding trial CMR will then become the target CMR. Otherwise, an 
increased trial CMR need to be assumed (an increase step of 0.1 is recommended). This same 
statistical evaluation process will be repeated until the calculated failure probability is smaller than 
the initial design target. 

 

Figure 7.20 Iterative process needed to obtain the correct βRTR as well as βTOT and the 
corresponding target CMR. 

In order to obtain 𝛽 , the largest contribution to 𝛽 , a two-step procedure has been 
proposed. The process is shown in Figure 7.20 using MATLAB (to conduct statistical evaluation) 
combined with OpenSees (to perform the numerical simulation). This process can be used for a 
general design case. The programmed routine will automatically construct the numerical model 
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and perform IDA as well as an iterative statistical evaluation and calculate the 𝛽 . The inputs 
required for the routine are the isolator equivalent strength and period used in design as well as 
ground-motion record sets selected for the RHA. 

7.5.4.4 Discussion of sensitivity of 𝜷𝑹𝑻𝑹 values 

7.5.4.4.1 Different isolator design cases 

Following the proposed procedure and automatic routine provided, the 𝛽  values for a large 
selection of isolator design cases were calculated and compared. Forty-nine isolator design cases 
were considered for isolator strength ranging from 5%–20% of upper structural weight, and post-
yield period ranging from 2–5 secs. The resulted 𝛽  values are shown in Figure 7.21(a) by a 3D 
contour plot showing the trend in variation due to different isolator design combinations. The 𝛽  
values vary from 0.1–0.35 when different isolator parameters are used, indicating the design 
parameters of isolator significantly affect the 𝛽  value. Generally, larger isolator strength and 
period will result in a larger record-to-record uncertainty. From the cumulative distribution shown 
in Figure 7.21(b), a median value of 0.2 and 84% percentile value of 0.28 were obtained for 𝛽 . 
These cases cover a wide range of isolator designs in practice. When considering a specific 
preliminary design case of a seismically isolated structure, the desired process is to use the 
procedure proposed to determine the 𝛽  value specifically for the isolator design. However, if 
insufficient information is available, a 𝛽  value of 0.25–0.3 is recommended as a conservative 
estimation based on the results in Figure 7.21. 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7.21 Calculated βRTR for different bearing design cases: (a) 3D contour plot showing 
relation of βRTR to bearing design cases; and (b) cumulative distribution of βRTR for different cases. 

The record-to-record uncertainty 𝛽  results from the dispersion of maximum isolator 
response under different ground-motion inputs. The response dispersion is related to the dispersion 
of individual ground-motion acceleration spectrum value (Sa) within the record set considered; 
see Figure 7.22(a). For different bearing design cases, the effective period considered to scale the 
ground-motion records are different. The shape of the standard deviation of ground-motion 
spectrum value (Sa) relative to change of period will be different. Therefore, the 𝛽  values 
calculated for each bearing design case may vary significantly; see Figure 7.21. The further the 

Median 𝛽 =0.20 

Median+𝜎 𝛽 =0.28 
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isolation effective period deviates from the original fundamental period during RHA, the larger 
the 𝛽  value. For the fixed-base building, the shift in fundamental period occurs when inelastic 
behavior initiates; it can be approximated using the period-based ductility (𝜇 ); a simplified 
relation between ductility ( 𝜇 )  and 𝛽  is recommended in FEMA P695 based on a study 
conducted on fixed-base concrete frame (FEMA 2009). Similar studies and simplified relations 
have been established to predict 𝛽  for fixed-base buildings (Gehl et al. 2017, Rossetto et al. 
2016, Adam et al. 2014). 

For the seismically isolated structure, the calculated 𝛽  does not have a strong 
correlation to the ductility value, which is defined as the displacement capacity/design 
displacement; see Figure 7.22(b). Due to the strong sensitivity of isolator hysteresis behavior to 
bearing design parameters, the same isolator ductility will lead to different period shift effects if 
isolator strengths and post-yield periods are different. Therefore, a simplified relation between 𝜇  
and 𝛽  is not applicable for seismically isolated structures. For determination of 𝛽 , the two-
step procedure proposed and discussed above should be used. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7.22 (a) Ground-motion spectrum value (Sa) standard deviation at different effective 
period locations for different isolator design cases; and (b) correlation between βRTR value and 

period-based ductility µT of isolator. 

7.5.4.4.2 Different ground-motion sets used in analysis 

The record-to-record variability 𝛽  is calculated based on IDA, which needs a seed ground-
motion set for the analyses. The study uses the far-field ground-motion set considered in FEMA 
P695. For a general design site and case in practice, specific ground-motion records selected and 
scaled might not necessarily be the same as the ones used in this study. The 𝛽  values obtained 
considering different ground-motion sets were evaluated. As shown in Figure 7.23, for each 
isolator design case, large dispersions of 𝛽  values were obtained considering different ground-
motion record sets for RHA, which are indicated by the error bar. The cumulative distribution of 
𝛽  values calculated under different ground-motion sets are shown in Figure 7.23(b), indicating 
significant sensitivity of the 𝛽  value to the ground-motion record set used for analysis. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7.23 Dispersion of βRTR values considering different ground-motion set used. Values are 
for a target reliability of 10%. 

The 𝛽  value is related to the dispersion of ground-motion spectra value (Sa) within the 
ground-motion set used for RHA. Since different ground-motion sets will have different dispersion 
of response spectra, the 𝛽  value will be different. As shown in  Figure 7.24 for the same isolator 
design case, although ground-motion records were scaled to the same effective period on the target 
spectrum (zero standard deviation point in the figure), the standard deviation of the ground-motion 
spectrum value (Sa) will be different around the fundamental period if different ground-motion 
record sets are considered. This results in large dispersion of 𝛽  values due to selection of 
different ground-motion sets; see Figure 7.23. 

 

Figure 7.24 Ground motion spectrum value (Sa) standard deviation at different effective 
periods for different ground-motion sets. 

7.5.4.4.3 Summary on sensitivity of 𝜷𝑹𝑻𝑹 

The record-to-record uncertainty 𝛽  contributes to the majority of system uncertainty 𝛽 . 
From the sensitivity study conducted above, the 𝛽  value largely depends on isolator design 
parameters (bearing strength, and period) and the ground-motion set used to perform RHA. 
Simplified relation between 𝛽  and period-based ductility ( 𝜇 )  is not justifiable for the 
evaluation of isolator failure. Because of the nonlinearity of isolator response, the effective period 
depends on isolator displacement, which will fluctuate dramatically during entire response history. 
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Therefore, rather than using the simplified relation recommended in FEMA P695, the 𝛽  value 
should be determined explicitly from a fragility curve based on IDA results. The proposed two-
step procedure should be used to determine 𝛽 . If the same far-field ground-motion set in FEMA 
P695 is considered for RHA in design, a 𝛽  value of 0.25–0.3 would be prudent and a 
conservative estimate, corresponding to the 84-percentile value (one standard deviation above 
median) for all bearing design cases. 

7.5.4.5 Recommendations on determination of 𝜷𝑻𝑶𝑻 

To determine the required isolator capacity, it is important to determine the system uncertainty: 
𝛽 . It is composed of four terms. The first three terms are determined based on the requirements 
in FEMA P695. In this study, special attention has been paid on understanding and calculating the 
fourth component, ground-motion record-to-record uncertainty 𝛽 , a major contributor to 𝛽 . 
The recommended values to use for each contributing term of 𝛽  are summarized below, and the 
resulting 𝛽  will be calculated herein. The following recommendations are based on the use of a 
simplified analysis model with elastic upper-structure discussed above. The preliminary design is 
assumed to use a stiffening isolator to provide enough capacity to satisfy safety considerations. 

 (a) Uncertainty associated with Test Data 𝜷𝑻𝑫: 

If isolator device is tested following test specification regulated in ASCE 7-16 as well as existing 
manufacture qualification control programs and standards (Zayas et al. 2017), and test results 
indicate stable hysteresis behavior and required capacities for the bearing, it is recommended to 
use 𝛽 =0.2. This is consistent with the results of previous investigations (FEMA 2009, Masroor 
and Mosqueda 2015). The uncertainty value accounts for possible variation of actual response of 
each isolator device comparing to the response based on the nominal design parameter specified. 
If the prototype isolator testing program and the quality of isolator specimen are not well 
documented or the behavior of isolator device, especially under the extreme displacement range is 
not well understood, a larger 𝛽  value should be used. 

(b) Uncertainty associated with Design Requirements 𝜷𝑫𝑹: 

If the capacity of the isolator is accurate, and the upper-structure is designed based on ASCE 7-16 
requirement, the failure mechanics of the entire isolated system is governed by the failure of 
isolation system. In this case, 𝛽 =0.1 is recommended. If another failure mechanism is expected 
due to the poor-quality design of the upper-structure, a larger value of 𝛽  should be used. 

(c) Uncertainty associated with Archetype Models 𝜷𝑴𝑫𝑳: 

The uncertainty associated with the archetype model is determined by how well index archetype 
models represent the range of structural collapse characteristics and capture structural collapse 
behavior. In this case, simulation of “collapse behavior” of the entire system relies on how accurate 
the simulation of isolator failure is. The uncertainty then relates to how well the numerical model 
predicts isolator displacement demand, especially at a large displacement range when stiffening is 
engaged. When an elastic upper-structure is used to determine the required isolator capacity factor, 
the uncertainty associated with upper-structure model is minimized. If isolator model can represent 
the behavior when stiffening is engaged, 𝛽 =0.1 is recommended. If the isolator model used in 
the numerical analysis does not model stiffening behavior explicitly, a larger uncertainty value 
should be used. 
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(d) Uncertainty associated with ground-motion record 𝜷𝑹𝑻𝑹: 

Determination of ground-motion record-to-record uncertainty 𝛽  has been discussed in depth. It 
largely depends on the isolator design and ground-motion records used. These parameters should 
be determined based on the proposed two-step procedure. If the same far-field ground-motion set 
in FEMA P695 is considered in the design, a value of 0.25–0.3 can be used as a conservative 
estimate. 

7.5.5 Procedure to Determine Isolator Capacity in Design 

To achieve safety reliability of seismically isolated structures for preliminary design purposes, a 
procedure is needed to determine required isolation capacity. For a general design case, the most 
important challenge for developing the procedure is to determine fragility curve dispersion 𝛽 . 
An in-depth investigation has been conducted to establish a systematic procedure for quantifying 
𝛽  . Finally, a probabilistic procedure for determining required isolator capacity to achieve a 
given targeted safety reliability is proposed with detailed steps shown in Figure 7.25 below. 

 

Figure 7.25 Proposed probabilistic procedure for determining required isolator capacities for a 
given targeted safety reliability in a general design case 

7.5.5.1 Step 1 (Set up targeted safety reliability)  

First, a reliability target need to be set in terms of acceptable failure probability under a MCER-
level seismic event. An actual risk target (annual probability of failure) can also be used. The target 
reliability could be set based on requirements specified in ASCE7-16 for different risk categories 
as shown in Table 7.; an arbitrary value can also be used based on requirement for a specific design 
case. 
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7.5.5.2 Step 2 (Select seed ground-motion records) 

The second step involves selecting seed ground-motion records to conduct a RHA. First, a target 
MCER spectrum needs to be constructed based on site information. A suite of ground-motion 
records need to be selected as seed records based on the target MCER spectrum. The number of 
record selected needs to be large enough to obtain a stable estimation of statistical dispersion and 
median when constructing fragility curve. The number of records needed depends on the specific 
case (Conte et al. 1990, NEHRP Consultants Joint Venture, 2011). The study herein recommends 
not less than 30 individual ground-motion records be included in the seed ground-motion set 
(NEHRP Consultants Joint Venture, 2011).  

7.5.5.3 Step 3 (Construct simplified model for numerical analysis) 

Before considering the safety target threshold in the preliminary design, key design parameters of 
the isolator and upper-structure should have been selected considering L1 performance objective. 
Isolator period and strength should be selected based on minimizing the damage of the upper-
structure. Upper-structure strength should satisfy basic requirement of ASCE 7-16. These are 
considered as basic steps to be performed prior to implementing the proposed procedure for 
achieving safety reliability. Based on design information of the upper-structure, a simplified elastic 
upper-structure model needs to be developed to conduct a RHA. Also needed is an isolator model 
based on selected parameters to represent hysteresis behavior, especially at large displacement. It 
is important for the isolator model to capture possible stiffening behavior that might occur at large 
deformations. 

7.5.5.4 Step 4 (Calculate 𝜷𝑻𝑶𝑻 and CMRTarget) 

The record-to-record variability 𝛽  as well as total fragility uncertainty 𝛽  were determined 
based on the proposed procedure described in Figure 7.20 where the process is programed into an 
automatic routine. The target CMR (CMRTarget) was also determined through iterative evaluation. 
Seed ground-motion sets selected based on MCER target spectrum in Step 2 should be scaled by 
the CMRTarget. 

7.5.5.5 Step 5 (Obtain required bearing capacities) 

Response history analysis was conducted under the scaled ground-motion set (scaled by CMRTarget) 
using the simplified structure model established in Step 3. The detail requirement for RHA should 
comply with ASCE7-16 Section 17.4.2.2. Median isolator displacement and shear demand will be 
taken as the isolator capacity needed to achieve the targeted safety reliability threshold for the 
preliminary design. 

7.5.5.6 Summary and discussion of the procedure 

Following this proposed procedure, isolator capacities that successfully target safety reliability 
thresholds can be determined with minor computational cost. The computational effort is similar 
to what is required when the response history procedure described in ASCE 7-16 is used to 
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determine maximum isolator displacement demand. Simplifications and assumptions in the 
proposed procedure will add allowable overestimation in the final results. Introducing these minor 
design redundancies will compensate for other possible effects that are not explicitly captured in 
the simplified analysis model. The procedure developed can be used for a general preliminary 
design for seismically isolated structures since it does not depend on upper-structure type, isolator 
design, and seismic design loads. 

The study and proposed procedure assumes an isolator with a built-in soft-stop mechanism 
is used. (This is the case for most types of isolators available in practice.) The study also assumes 
that per ASCE 7-16, the upper-structure will not “collapse” before failure of the isolator. If 
necessary, the safety of the upper-structure can always be checked under the same ground-motion 
sets used in Step 5. In this case, a nonlinear model of the upper-structure will be required. If the 
upper-structure does collapse before the isolation system fails, tuning the design of isolators 
including further initiation of stiffening as well as reducing hardening stiffness can be done without 
changing the design of upper-structure. 

The proposed procedure assumes the safety reliability target is represented in terms of 
conditional failure probability under a MCER level seismic event. If a risk value is used (annual 
probability of failure) as a target, the procedure is still valid provided the seismic hazard curve is 
given. The only difference is Step 4 when the target CMR is calculated. Based on the calculated 
𝛽 , the target CMR can now be found such that the integral of the fragility curve determined 
using 𝛽  and the seismic hazard curve meets the target risk value. The other steps in determining 
the required isolator capacities in the procedure are the same. 

7.6 CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 

In this chapter, the safety requirements of seismically isolated structure in preliminary design is 
investigated in-depth. Numerical analysis of an archetype seismically isolated structure combined 
with reliability assessment has demonstrated that the current preliminary design procedure is 
inadequate because of the standard isolation system capacity. To achieve the L2 performance 
objective, additional capacity is needed for isolation systems to achieve the required safety 
reliability threshold to meet the requirements set by ASCE 7-16. To provide additional capacity 
for an isolation system is possible and three enhanced isolation systems were considered herein. 
Required capacity factors for each enhanced isolation systems are calculated in terms of isolator 
member capacity factors. The results have been adopted by Seismic Isolation Standard for 
Continued Functionality (Zayas et al. 2017) which has been used for design and construction for 
major seismically isolated structures in practice. 

Comparing the capacity factors needed for each system to achieve required safety 
reliability, based on the study reported herein, using an isolator with stiffening behavior at large 
displacements is the most efficient and economical solution to provide enough capacity. 

The required isolator displacement and shear force capacity factors significantly depend 
on other parameters for a specific design case. For application of a general design case in practice, 
a systematic procedure to determine required capacities is desired. 

Response history analysis of an elastic upper-structure model will provide a slightly 
conservative estimate for maximum isolator response. When isolator response is the only 
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parameter of interest, elastic upper-structure model is recommended. It requires much less 
modeling effort, is cost-effective in terms of computation costs, and eliminates the uncertainty 
associated with predicting nonlinear behavior of the upper-structure. 

When probabilistic methods are used to assess probability of isolation system failure, 
system uncertainty (𝛽 ) value significantly affects the fragility curve shape and required isolator 
capacity. Use of larger 𝛽  value will significantly increase the required capacity. A majority of 
𝛽  is due to the uncertainty of the ground motion (𝛽 ), a reflection of the variation of 
individual ground-motion characteristics. 

Record-to-record uncertainty (𝛽 ) value for isolator failure assessment significantly 
depends on isolator design parameters, and the ground-motion records used for the RHA. For a 
general design case of a seismically isolated structure, 𝛽  should be determined from IDA. A 
procedure to obtain 𝛽  value is proposed. 

A systematic probabilistic procedure to determine isolator capacity for given target safety 
reliability is proposed. The procedure can be used for a general preliminary design of a seismically 
isolated structure at minor computational costs. 

Further study is needed to justify the use of IDA and the assumption of log-normal fragility 
curve shape in the probabilistic framework. A risk-based procedure might be desirable if the 
reliability target is specified as an actual risk value. 

In order to achieve the targeted safety reliability threshold for a seismically isolated 
structure, in addition to expanding the capacity of isolators, other requirements should also be 
addressed. These requirements should be specified in an isolator standard such as Seismic Isolation 
Standard for Continued Functionality (Zayas et al. 2017). In addition to the required isolator 
capacity factors, this standard also specifies tests to determine the minimum member capacities; 
isolator qualification tests for long-term reliability of properties and capacities; manufacturer 
qualifications; manufacturer responsibilities; modeling of isolators based on specified dynamic 
property tests; and analysis of the isolated structure to correctly represent the isolator properties as 
determined by the specified component tests, all of which are important to achieve the ASCE 7 
specified target safety reliability threshold for isolated structures. 
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8 General Conclusions and Recommendations 
for Future Study 

Seismic isolation is an efficient structural system to achieve higher performance in seismic design. 
It has been widely studied and used in practice. The implementation of seismic isolation for 
practical application is straightforward. However, it is not always the case in practice that 
seismically isolated structure is designed and engineered to achieve desired performance. The use 
of seismic isolation must be accompanied by correct engineering design. To address this challenge, 
a performance-based design procedure for seismically isolated structure is needed for practical 
application. 

As the concept of performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE) methodology is 
being applied to new and retrofitted structures, we need to look at how it can be used for 
seismically isolated structures. Currently there are no procedures for implementing performance-
based design procedures for seismically isolated structures. The dissertation is aimed at 
quantifying the challenges that remain for developing such procedures that will be applicable to 
seismically isolated structures and providing guidance and support for the development.  

First, a two-level fundamental performance objective was proposed. It required that the 
design achieve a L1 performance objective, i.e., minimal damage and continued functionality of 
the seismically isolated structure under a design-level seismic event. Second, the seismically 
isolated structure must also satisfy the L2 performance objective, i.e., the structure must maintain 
the safety reliability requirement determined. This quantification of a two-level performance 
objective is the basis of the dissertation. The main challenge for development of performance-
based design for seismically isolated structure is to conduct a preliminary design that addresses 
the fundamental two-level performance objectives by selecting the appropriate design parameters 
for the upper-structure and isolation system efficiently with the correct design concept. Current 
preliminary design procedure for seismic isolation, which has been widely used in practice, is not 
aimed to achieve the desired performance of seismically isolated structure. From studies conducted 
in the dissertation work, guidance will be provided on preliminary design of seismically isolated 
structure to achieve the two-level performance objectives proposed. 

The major components of the dissertation were divided into two parts. The first part 
focused on the preliminary design of a seismically isolated structure that meets the L1 performance 
objective: achieving continued functionality and minimizing damage in response to a design-level 
seismic event. The second part of the dissertation focused on investigating the preliminary design 
of seismically isolated structure to achieve the L2 performance objective. to ensure safety 
reliability of seismically isolated structures under rare seismic events. Key conclusions obtained 
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in each part of the dissertation work and corresponding guidance on preliminary design are 
summarized below. 

8.1 CONCLUSIONS AND GUIDANCE FOR DESIGN 

The main findings, conclusions are outlined below, together with guidance for practical design. 

8.1.1 Part I: Considering L1 Performance Objective 

In keeping with the concept of an optimal isolation design that meets the L1 performance objective, 
three seismically isolated structural systems were considered: 

 A SDOF simplified model to represent a general case of seismically isolated structures 
(Chapter 4) 

 A seismically isolated 30-story tall building (Chapter 5) 

 A seismically isolated nuclear power plant (Chapter 6) 

Numerical simulation of the structural systems considering different designs of upper-
structure and isolation system under different ground motion loadings were performed to 
determine how changes of the isolator and upper-structure design parameters affect structural 
responses which are related to L1 performance objective. Understanding how the response was 
affected provides guidance for selecting the parameters for the preliminary design. 

First, analyses of all three seismically structure models proved that seismic isolation was 
very effective in reducing the horizontal response of the upper-structure. It reduces significantly 
in-structure drift demand and peak floor acceleration as well as horizontal floor acceleration 
response spectra response.  

Substantial response reduction (around 50%) can be achieved even when upper structural 
flexibility is similar to the isolation system. The reduction effect is not as pronounced in the case 
of stiff upper-structure. Supplemental energy-dissipation devices can be added to improve the 
response. 

Considering the design of seismic isolation system, the two main parameters that affect 
upper-structure response under a design-level seismic event are isolation period and isolator shear 
strength. increasing the isolation period proved to be the most effective solution to reduce upper-
structure response. Reducing isolator shear strength has a moderate effect on reducing upper-
structure response when isolation period is large (over 3 secs) and will lead to larger isolator 
horizontal displacement demand. The main task for design of isolation system is to find the balance 
point on the trade-off relation between larger isolator displacement demand and smaller upper-
structural response. Considering different types of isolators, TFPB, and other isolator with rounded 
behavior under small displacement amplitudes has a great advantage over bilinear isolators on 
reducing responses under frequent seismic events. Lowering the initial break-out friction of TFPB 
will significantly reduce floor acceleration response. 

Considering design of upper-structure, the stiffer of upper-structure, the better efficiency 
of horizontal seismic isolation can be achieved. Designing upper-structure to be stiffer or stronger 
will not reduce acceleration-related response. It will reduce drift-related response, i.e., changing 
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the design of the upper-structure will not be as effective as changing the isolator design to reduce 
upper-structural response.  

Implementation of seismic isolation system will largely reduce response uncertainty of 
upper-structure due to epistemic or aleatory variability in modeling, analyses and inputs. However, 
the isolator horizontal displacement demand exhibits large dispersion which is an important 
consideration for safety. 

There are three important factors to consider when designing a seismically isolation 
structure: 

 The design and numerical analyze of seismically isolated structures using 
spectrally-matched ground motion needs to be carefully justified. Due to the highly 
nonlinear behavior of isolators, the average isolator responses and upper-structure 
displacement-related responses will be underestimated if using spectrally matched 
ground motion. 

 Horizontal floor acceleration spectrum responses are important for consideration of 
non-structural components in design. Isolator period and strength will affect floor 
spectrum response over a broad frequency range. The response at certain frequency 
ranges is sensitive to the horizontal shear hysteretic characteristics of isolator. 

 The use of horizontal seismic isolation will potentially amplify vertical acceleration 
response. When the vertical acceleration response reaches a certain frequency 
range, it is important to consider non-structural component damage in the design. 
Additional vertical isolation strategies can be implemented to improve response. 

Overall, for the preliminary design of seismically isolated structure to achieve the L1 
performance objective, it is not effective to have a general design and calculation procedure solely 
dependent on seismic hazard because different structures will have different requirements to 
attenuate the response of the upper-structure. The desired procedure is to tune up isolator design 
parameters as well as upper-structural strength in an efficient way to lower the interested responses 
under a certain limit. This limit should depend on the specific L1 performance objective. 

To achieve the L1 performance objective, the task for preliminary design should include 
designing upper-structure and determining isolator period and strength or friction coefficients. 
Based on the results determined herein, the upper-structure should be designed first, following the 
strength requirement documented in ASCE 7 Chapter 17. Once the upper-structure is designed, 
isolator should be designed by firstly determine the isolator period. The isolator period should be 
selected so that the upper-structure drift and acceleration responses are around the limit for 
achieving L1 performance objective. Meanwhile, isolator displacement should be roughly checked 
against allowance for the construction and design consideration. After isolator period is 
determined, isolator strength should be selected to finely tune-up the upper-structural responses 
and isolator displacement to satisfy design requirement. The selection of isolator period and 
strength is an uncoupled process. The isolator period should be selected first since it has the most 
control of upper-structural response. Selection of these two parameters should also consider 
manufacture ability for isolator device in practice. Other parameters of isolation system, e.g., 
capacity of the isolator, should be determined considering L2 performance objective. 
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8.1.2 Part 2: Considering L2 performance objective 

The second part of the dissertation was aimed at evaluating the preliminary design concept and 
method to achieve safety reliability of seismically isolated structures, that are capable of meeting 
the proposed L2 performance objective. 

First, the term “safety” of a seismically isolated structure does not only require safety of 
the upper-structure; it also refers to safety of isolation system. In most cases, failure of the seismic 
isolation system will govern the failure of seismically isolated structure. Providing enough strength 
and ductility capacity for the upper-structure only is inadequate. 

According to ASCE 7 Chapter 17, current design procedures for seismically isolated 
structures following minimum demand will result in the upper-structure having a very small 
probability of collapse; however, the safety of the entire structure, including the isolation system, 
is inadequate because of the high probability of failure of isolation system. To conduct preliminary 
design of seismically isolated structure that meets the required safety reliability metric, it requires 
additional capacity of the isolation system beyond what is required in current design regulation. 

There are different isolation systems with different behavior to provide the enough 
capacities. Among them, using isolator with stiffening behavior under large horizontal 
displacement is the most efficient and economical solution. Use of isolation systems without 
displacement restraint will require an isolator with a huge capacity. The use of an external stopping 
mechanism like a moat wall will result into large moat wall clearance requirement, raising the 
possibility of severe damage or even collapse of upper-structure due to impact. 

The required additional capacity for isolation systems for achieving different levels of 
safety reliability targets are calculated following a probabilistic framework. Capacity is 
represented by the member capacity factor, which is defined as the ratio between capacity needed 
and capacity required from current design regulation. Although these factors are appropriate for 
the specific case investigated in the study, they might be different for another case; therefore, in 
practice, a systematic procedure is needed to determine the required isolation capacity for any 
design. 

An original probabilistic procedure was developed following FEMA P695 study to 
calculate the required capacity based on Incremental Dynamic Analysis and resulting fragility 
curve. The challenge of the procedure is to pre-determine the fragility curve dispersion 𝛽 , 
which will significantly affect the final results. 𝛽  depends on the dispersion of isolator response 
due to modeling, analysis, design, and ground motion uncertainties. Investigations and studies 
were conducted to establish a procedure to determine 𝛽 . An auto-routine was created in 
MATLAB and OpenSees to determine the 𝛽  value for a general design case of a seismically 
isolated structure. 

Finally, a systematic probabilistic procedure to determine isolator capacities for given 
target safety reliability was proposed. The procedure can be used for a general preliminary design 
of a seismically isolated structure; this procedure requires minor computational costs. 

In summary, for the preliminary design of seismically isolated structures that meet the L1 
performance objective defined herein, the design of upper-structure and isolator period and 
strength should be determined. These pre-selected parameters for L1 performance objective will 
not be changed when considering the L2 performance objective. Therefore, the preliminary design 
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process is uncoupled when considering L1 and L2 performance objectives. To meet the L2 
performance objective, the remaining design parameters, including isolator capacity and isolator 
stiffening behavior under rare seismic events, will be determined following the probabilistic 
procedure developed herein.  

The important design parameters for seismically isolated structure will be selected and 
determined in a systematic way based on above discussions. The parameter selection process is 
explicitly aimed at meeting the two-level fundamental performance objective proposed herein. The 
next step is to perform a performance assessment framework to verify the performance against the 
target performance to finalize the performance-based design.  

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 

Based on the study reported herein, much additional research is needed to develop performance-
based design procedures for seismically isolated structure. Although much research has been 
performed on seismic isolation systems, few studies have addressed this key design issue. A 
performance-based design procedure for seismically isolated structure should be a key goal for 
code bodies and practicing engineers. Such a design procedure would be based on a thorough 
understanding of seismic isolation concepts.  And it should be a procedure which can be used by 
to come up with design of seismically isolated structure not only maintain safety reliability but 
achieve continued functionality and minimizing damage. The dissertation provides guidance and 
a basis for further development of performance-based design procedure for seismically isolated 
structures. Listed below are some suggestions for further study: 

 For understanding sensitivity of responses due to design properties, more analysis for other 
types of seismically isolated structure are needed, especially or other types of isolators. The 
study uses two specific case-study structures and focuses on Friction Pendulum Isolator. 
More studies are needed to consider other analysis cases and loading conditions. For this 
purpose, development of more realistic numerical model of isolators is also needed to better 
capture the behavior of seismically isolated structure. 

 For the preliminary design of seismically isolated structure, the ultimate goal is to reduce 
damage to the upper-structure damage and maintain continued functionality. In support of 
that goal, it is important to establish certain response limits for different levels of allowable 
performance. Research focusing on relating possible damage and loss to engineering 
response parameters are needed. When certain response limits are established for reference, 
selecting design parameters will be easier. For example, Seismic Isolation Standard for 
Continued Functionality (Zayas et al. 2017) has certain requirements to limit damage less 
than 2% of replacement cost: RI=1, drift ratio smaller than 0.3%, floor acceleration 
spectrum peak smaller than 0.4g. Similar criteria need to be established through further 
research. 

 Ultimately, optimization of a preliminary design procedure is desired. The optimization 
procedure should focus on selecting those design parameters that achieve optimal 
performance for seismically isolated structures. Based on an optimization algorithm, the 
selection and fine-tuning of appropriate design parameters can be conducted automatically 
rather than manually. However, the challenge is to define the function of the objective for 
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investigation of optimized design while at the same time evaluating the robustness of the 
optimization process. 

 Based on the analysis results from Chapter 6, when three-dimensional ground motion 
inputs are considered, the use of seismic isolation will amplify vertical floor acceleration 
response spectra in a certain frequency range. The analysis model currently ignores soil–
structures interaction, which might amplify the response, Research and investigation that 
focuses on investigating the effect of using horizontal isolation on vertical response as well 
as the study of vertical isolation systems are in great need.  

 Improved numerical models of isolators and additional verification and calibration of these 
models are needed. While basic characteristics of response can be estimated using 
relatively simple bearing models, for complex motions, especially when design-level and 
beyond-design level events are considered, issues related to bearing heating due to energy 
dissipation, geometric nonlinearities and associated horizontal/vertical interaction effects, 
tension and uplift behavior, and hardening behavior as their ultimate displacement limits 
are approached are needed. From the analysis results in Chapter 6, the floor response 
spectrum response is very sensitive to isolator horizontal hysteresis behavior. Therefore, 
more realistic models that capture the precise behavior of the isolation system are required, 
and more robust numerical simulations that predict the response of seismically isolated 
structures are currently lacking. 

 Further development of a performance assessment probabilistic framework is needed. 
Although the existing framework, based on FEMA P58, has been well studied and used in 
practice, statistical assumptions and treatment of ground motions might not reflect reality. 
A risk-based framework is preferred to develop the probabilistic tools to assess seismic 
performance. 

 In consideration of safety metrics, further experimental studies are needed to investigate 
the behavior of isolation system being excited into the extreme displacement range, 
especially under complex loading conditions. The design procedure developed in the 
dissertation is based on numerical simulation only, and experimental verification of 
isolation system behavior in the case of extreme events is greatly needed. 

 Ultimately, a risk-based or probabilistic performance-based design procedure needs to be 
developed specifically for seismically isolated structures.  
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